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ABSTRACT
The love letters written by Isabel Mantz and her
intended mate shortly before the outbreak of the Civil War
help construct an emerging field of the histories of
"ordinary" women in rhetoric.

Personal forms of discourse

such as the letters Isabel wrote represent alternative
rhetorics, texts which privilege the personal, the private,
the fragmented, and the autobiographical.

Love letters,

specifically, represent a rhetorical mode that has remained
virtually ignored to date.

The study presented here allows

today's audience entrance into a particular historical moment
in which a young woman revealed her expectations and desires
as she maneuvered within the institutions of mid-nineteenthcentury courtship rituals, literacy practices, educational
opportunities, and dominant female health-practice ideology.
The ways in which Isabel Mantz used the letter to negotiate a
relationship in its infancy, to create a sustaining
relationship in print, and ultimately, in the final stages of
the courtship, to textualize her identity through her own
writing process is examined in full detail.

This study

suggests that women have effectively used language as a
heuristic for situating themselves in both the private and
public spheres of the period as they have simultaneously used
their written discourse as a heuristic for inventing and
expressing themselves.
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INTRODUCTION:

..

DISCOVERING 'If.YE FEMALE VOICE

Traces of women's private writing linger in historical
societies, libraries' special collections, museums, antique
stores, rare and -hard to find- book stores, and thrift
shops.

In addition, our own homes may be the repositories of

various forms of women's writing.

Occasionally, these family

treasures are treated as heirlooms, maintained and carefully
stored for future generations.

More often these texts are

long forgotten by well-meaning family members who become
overwhelmed by the responsibility of organizing and storing
family members' stories and possessions.

As a result, these

mementos typically become part of the clutter of dusty
attics, garages, storage sheds and old trunks.

Out of

necessity they may eventually end up in the "goodwill" pile,
auctioned at estate sales, or sold out of the garage,
ultimately falling into the hands of collectors who have no
connection to the writer but recognize the monetary value of
a well-worn leather-bound diary with nineteenth century
handwriting revealed within the pages, or a graduation
signature book complete with cameo medallion on the cover and
pages filled with punched dance cards, invitations to social
events, private notes from classmates, newspaper clippings,
and various "scribblings N with the owner's handwriting on
them.

Letters and period post cards are especially enticing
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to collectors as well, not necessarily because of the message
contained in the correspondence but because of the Civil War
memorabilia status, the value of the postage stamp, or
perhaps even the secret message contained under the postage
stamp itself.

Yet, these personal texts offer today's

historian an invaluable link to the past.

Because women

wrote letters, kept journals and notebooks, carefully
documented family recipes and culinary achievements, clipped
newspaper articles of interest, and kept the stories of their
existence alive through oral tradition we have some sense of
how language was used in the private sphere to create meaning
and to give value to women's lives during the previous
century.
Like a number of "ordinary" women who attempted to write
themselves into existence during the nineteenth century,
Isabel Mantz, too, was a woman determined to be heard

even

if only within the most intimate atmosphere of a love letter.
Like most women of the period, she was not famous or even
infamous; hence, no applause, no headlines, no scandal.

Upon

her death, an obituary from the local newspaper entitled liTo
a Good Woman Gone to Her Reward" read, "Rarely have we known
one so lovable, so gentle, so guileless, so truthful, so pure
in thought, so kind in speech, so patient with the world.

II

J. Ed. Pennybacker, a family friend who remebered Isabel and
her husband John Dice Johnson having taken him into their
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home years earlier, described her in the local newspaper soon
after her death as a "friend of the poor, her charities and
deeds of kindness were bestowed and one unostentatiously open
unknown to any but the fortunate and grateful recipients."
The article continued, "

in all walks of life she

measured up to the stature of the true woman, God's best gift
to man, except the gift of his own dear son."
Interestingly, it seems to have taken Isabel's death to
create any public acknowledgment of her life.
Although college educated, Isabel, as a consumer of
American popular media and culture, enjoyed common gift
books, and the sentimental fiction of writers such as Mary
Jane Holmes.

She enjoyed local and regional periodicals

which were often shared among traveling family and friends.
No evidence contained in her writing indicates that she
championed abolitionist causes or joined the ranks of
feminists like Elizabeth Cady Stanton or Margaret Fuller.
Rather, she often comes across in her letters as a passive
bystander who somehow remained emotionally detached from the
many explosive cultural and political events happening around
her.
For many of these reasons, it became increasingly
difficult for me to know "what to do" with this woman.

As

Susan S. Arpad describes it, I was looking for a "secret
feminist" or "unknown literary great," and Isabel Mantz was
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neither.

As a woman conducting research in feminist

rhetoric, I wanted desperately to classify Isabel as an
observer of social wrongs, a local heroine, feisty orator,
and subversive representative of the people.

If I could not

pin her to these more "respectable" ideals, I hoped to
discover messages contained in her writing to indicate that
she was perhaps a misunderstood daughter, oppressed
intellect, or wronged woman.
that

I

I

clung desperately to the hope

could somehow package her in a way guaranteed to bring

her alive in print, and speak to us in ways that would
contribute to the canon of lost feminine voices.
became the trickiest aspect of my research.

And herein

Much to my

annoyance, I discovered that I had to stop trying to make her
what I wanted her to be or thought she should be, and instead
had to allow her to exist as she did on paper, without my
meddling and molding.
When I stopped trying to make her fit my preconceived
notion of whom I thought she should or could be, I discovered
a woman who did one particular thing extraordinarily well.
Isabel Mantz understood the value of language and embraced it
whole heartedly.

She embraced language and used her writing

epistemologically to come to a deeper level of understanding
regarding her own identity and desires.

She then used

language again as she persuaded her audience to stop and take
notice of her.

She became an argument on paper, signifying
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her importance to both herself and her romantic interest with
the best weapon she could muster -- her written narratives.
She used language to create meaning and direct action.

From

an Aristotelian perspective, she understood that the art of
rhetoric requires that one discover the available means of
persuasion for any given situation so to create necessary
change.

Although Aristotlelian rhetoric is perhaps most

committed to persuasive discourse and public change, the art
of effective persuasion within the private sphere has aided
many a friend and lover throughout time, as well.

Because

women had little opportunity to effect social change or shape
community opinion publicly during any portion of the
nineteenth century, Isabel Mantz used persuasive language to
her advantage within the one place she had free access -privately within her personal correspondence.

Within her

private discourse, she created artistic proofs and produced
them effectively and continuously as she followed the
dictates of her culture, which mandated she embrace romance
and courtship and ultimately marry the most "worthy" mate she
could find.

The Risk of Objectifying

In telling the story of Isabel and John, I am in essence
constructing my own story, for I bring to this study my own
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set of preferences, motivations, biases, and values.

And as

Gesa Kirsch and Joy Richie have pointed out in their article
"Beyond the Personal," when we write and speak for others we
risk objectifying them in the very ways our research
initially aims to undo (12).

In other words, we may do harm

where we had intended only good.

In telling the story of two

young people who fell in love and married well over one
hundred years ago, I hope that the story of their discourse
and relationship will not harm or offend.

I hope it refrains

from objectifying and essentializing; rather, I want the
discourse presented here to help both the writer and reader
gain a broader understanding regarding the ways in which the
personal informs the public, and how the personal sometimes
is the public -- and the academic.
In the process of organizing my study and writing the
body of the text, I discovered that I was using this study to
inform my own understanding of the ways in which the
histories of rhetoric and writing in this country are told,
and I continually reinforced my long-held belief that
personal forms of writing such as correspondence help our
students and ourselves become less anxious about "getting it
right" and "saying it clearly."

When writers are freed from

the artificial constructs of that confusing entity we
typically refer to as "academic discourse," they and we might
begin to believe that the texts composed in "safe" settings
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allow us to conceive of ourselves and others in ways that
transform and strengthen both private and public discourse
and social and political realities.

If no other good comes

of this study, I hope Isabells and Johnls discourse helps
todayls audience recognize the importance of respecting the
personal and IIvalidating experience as a source of knowledge
(Kirsch and Ritchie 7).

ll

While we must be careful not to

assume a relation to all other writers of love letters of
this period, the study presented here provides one
interpretation of the life and letters of Isabel Mantz and
John Dice Johnson.

Each reader will, no doubt, invent yet

alternative interpretations and possibilities, and
collectively, these interpretations help instruct and
construct an emerging field of the histories of

II

ordinary II

women in rhetoric.

Family History

Isabel Mantz (1835-1904) grew up in a large, middleclass family living in Frederick City, Maryland.

A daughter

of German Swiss immigrants Mary Ann Grove and Charles Mantz,
Isabel was the second oldest of seven children and the oldest
girl in the family.

She was educated at Frederick Female

Seminary and Saint Josephls Seminary in Emmitsburg, Maryland.
John Dice Johnson (1833-1891), son of Samuel Johnson and
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Elizabeth Dice, was also raised in a large, privileged,
middle-class family from Franklin, Virginia (now West
Virginia).

The oldest of nine children, he received his

medical degree from Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia
and served as a surgeon in the Confederate Army during the
Civil War.

John and Isabel met and fell in love while

visiting mutual friends in Petersburg, Virginia.

Ten months

later on November 21, 1860 they were married in the Lutheran
Church.

On this day Isabel was twenty-four years old and

John was nearly twenty-seven.

Isabel Mantz was typical of a

middle-class Southern woman of the antebellum Civil War
period in that she attended prestigious private finishing
schools, which provided a smattering of academic course work
in addition to the typical "female curricula" of needle work,
penmanship, painting, and French.
Whether due entirely to her formal education or some
other means, arguably Isabel became an impressive rhetorician
for in the one year she and her intended mate courted they
ultimately made the decision to marry.

This in itself is

not unusual; yet, because Isabel and John were separated
geographically during the entire courtship and saw one
another infrequently, written correspondence became the main
mode of expression between the two.

Isabel's and John's love

letters represent a rich collection for analysis and lend
support to the notion that the texture of men's and women's
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lives as preserved in their personal documents typically
contests the vital statistics, public documents and published
literature of the time.

Within the realm of Isabel's and

John's discourse, each created a unique ethos that endeared
each to the other, and they accomplished this primarily
through the written word.

As a result, their personal

letters not only documented and sustained their unfolding
relationship, but it may be argued that the letters actually
became the relationship for a period of time. 1

In addition, the letters written by Isabel help
demonstrate how "ordinary" women like herself may have used
language to value their work and their lives and to situate
themselves in their own meta-narratives.

The "self" created

in Isabel's letters might best be described as a combination
of conflicted and contradictory scripts that document the
difficulties she faced as she attempted to negotiate and
situate herself in both the private and public spheres of the
period.

Personal forms of discourse such as the letters

Isabel wrote represent what I term "alternative rhetorics,"
texts which privilege the personal, the private, the
fragmented, and the autobiographical.

To date, these

alternative rhetorics remain almost invisible within our
rhetorical tradition, yet they allow today's researcher an
opportunity to reconsider visions of gender construction,
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voice, self, identification, and other rhetorical constructs
specific to women's private discourse.

Women as Family Historians

Isabel ultimately left behind the text of a portion of
her life in her letters and because of this we have evidence
of a woman of intellect, emotion, sophistication and wit who
used language to create a sustaining relationship with the
man she loved.

Ultimately she also used language to write

herself into a larger context of the rhetorical tradition
although she certainly could not have predicted the
importance of her voice to us today or even that it would
have been preserved.

In collecting the texts and stories of

women like Isabel Mantz we embark on the most important
aspect of our tradition.

In analyzing these various

discourses we begin writing our fragmented histories in a
fashion that not only applauds the accomplishments of women
but that does so by utilizing alternative voices and
epistemologies that celebrate the feminine and the familial.
Texts such as the ones left behind by Isabel and John are not
unique.

For most of us an afternoon spent in the archives of

a local historical society or library will net similar
documents.

Yet for many of us, recovering traces of ordinary

women's lives can be accomplished without leaving the
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confines of our own homes.

John's and Isabel's letters were

discovered in my own family archives
in a box in the garage.

or more specifically

In addition to the letters, I also

discovered an entire cache of family papers, photographs,
official documents and other intriguing artifacts that
provide an instant connection to previous generations of my
husband's family that neither our son nor I would have known
without the preservation of these artifacts.
My

interest in the letters has netted something of more

value, however.

In addition to the story contained in

Isabel's and John's letters, I have discovered there is also
the story of the letters -- of how I came upon them, of how
my husband ended up with them in the first place, and how
because of my interest in them I have developed an ongoing
dialogue with the curator of the family documents that would
not have been possible without our collective interest in the
lives of previous generations of family, and specifically the
matriarchs of these families.
My mother-in-law, Katherine Hagen, the family curator
and genealogist, has devoted a large portion of her life to
collecting and creating scrap books, oral histories on
cassette tape, personal recipe books, daguerreotypes, sepiatoned photographs, personal narratives, travel logs, diaries,
journals and letters -- some of these items dating back to
the early 1800's.

A long line of women who have come before
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Katherine Hagen has guided her through example, and today she
carries out the tradition with intensity and enthusiasm.

The

more recent family texts and documents are meticulously
cataloged, filed, stored, or hung in her private room at the
top of the stairs; the more primitive and cherished family
histories remain carefully preserved in the cedar chest at
the foot of her bed.

Katherine's commitment to preserving

the family's ethos has provided a critical link to a
continuum of family voices that would have dissipated long
ago without such a

commitment to family, history and

language.
The documents I discovered packed away in our garage
represent a small portion of the collection my mother-in-law
had passed on to my husband years before and today serve as a
reminder of the importance of looking to our family, friends,
and local communities for those missing pieces of our
collective and individual narratives.

In reconstructing

these texts we provide ourselves the opportunity to begin
recreating our histories in ways that may more accurately
resemble the lives we write and talk about and that we
ourselves live today.

We also provide ourselves with an

opportunity to locate ourselves in our own tradition, for the
issues presented in Isabel's letters help us understand how
women from previous generations have used their writing to
help order and make sense of their lives just as we do today.
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Finally, by welcoming the texts written by women from the
past we announce our appreciation of alternative voices and
epistemologies that have been less welcome for too long
within the academic environment.
The biggest problem with this of course is that the
topic, the epistemology and the methodology -- women, women's
ways of coming to knowledge, and storytelling itself

are

not scientific or empirical and therefore not useful in an
academic climate well known for its liberal-humanist view of
the world.

In choosing to respect these non-traditional

lines of inquiry, however, we as a research community

continue to insist that researching as a woman often
represents connectedness to the subject rather than
separation from it and that alternative epistemologies
continue to push the boundaries of traditional knowing and
ultimately enlarge our field in very necessary ways.

Exploring the Letters

Twenty-eight of Isabel's and John's love letters
survive, twenty-one written by Isabel and seven written by
John.

Textual evidence indicates that a number of letters

are missing from the collection, including John's marriage
proposal letter to Isabel.

Although we may never know what

happened to the unaccounted-for correspondence, curiosity
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leads to speculation.

Some of the letters may have been

deliberately censored in whole, for the extant letters show
no signs of purged sections.

Several additional theories may

account for what became of the missing letters.

Certainly,

they may have been accidentally misplaced over the years as
they were saved for future generations.

Although unlikely, a

family curator may have felt it necessary to remove those
letters which seemed too intimate or inappropriate to be
shared with future family members.

It is conceivable that

Isabel herself censored the collection in anticipation of
eventually sharing it with her children.

This possibility

seems most likely in light of current research.

Karen Lystra

reports that nineteenth-century private discourse was often
"cut, clipped and burned" in an effort to keep private
thoughts from public display (88), and John's and Isabel's
surviving letters contain a number of personal requests for
the reader to dispose of a particular letter upon reading it.
Fortunately, the reader's good sense seems to have prevailed
most often, and hence yesterday's letters remain today.
The notion that events, lives, and texts progress in a
linear fashion is a myth that many postmodern scholars strive
to dispel, yet in an attempt to avoid "pre-telling" the story
of Isabel and John, I found the linear strategy a logical
choice for the cycle of love which has traditionally signaled
a move from friendship to courtship, love, marriage, and
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sexual expression.

Although we recognize that this pattern

is not entirely representative of the ways in which
relationships develop and unfold today in current society,
(or perhaps in the mid-nineteenth century), it does represent
an ideal model that American culture has historically
embraced in theory if not in practice.

What follows,

therefore, is John's and Isabel's courtship divided into
three main sections, beginning with their early courtship and
earliest correspondence.

In each of these sections I

consider the ways in which Isabel used the letter to
negotiate the "relationship in its infancy, to create a
sustaining relationship in print and, ultimately, in the
final stages of courtship to textualize her identity through
her own writing process.
Although considered unconventional by today's standards,
I chose not to correct spellings, or "tidy up" grammar and
punctuation, for I did not find these things particularly
distracting or confusing to the reader.

Black lines

occasionally appear in the text of the letters to indicate
that a

pa~ticular

original document.

word, phrase, or name was unreadable in the
Unedited and undisturbed, the set of

letters comprise nearly forty pages of lengthy text, divided
into three separate chapters.

Isolating their voices in an

appendix or one separate chapter was not a suitable option
for me.

John and Isabel began a conversation some 135 years
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ago, and the language of love construed in that conversation
was so compelling and IItelling
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that I wanted to preserve the

uninterrupted portion of what is left of it for today's
reader.

Keeping their voices central to the conversation was

my main intention.

I did not want my analysis to crowd their

voices or silence them in any way.

In addition, I wanted

their voices to speak to other readers just as they had
spoken to me.

By editing the letters into a shortened

version, I was afraid the reader might assume that I had
edited issues and topics that had appeared in the longer
versions.
Most of the topics that I presumed would appear in the
correspondence did not appear at all, and in this respect I
became equally as interested in what did not appear in their
writing as well as what did.

The silences contained in their

collective narrative signaled one of the most interesting
discoveries in the early stages of my content analysis.

For

example, I wondered why discussions of economic stability and
security did not appear in their correspondence.

I expected

to hear them discuss regional and national politics as they
prepared for the Civil War to commence, yet these discussions
were absent.

I wondered, too, why Isabel never talked about

the home she would be moving into upon marriage.

I surmised

she might have questions about the location, decor, and size
of it and this in turn would lead naturally to future
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conversations about her role in that horne and her place in
the new community.

I imagined, too, Isabel might lightly

touch on color schemes, flower beds, porch swings and new
friendships, yet she did not.

Although Isabel confessed

early that she had only surface knowledge of cooking and
preparing meals, I expected her to ask John about his
culinary likes and dislikes.

Because they were both well

educated and shared their interest in reading, I expected to
eavesdrop on conversations about various works of literature,
or at the very least titles and authors she hoped to find in
the bookshelf of her new horne.

Planning ahead, I imagined

they would at least touch on the subject of family size and
raising children.

I also expected Isabel to share her sense

of anxiety about leaving the i l l mother of whom she spoke so
often in her correspondence.

Certainly, the move would leave

her feeling lonely and homesick, yet no admission of any
ambivalence or anxiety appeared in the context of her
writing.
Instead, they talked to each other about upcoming social
events in the community.

Occasionally they touched on

religion briefly, typically including updates of those who
had been recently baptized or married.

They discussed the

weather at length and included inventories of correspondence
sent and received.

They talked incessantly about the health

of family and friends and kept one another apprised of people
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who had visited most recently.

In addition, they apologized

to each other for not writing often enough or for having
composed a "miserably written note."

Early on, Isabel

boasted of past romances, and in the same breath suggested to
John he could not possibly be attracted to her.

She

complained about a younger sister in one letter and
apologized for doing so in the next.

They each claimed not

to be worthy of the other as they simultaneously made
arrangements for future visits.

And ultimately, they made

each other promise to keep their secrets safe and burn their
letters upon reading them.

At this point I was hooked.

I

was determined to discover the nature of these secrets and
was equally committed to finding out why each would implore
the other to destroy any record of their inscribed love.
Ultimately, Isabel's love letters resonate because they
provide a hasty record of a young women determined to
construct herself through language.

On the surface her

letters seem to reveal a superficial sort of construction,
rooted in a depiction of the ever-true woman immersed in the
prospect of creating a home and family with the man she hoped
to marry.

On another level, however, they paint a more

complex portrait, revealing a somewhat conflicted young
woman, who constricted by society's construction of socially
acceptable behavior and attitudes, may have hoped to conceive
of herself in more dynamic ways.

While Isabel's public self
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seems to have adhered to the social prescriptions of the
period, the private letter seems to have provided her a
'safe" home, a location where she might gently alter her life
script, if only for a brief time, as she conceived of herself
in ways that sometimes broke stride with society's
conventions and at other times demonstrated her cooperative
conformity to society's dictates.

Notes
1. Ellen Rothman discusses the concept at length in her
book, Hands and Hearts; A History of Courtship in America.
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CHAPTER ONE
TRACING THE BOUNDARIES OF RHETORICAL TRADITIONS

Scholars committed to revising our collective historical
narrative are discovering impressive evidence which suggests
that throughout the centuries women of various cultures,
social structures, economic means, and literacy levels have
used language in various forms to create meaning for
themselves and to share their discoveries with both private
and public audiences.

Yet, much of this discourse has been

appropriated by the influential male ethos, censored in part
or whole, or all too often erased altogether.

Traditional

ideology asserts that the surviving texts written by women of
the past have been unimportant, few in number, and too
fragmented to provide any recognizable record of
accomplishment.

In her 1978 book, Silences, Tillie Olson

documented the puzzling absence of women's voices in the
history of literacy and literature.

More recently, Annette

Kolodny has documented her rationale for this phenomenon,
suggesting that male readers, finding themselves outside the
language of texts written by women, readily dismiss women's
systems of writing as "indecipherable, meaningless, or
trivial" (502).

Of this situation, Sidonie Smith writes that

patriarchal notions of woman's inherent nature and
consequent social role have denied or severely
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proscribed her access to the public space; and male
distrust and consequent repression of female speech
have either condemned her to public silence or
profoundly contaminated her relationship to the pen
as an instrument of power (7).
The pervasive myth that women have had little to say and even
less to contribute to the historical record is currently
being dismissed by a new wave of scholars who have begun the
critical task of reconstructing the past in order to reclaim
the female voices which have been effectively silenced
throughout history.

In choosing to ignore non-traditional

lines of inquiry and scholarship we continue to allow only a
narrow portion of the rhetorical tradition to be revealed,
for as Bella Brodski and Celeste Schneck point out, without
women's contributions to the collective history of textproduction the overall picture is marred by aberrations which
prohibit an accurate portrayal of the female experience as
told by women themselves.

In choosing to widen our view-

finder, however, we nurture an entirely new edition of our
historical tradition that brings into focus scenes which have
been curiously absent from the larger picture.
OVerwhelming evidence indicates that women have \lsed
writing to create meaning and define an ethos.

In doing so

they have produced a variety of discourse forms intended for
public consumption, and many of these forms (including poems,
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plays, novels, children's fiction, religious sermons,
political speeches and pamphlets, travel books, literary and
scholarly reviews, and literary criticism) grew out of
autobiographical genres including personal correspondence,
private journals, and diaries.

Further evidence indicates

that throughout history women in this country were encouraged
to keep journals and write letters -- probably because these
more personal narrative forms of discourse have been
associated traditionally with the cult of true womanhood and
the domestic sphere.
Although women's private language has continually found
its way into the public sphere (often reaching large
audiences), we are only beginning to unearth and study the
early messages recorded in much of this private discourse.
In these initial investigations we are discovering that
nineteenth-century women occupied a number of subject
positions, for at times they were keenly aware of the
oppressive domestic, social, and public practices maintained
by the dominant cuI ture to keep then in

II

their place."

At

other times, private texts reveal women who were "players" in
the game, and who accepted their mandated roles without
revolt or even question.

Other discourses reveal traces of

both elements, writers who continually vacillated as they
attempted to re-negotiate their roles and identities each
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time they engaged themselves in their respective writing
processes.
While a number of scholars have begun to explore the
thoughts inscribed by women in their private journals, I
agree with Olga Kenyon that Nwomen as letter-writers have
been comparatively neglected" (ix).

Although Kenyon states

that the letter was often a womenls main literary outlet, I
believe that the letter is important to us today for a
related, yet somewhat different, reason.

My research

indicates that letter-writing went beyond providing women
with a "literary outlet,

II

and provided, as well, an

epistemological outlet -- or a place to create momentary
glimpses of understanding for themselves.

In rushed and

unrefined moments, putting quill to paper may have provided
little more than a crude listing of nonspecific notions and
daily details; in unique moments, when the writer was aided
by uninterrupted solitude and focus, composing a letter may
have allowed her opportunity to see the world in ways not
possible without the aid of written discourse as her guide.
In addition, and perhaps most importantly, letterwriting allowed a woman opportunity to compose more than
basic correspondence; it allowed her opportunity to compose
herself as well.

For in the role of letter-writer, women

used language as a heuristic for invention, for the formation
of discovery, expression of self, and for the opportunity, in
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essence, to state for themselves that they had something to
say and that they themselves were important, especially
within the given community of letter-writer and receiver.
"Rhetoric as epistemic" is a term Robert Scott uses to
refer to the practice of using language to create
understanding (and hence oneself).
not "something fixed and final."

He argues that truth is
Rather, ever-shifting

truths are created in particular moments, and these truths
are based on the unique circumstances of one's situation
(17).

If this epistemological process does indeed represent

the ways in which people come to discover "truth," then we
may assume that women have found composing both personal and
private texts a useful heuristic for constructing and making
sense of their worlds.

Yet, Mary Belenky, Blythe Clinchy,

Nancy Goldberger and Jill Tarule suggest in their now wellknown scholarship Women's ways of Knowing that women's
intellectual development adheres to patterns completely
foreign to masculine epistemological paradigms.

Women's

"ways of knowing," they maintain, continue to be neglected
and denigrated by the dominant intellectual ethos of our
time, simply because women's ways of coming to knowledge are
inextricably tied to their reliance on familial, academic,
and cultural environments that respect "connection over
separation, understanding and acceptance over assessment, and
collaboration over debate" (229).
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Traces of women's private and collective experiences and
viewpoints recorded on pages and tucked away in envelopes
represent traces of epistemological processes which allow us
an opportunity to see how women from previous generations
came to name and value themselves in their writing as they
made sense of their lives and the world in which they lived.
Kenyon instructs the reader that "a tradition of female
letter-writing has existed for at least eight centuries" and
has functioned in a myriad of ways including
to inform; to instruct (children, even monarchs at
times); to entertain family and friends with
descriptions of society or daily life (by writers
as amusing as Madame de Sevigne and Fanny Burney);
to keep up relationships (a female quality); to
convey news, before newspapers were widespread; to
recount travels, before the time of the 'foreign
correspondent'; to give advice on many issues, from
personal to public; to explore psychological
problems, often with wisdom and insight, before
counselling was thought of; to keep in touch,
before the days of the telephone or cheap travel;
to offer love and express caring. (Kenyon ix)
Writing as a mode of offering love and expressing one's care
for another represents one of the most neglected areas of the
study of women's private expression to date.

While women's
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personal representations of self (regardless of form) may
epitomize the most valuable personal fragments of women of
the period, James Kinneavy reminds the reader in A Theory of
Discourse that American culture, and especially "university
machines of the present day," has maintained its disdain for
any mode of discourse considered private or expressive.
Kinneavy relates this to the post-Dewey progressive era, a
period in which any form or speech of discourse labeled as
"self-expressive" was viewed with suspicion and disrespect
(394).

This trend has maintained its staying power.

The

role of expressive discourse as a discursive "mode" students
should study and practice continues to be hotly debated
within English departments allover America today.

Within

colleges and universities alike, large coalitions of scholars
and teachers argue their case for "academic writing" -- oddly
enough, few of us know what this terminology actually means.
It should corne as no surprise, therefore, that the
nineteenth-century love letter represents a narrative form
which has remained virtually unexplored by scholars committed
to rewriting our traditional history of rhetoric.

Yet, the

love letter might best be described as an alternative
rhetoric, a feminine expression of the self that has been
neither recognized nor respected within the dominant
intellectual climate.

The nineteenth-century love letter is

important to us today because 1) it provides an opportunity
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to expand the present scope of the traditional rhetorical
tradition in ways that give voice to the feminine experience
as told by women themselves, 2) it provides an opportunity to
value the fragmented nature of women's writing as local
histories rather than that which substantiates or refutes
traditional historical documents, 3) it helps us understand
women's epistemological processes and the ways in which women
have used language within the private sphere to identify
their value and name their own importance in a world where
"identity" and "value" were at odds with the word "woman,"
and 4) it signals an opportunity to begin investigating all
that has been absent for too long in the telling of the
histories of rhetoric.

Reconstituting Rhetorical Traditions

The rhetorical tradition has been and continues to be
comprised of the works of well-known rhetors and rhetoricians
(mostly male) from the early Greeks to those known to us
today.

.Until very recently the study of rhetoric in most

graduate programs has involved the theory and practice of
persuasive rhetoric occurring in the public sphere.

As

applied to the current political arena, rhetoric itself is
typically associated with propaganda, embellishment, and
unsavory politics.

As applied in a current traditional
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context (which continues to thrive in colleges and
universities today), rhetoric is almost always reduced to the
modes of discourse and the study of traditional grammar where
it charades as composition studies.

No wonder it is often

difficult to understand what we mean when we talk about the
history of rhetoric.
More recently terms like the "New Rhetorics" have helped
us understand that the study of traditional rhetoric is in a
period of transformation with scholars collectively trying to
shape a more inclusive and multi-dimensional field.

Many of

today's scholars recognize that groups and theories which
have been continually marginalized and overlooked by the
traditional code expand the study of the history of rhetoric
in very exciting and necessary ways.

Yet this is not to say

that current theorists have reached agreement on what
constitutes the discipline and related practices.

In her

recent essay "Let Me Get This Straight," Sharon Crowley
suggests that "two fairly distinct historiographical
positions" are represented in the last decade's debate over
the history of rhetoric.
"essentialists"

She names these two groups, the

who basically "assume that their fundamental

terms are stable linguistic (ontological?) categories that
remain relatively unchanged over time or through space"
(Crowley 9), and the "constructionists" who argue "categories
like 'rhetoric' are inventions, they are tied to, and are
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complicit with, the social practices and relations that
produce them" (Crowley 10).

Ultimately, Crowley endorses

constructionist historiography for its aim to "dislodge
narratives that privilege the natural or the unchanging," and
because it "reads the particulars of history rather than its
general sweep," while foregrounding "difference, variety, and
change" (Crowley 16) .
Clearly, Crowley's argument represents a theory of
situatedness or locatedness, and is even further developed in
poststructural theory.

Poststructuralism, a complex theory

not easily reduced to primary definitions and basic terms,
situates my scholarship presented here; therefore it makes
sense to outline the key concepts which direct my textual
analysis of the discourse of Isabel Mantz and John Dice
Johnson.
Poststructuralism challenges the notion of a self that
is knowable, unified, coherent, autonomous, and individual,
and posits instead that the self is deliberately and
continuously constructed by the dominant material and social
conditions of its community.

According to poststructural

theory, people are met every day by a variety of conflicting
signifying practices that direct behaviors and attitudes
regarding such things as gender, age, ethnicity, race, class,
etc.

Signifying practices include natural language as well

as other dominant systems of signification (or semiotic
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practices) found in all aspects of culture -- things such as
advertising, body language, art, music, cuisine, cinema, the
cars we drive, clothes we wear, and the like.

As far as the

poststructuralist is concerned, these dominant systems of
signification are what come to represent subjectivity -- a
term necessary to replace the concept of an individual self.
Subjectivities then could be said to be constructed or
represented by the total activity and chaos of one's world
and the ways in which this chaos imprints itself on the
person.

In this regard, then, any trace of an individual

self disappears altogether and is replaced with the concept
of internalized communal subjectivities.

Berlin states that

"signifying practices then are at the center of the formation
of the subject and subjectivities" (18).
The critical component of this theory is that language

(in its many forms) does not present or represent reality,
but that reality is created by language and the ways in which
people use language to create understanding.

What we assume

to be real then is actually a fabrication of a shared
experience.

Reality is construed through the various lenses

(or culturally coded sign systems) we use to see the world. 1
It is important to point out, however, that theory and
practice can be a disabling dichotomy with practice netting
results different from what theory suggests we should expect,
and the concept of self and subjectivity illustrates this
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point.

When we think of ourselves, we perceive a "self," an

individual maneuvering in a large, all-encompassing world.
We typically forget, ignore, or deny that outside influences
direct our most basic senses of politics, religious beliefs,
social mores, personal preferences, and rhetorical stance.
Hence, people are formed by conflicting discourses, or
systems of signification which situate or locate them not in
totalizing discourses, but rather traces, ruptures or
fragments of an historical moment.
I recognize that we are capable of reading Isabel
Mantz's discourse today and explaining her subjectivity; yet,
the probability remains that she perceived herself as an
individual being who (like most of us) was intent on coming
to know that self better, and equally intent on projecting
what she considered to be a unique self to her closest
friends, family, and local community.

Yet the way in which

Isabel perceived herself and presented that self had
everything to do with her immersion in her local community,
for as Thomas Kuhn and Richard Rorty, (and subsequently
others) have pointed out in their respective scholarship,
knowledge and authority are most often "generated by
communities of like-minded peers· (Bruffee 774), or what
Stanley Fish refers to as "interpretive communi ties. "

Wi th

this being the case, Isabel's options for behavior, language,

---------------------------------------~~-~-----~-~---~--
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and demeanor were born out of and interpreted by the very
community with which she identified.
The discourse left behind by Isabel Mantz provides
today's historian with the opportunity to use her personal
texts to construct a piece of the story currently
undocumented, for Isabel's letters allow us entrance into a
particular historical moment in which a young woman reveals
her inspirations, expectations, and desires as she maneuvers
within the institution of mid-nineteenth century courtship
rituals, literacy practices, and educational opportunities.
The study of these practices lends itself toward
historian Thomas Miller's argument that reinventing
rhetorical traditions begins with viewing the history of
rhetoric(s) as the study of social praxis.

Miller writes

that the concept of a unified rhetorical tradition itself is
a fiction, and in order to reveal more responsible and
reflexive portraits of rhetorical histories, "the ways that
political parties, ethnic groups, social movements and other
discourse communities constitute and maintain the shared
values and assumptions that authorized discourse" must be
seriously considered (26).

Miller further suggests that

local histories provide "detailed descriptions of the
cultural experiences of specific communities" and more global
accounts work in tandem to "locate discursive practices in
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the context of existing social relations, institutional
structures, and dominant ideologies ll (29).
Clifford Geertz uses the term IIlocal historyll to
describe the necessity of explaining human experience in
terms of unique community action, and asserts that in
refiguring social theory the focus will be more a part of
IIwhat it is we want to know about unique groups of people
rather than on what knowledge is ll (34). Specifically, he
writes,".

the interpretive study of culture represents

an attempt to corne to terms with the diversity of the ways
human beings construct their lives in the act of leading
them II (16).
Geertz's and Miller's comments help ground the study
presented here, for my work provides a localized account, or
local history, of the shared experiences of two young people
at a pivotal moment in their lives -- a moment when they were
preparing for both matrimony and civil war.

The collective

narrative of the courtship of Isabel Mantz and John Dice
Johnson documents those very things that Miller argues are
integral to filling in the gaps of the many currently untold
histories of rhetoric.
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Claiming the untold Stories of Rhetoric

Miller's call for more responsible research methods and
presentations echoes the requests of a number of feminist
rhetoricians currently engaged in recovering the voices of
women who have contributed to our field.

Feminist rhetoric

poses questions and lines of (non)argument not posited in the
past.

Whereas Aristotelian notions of rhetoric involve the

art of discovering the most appropriate ways to create an
argument, some of the more recent definitions offered by the
New Rhetorics seem to suggest that rhetoric involves the art
of effective expression, or "meaningful discourse," rather
than persuasion specifically (Booth 12).

Sally Miller

Gearhart goes so far as to suggest that "any intent to
persuade is an act of violence" (195).

To date, however, the

research being conducted by rhetoricians is in its earliest
stage of infancy with scholars like Susan Jarratt and
Patricia Bizzell asking us to literally reconstitute the
field of the history of rhetoric in a number of ways not
considered previously.
As we revise our history of rhetoric, Jarratt asks us to
move away from traditional linear constructions of time as we
replace these linear notions of time with unconventional
expectations of what constitutes a "complete" narrative
record (12,18).

In this regard Jarratt, arguing as a
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constructionist, reminds us that a number of histories of
rhetoric are available to us rather than one unified history.
In her essay "Opportunities for Feminist.Research in the
History of Rhetoric," Bizzell asserts that reconstituting the
field includes reconsidering the ways we read works of
traditional canonized rhetoric, and looking for works
produced by women that ring similar to that of work by men
who have already earned respect in the academic arena (51).
Jarratt reminds us that this approach requires one to respect
women's contributions simply because they are different (in a
cultural feminist sense), yet Jarratt takes her cue from
Toril Moi and Linda Alcoff, who remind us that a feminism
based on difference ultimately Nfounders on the problem of
essentialism," which potentially leads one down the path of
"reproducing patriarchal exclusions" (68).
In her work Rereading the Sophists, Susan Jarratt
re-presents the sophistic discussion of community and
history-telling, arguing ultimately for a "re-vision" of
history and the history of rhetoric itself.

Jarratt states

that we must begin by considering contingency and "the denial
of progressive continuity" (12) just as the sophists once
did.

Jarratt's theory is advanced by Foucault, who draws our

attention to the ways in which traditional Western thought
have dictated comprehensive, linear histories complete with
beginnings, middles and pre-understood endings as the
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"preferred" model and methodology.

Post-structural theory

disputes this formulaic approach to history and language
itself, asserting that the collective mentalities these
historiographies attempt to construct have continuously
displaced and denied non-majority communities.

Foucault

further suggests that we reject "how continuities are
established, how a single pattern is formed and preserved"
and, instead, consider the ruptures, breaks, mutations and
incongruities that help a variety of alternatives (otherness)
to emerge (4).

These alternatives have the potential to

explode the dominant ideology which for too long has
hierarchized thought and signified power formations, for they
suggest non-traditional ways of ordering and valorizing
history-making and history-telling.
Bizzell also suggests that we "look in places not
previously studied for work by women not previously
considered as rhetoric and to redefine the whole notion of
rhetoric in order to include this new work by women" (51).
Bizzell's position represents how I came upon the subject for
the scholarship presented here.

I wanted to understand how a

stack of letters written some one hundred thirty years ago by
an unknown "ordinary" young courting couple might provide
evidence of the discursive practices utilized by the young
woman as she attempted to situate herself in the events of
the day and write herself into the larger cultural contexts
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of love and language.

I wanted to discover what she might

have contributed to the reconceived history of a rhetoric of
women's discourse; specifically, I wanted to know if her
fragmented discourse might have something to contribute to
the rhetorical histories that many scholars like myself are
trying to trace and make available to larger audiences as we
collectively construct the missing histories of rhetoric.

Feminist Historiography

Many of the self-portraits compiled by women
regardless of time period and world-wide geographical
location take the form of diaries, journals, personal poetry
and narratives, oral tradition and other anti-establishment
modes rather than the chronological narrative structure
typically associated with traditional, literary
autobiography.

And today a number of scholars are attempting

to make sense out of these autobiographical texts.
Specifically, Cynthia Huff refers to the journal as "That
Profoundly Female and Feminist Genre."

Virginia Woolf

herself stated, "The diary stands as an emblem for feminist
practice," (Huff 8).

Lillian Robinson says women's letters,

diaries, journals, autobiographies, oral histories and
private poetry offer evidence of "women's consciousness and
expression" (Showalter 116-117) while Dale Spender has argued
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that diaries, journals and letter-writing represent the
earliest forms of the novel.
Yet, in surveying women's autobiographical texts, many
historians have noted that women's lives do not necessarily
lend themselves to seamless, orderly chapters which culminate
in clearly articulated, linear stories.

Rather Estelle

Jelinek, Judy Lensink (now Temple), Patricia Meyer Spacks,
and others note that the Hdiscontinuous" form afforded by
diaries, journals, notebooks, and other "female" genres are
synonymous with the fragmentations associated with women's
multidimensional lives.

One might go so far as to say that

these alternative autobiographical forms are analogous to
women's bodies.

For from a biological point of view, women's

reproductive abilities also guarantee a sort of cause and
effect relationship.

Childbirth and child care, for example,

interrupt the lives of the mother, and these interruptions
typically are more invasive, immediate, and longer lasting
for her than they are for the father or other care providers.
Therefore, and as one might expect, the fragmentation and
disruption specific to a woman's biological nature become
textualized in her autobiographical discourse.
As a result, it becomes increasingly clear why women's
forms of. storytelling -- of birthing a text -- have for so
long been considered insignificant and unworthy of critical
acclaim.

This is especially true in light of the criteria
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mandated by literary critics for autobiography to be
considered an art form.

Traditionally, literary critics have

insisted that the work in question demonstrate unity,
objectivity, and critical distance.

As Juhasz and others

have pointed out, though, women's narratives tend to be
circumstantial, cyclical, and contextual.

Rarely do they

provide a comprehensive overview or summary of a woman's
life.

Rather, the reader is afforded glimpses of the

writer's life at the moment she recorded it.

Typically these

records are represented by fragments -- moments in a life -rather than comprehensive, complete stories.

These fragments

are sometimes insightful and brilliant, and at other times
redundant, passively dull and seemingly trivial.
However, each writing opportunity, whether it be a daily
diary entry, an accounting of household finances, a portion
of a poem, a documented weather report, or a confessional
letter to a lover, may have represented one of the few
opportunities for the writer to be freed for a short time
from her domestic role and (literally) second-class citizen
status.

Each writing opportunity most probably provided the

writer time to create and constitute her own private space.
Patricia Meyer Spacks indicates that writing has always
emerged as the only means of freedom for women.

She writes,

"women dominate their own experience by imagining it, giving
it form, writing about it" (322).
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Patricia Hill Collins, Elizabeth Hampsten, Karen Lystra
and Judy Lensink -- a small sampling of theorists who devote
their scholarly interests to understanding how "ordinary
women" have used their writing to make sense of their lives
-- point out that the dominant-culture gatekeepers have
maintained a long history of disallowing and suppressing the
epistemologies of subordinate groups.

The texts of women's

lives, they inform us, are often viewed with both suspicion
and disgust, especially if one goes so far as to suggest that
women's work represents women's art, they say.
writes that these art forms --

Hampsten

letters, journals, oral

tradition, quilting, raising children, even preparing meals
-- those things that are typically used up, discarded,
consumed, ephemeral, and rhetorical are considered capricious
and unimportant by the dominant ethos of our culture.

And

since the traditional articulation of "art" has been "that
which endures the test of time,N women's contributions are
immediately placed at an extreme disadvantage.
A growing number of historians believe that an integral
component of nineteenth-century culture is found in its
members' commitment to written communication, and therefore
we may be well advised to turn to written texts which
document the complex web of relationships between women and
women and women and men so as to best understand the social
climate of antebellum America.

While most nineteenth-century
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journals were more "reportorial than reflective" Ellen
Rothman maintains that the letters from this period were, in
many cases, more than mere documentation of a relationship
(9).

Often, Rothman reports, the letters became the

relationship itself, for they provided a medium for
prese.rving a range of expression.

Ultimately, the letter

allowed the correspondents to metaphorically lessen the gap
of physical distance dividing them.

Although separated

geographically, a communicated closeness helped create a
sense of emotional security and harmony.

All of this

represents an especially important consideration for
historians attempting to recreate past courtship rituals.
As we study the language of these past cultures we must
keep in mind that the personal documents may provide a
certain warmth and immediacy that vital statistics, public
discourse, and news accounts do not, yet they may also
represent a dilemma of a different type for the researcher.
Specifically, it may never be known how closely the language
of a letter written to a lover or friend represents a moment
of the writer's life at the time the letter is written, and
this in itself becomes an especially fascinating issue for
research.

For from a postmodern perspective, if we assume

that language is used to create identity rather than record
experience, the language found in written correspondence from
a hundred years ago or more may help us better understand how
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this past culture actually created itself through the
expression of language.
Unfortunately, the writing contributions of too many
nineteenth-century subcultures are missing, ignored or
destroyed, leaving a startling absence felt by us today.

The

histories of women and minority populations are no doubt the
most misrepresented and ignored, yet their histories
aggressively challenge traditional historical conventions,
and they do this by relying heavily on innovative strategies
to communicate their forgotten worlds.

Clearly, nineteenth-

century women1s autobiography constitutes an integral part of
these forgotten worlds.

While the messages of these

alternative rhetorics communicate the obvious -- economic and
political exploitation, domestic and social oppression of its
members by the dominant culture -- these texts also contain
the traces of women constructing themselves through their
discursive practices.
As we move away from traditional modes of exploring the
past, we provide ourselves opportunity to study
representations of nineteenth-century life by the women who
created them.

Among other things, the texts created by women

provide the historian with important data to be compared to
formal, objective accounts (such as information found in
reference libraries, county courthouses, old newspapers,
etc.) which often reveal radically different versions of the
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same

events.

The construction of more responsive research

models constitutes some of the most basic issues relating to
how rhetoricians, social historians, literary theorists and
feminist scholars alike might responsibly reconsider the ways
in which language was used by women to construct their sense
of gender, identity, and power.

Certainly, the work produced

by non-famous and nondescript women is an obvious place to
begin searching for answers.
In reconsidering women's alternative rhetorics, we, as a
research community, must make a conscious effort to reclaim
the female subject, paying particular attention to the ways
in which women have used language to discover and create an
identity -- an ethos.

The entire question of where the

writer place herself in the autobiographical discourse is
also of paramount importanqe.

Regardless of whether the

writer appears in the center, as a passive observer recording
the events of her life from the sidelines, or as one whose
personal needs and interests came second to the needs of
one's husbands and family, these perspectives provide
insights into the ways in which women constructed a sense of
themselves during this particular period of oppression.
In studying the issues presented here from the position
of a rhetorician conducting research in the field of women's
discourse, I join literary theorists, social historians, and
cultural studies scholars alike who have already gone to
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great lengths to demystify and foreground women's
contributions to the historical record.

I hope that my

scholarship highlights and brings into clearer focus the
importance of studying the situated nature of discourse
regardless of how fragmented or "unfinished" it may seem.

In

studying women's private discourse from the perspective of
knowledge-making rather than literature-producing, my
research strives to suggest ways in which women have
effectively used language as a heuristic for situating
themselves in both the private and public spheres of the
period as they have simultaneously used language to value
themselves.

Ultimately, I take my cue from Terry Eagleton,

who reminds us that the concepts of literature and literary
theory are mythological constructs, created and perpetuated
by powerful social and political groups which choose to
either deny or assert literary worth.

Drawing on Eagleton's

theory, I aim to demonstrate that women's alternative
rhetorics are important to us today not only because they
give voice to the feminine experience as told by women
themselves, but for yet a more profound reason.

These texts

remind today's audiences of a historical moment in which
oppression, denial, and silence dictated the only
"appropriate" ways in which women were permitted to signify
their existence.

Because women did indeed write their
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stories, we can identify, theorize, and document their
oppression.

Most importantly, we can learn from it.

Notes
1. For a more in-depth discussion of postmodernism as it
relates to the history of rhetoric, cultural studies, and the
teaching of composition, see Sharon Crowley's The Methodical
Memory; Lester Faigley's Fragments of Rationality; and James
Berlin's "Poststructuralism, Cultural Studies and the
Composition Classroom" in ~toric Reyiew, Fall 1992.
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CHAPTER TWO
"do YOU NOT LOVE SOLITUDE SOMETIMES?"

During the middle part of the nineteenth century young
women living in rural areas often flocked to friends' and
relatives' homes located in urban areas in hopes of meeting
potential "beaux".

Evidently both John Dice Johnson and

Isabel Mantz participated in this trend.

John, who lived in

Franklin, Virginia, and Isabel, who lived in Frederick City
Maryland, met while visiting mutual friends in Petersburg,
Virginia sometime before the close of 1859.

Upon discovering

their mutual attraction, they began corresponding through
letters.

By Valentine's Day, 1860 the stage was set for

their courtship to officially begin.

At that particular time

Isabel had effectively created and presented at least one
test of commitment for John to pass.

The climactic event

involved a charge of impropriety on John's part; the specific
charge involved a gentle, yet firm, accusation that John was
showing Laura (or Lollie), Isabel's younger sister, too much
kindness and affection.

In the act of accusing John of the

specific indiscretion, Isabel effectively positioned herself
so that John would have to proclaim his commitment to her
alone if he were indeed genuinely interested in moving their
relationship to a higher level of intimacy.

Responding to

the intimation, John wrote to Isabel in his Valentine's Day
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letter as a man wrongfully accused, stating that his only
intention had been to act as a "suitor" to Isabel and
"honorable gentleman."

With this point clarified, Isabel's

position in their relationship had been substantiated.

She

had successfully negotiated her value both within the context
of sister rivalry and the larger context of her community in
general.

As a result their relationship took on a new

dimension.
The pre-courtship might best be described as a dance in
which Isabel and John each used common topics of the day as
well as mystery and intrigue to continue the dialogue of the
most recently received letter or previous visit.

These first

six letters represent the early stage of their friendship,

leading to the moment in which the relationship was
renegotiated on the terms Isabel politely but effectively
dictated.

* * * * * * * * * *
Petersburg
December 6th/59
My very dear Friend
The reception and perusal of your welcome little note
gave me much pleasure, banishing at once all uneasiness
caused by offending you the night previous. "You uttered few
words but your looks spoke Volumes." My conscience smote me
and made me censure myself for ungratefulness. such will
never be. the kindness and hospitality shown me by each
member of your dear family will ever hold a sacred place in
my memory.
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Last Friday evening we attended a sociable party at
Cousin Ginnie Bean's. had quite a gay time. Vocal and
instrumental music chatting and laughing was the order of the
evening. I tried to assume the character of Mrs. Dignity.
fear I did not succeed, wish you had been here to give your
opinion.
The next morning proved very disagreeable hailing and
snowing. in the evening I had the luck of a nice sleighride. George who has been one of my best friends since here
was my escort. Mrs. Morgan Em Hogelands had a large field at
our disposal. and enjoyed it to our hearts content. You
wished to know if I would attend a dancing party in your
charming little Village. should you succeed in having it,
nothing would be more gratifying I can assure you. if I
thought you were not acting contrary to the Creed of your
parents; if such be the case, I beg you not to attempt
anything of the kind. Will you!
I received two papers and a note from my darling Father
since I saw you. but not a line from Laura or Emma. hope
they have not forgotten their absent sister. Aunt Mollie
continues in excellent spirits and somewhat improved in
health. she has not given up her visit to Franklin. Lizzie
the "precious baby" is so good and coughs but seldom. I
sometimes think she has not the Whooping Cough, only wish it
was so. She is to be left in our care during the absence of
her Ma. I feel honored to think Aunty places so much
confidence in me. Doct. she is the only person who is aware
of our correspondence. Indeed it is she alone in whom I can
confide, and ask advice. Do you care if I permit her to read
your letters if you disapprove it please do not hesitate in
saying so. Sammy the dear good boy will be home next Friday
the month of December. Oh! my I will be delighted to see
him. he is coming by way of Frederick. thinks probably
Father will accompany him, the idea almost makes me frantic.
Wonder what the reality will be.
George did not go to Charlestown as he expected.
Started to Moorefield Wednesday evening accompanied by
"little Billy" but returned next morning to the surprize and
delight of us all. leaving his delectable companion who no
doubt received a hearty welcome, as no signs of him, have we
had since. Please, remember me kindly to your dear Ma, Pa,
and Brothers, a kiss to sweet little Mollie for me. Wish I
could send a message to Miss Betty Sue, Maggie & Kate, but
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intend writing to them very soon. Do not permit this to be
read by a second person, by so doing you will oblige your
Sincere Friend

Isabel

* * * * * * * * * *
Petersburg. --December 15/59
My dearest Friend.
I am all·alone this evening. Do you not love solitude
sometimes? having just finished writing to my sweet Sister
Laura & Mammie I have determined to devote a few moments to
you. Your kind and noble Cousin has returned, now making
one of our happy circle at the fireside, helping to enliven
the long dreary December evenings. Father did not accompany
him as I expected, oweing to his business affairs he has been
so unfortunate as to lose his clerk Mr. Kochler I am
exceedingly sorry. for he was my chief gallant at home.
Laura is still in Baltimore enjoying herself wonderfully, has
made half dozen "Conquests" and to my great surprise found my
old beau at least one that I considered as such heading the
list, a wealthy old Bachelor about forty tolerably good
looking and very eccentric.
The consequence is, I have become very sad ever since
and determined to "Hang my harp on the Willow tree", a
perfect witch at captivating hearts, isn't she! it will no
doubt be a difficult matter to content herself in our quiet
little City after a season of such unremitting pleasure.
Aunt Mollie and myself had a hearty laugh concerning the
secret. Mr. McCoy and Aunty. we are anxiously waiting to
hear something more about it. We had protracted meeting here
Saturday Sunday and Monday. Mr Johnson's health not
permitting him to continue it. Will you not be astonished to
hear my Friend Mollie Barber was one of the Converts. Cousin
Ginnie Bean and Mrs. C. Barber were baptized and made their
first Communion last Sabbath. We have been looking for your
darling Ma and Sister, thought they would be here last week.
Aunt Mollie is right smart, her cough seems much better but
is afraid the weather is not pleasant enough for her to
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venture out. Do persuade them to come and send them right
away, won't you. I was so glad to hear you had been so
studious, not giving yourself time for dissipation of any
kind. only hope you may continue to be good. I am sure you
will never have cause to regret it.
I almost forgot. to tell you my delectable friend "Billie
Clark" called to take me to church, he made himself very
agreeable or at least tried to do so. Made several apologies
for not calling sooner. said it was not done intentionally.
for I was certainly aware that I always was a great favorite
of his. his breath smelt so strong after liquor that I was
fearful of becoming intoxicated for it. It is growing late
now, I must close, it is very cloudy. I am in hopes it will
snow before morning. My love to all the members of your
loved family, to Mollie, my heart goes out in love and
tenderness. So now adieu, with expectations of seeing you
soon. The present you asked me to accept, why did you not
tell me what it was, then I would have been able to answer
you. So I will wait and tell you when I see it. Good night,
and manY.pleasant dreams is the wish of your,
Attached Friend
Isabel

* * * * * * * * * *
Franklin
Dec. 17th 1859
My Adored Friend
You ask, "Do you not love solitude sometimes". Yes, my
charming friend who does not? It is splendid at times, and I
realize it more to night than in all my life. Night has long
since drawn her sable curtain around and this time without a
star to pin them. Our little hamlet is as still as death,
not even a sound to disturb my meditations. Oh! it is not
nice to be seated in ones own Sanctum, and have even this
poor substitute for a chat with those we love. Ever since
the inception of our correspondence, I have been thinking how
much I have lost by.my being so unfortunate as not to have
had you for a correspondent long ago; one that possesses so
much efflorescence of character, and sweet effluence of soul;
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in fact all the peculiarities that form a high souled and
noble woman (such is my dear friend) will exert a happy
influence over our stern sex, and we are led to exclaim What
would man be without woman?
I received a letter from Sammy a few days ago. he says
you and he had a nice ride on horseback. I suppose you have
not forgotten the ride you took while here, particularly that
feat of equestrianship in front of the Hotel . . OUr dance will
take place on next Friday night, now you must surely come for
it will be a poor affair without you, and your Aunt Ginnie
must be forthcoming, for I think my "little Friend" is very
anxious to meet with her again. Then you can judge for
yourself. He would make a great, "little" Uncle, would he
not? I will write to Sammy and George tomorrow, 'speck both
to be here at the dance. I sent the "Widow" an invitation
and will send one to your Aunt Ginnie tomorrow. I was no
little astonished at the conversion of Mollie Barber, who
would have thought it? Why I was going to send her an
invitation to our dancing party. I asked Ma to day when she
expected to go to Petersburg. Said she did not know when.
My Pa is not very well, has a troublesome cough and she does
not like to leave on that account. She thinks he will be
imprudent in her absence, he is attending to his business as
usual. If you come to the dance I guess Ma and little Sister
will return with you. My partner will be at home in a few
days, and I will take her down. Glad to hear Cousin Mollie
is still getting better. Hope I shall see you next Friday
evening. Good night.
Your devoted friend
John
I have no doubt you had a nice time sleighing to day.
write soon and say you will be here. Do, do come.

Do

* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
January 15th/1860
My best my dearest Friend.
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I fear you have censured me for forgetfulness. I must
confess I have been very dilatory after promising to write
the next day. but you can never nQ never ~ forgotten. I am
so happy to think I am home once more and enjoying the
society of the "loved ones
HQm.e. ~ ~ charms.
~ it.
~ §.Q humble.
H •

After parting with you at New Creek I had quite a lonely
time of it. indeed I would have insisted upon your coming to
Frederick had I not thought I had already been imposing upon
good nature. The family was astounded at my sudden and
unexpected return. and seemed disappointed at not seeing
you. said you promised them to accompany me home. ~ made
every apology necessary. My darling Parents think you a
paragon of perfection. I don't think I ever heard my Father
speak so favorably of a young man. that is, our
acquaintance. as your ~~. "so I think you ought to
feel yourself flattered, don't you"! and pay us a visit very
soon. please do.
Spencer C. Jones was here last evening he is as big a
goose as ever nothing improving but his vanity. I met the
idol of my affections in the cars. Jack West. his mouth is
as bewitchingly sweet as of ~ and he still pours forth
from those ruby lips the same honeyed speeches.
Lollie was very glad to see her absent sister thinks it
will be somewhat livelier says our neighborhood is
distressingly dull no one has recovered from the effects of
the last party. She seems displeased at me today for writing
to YQY. I am so sorry think probably we had better
discontinue our correspondence. she has just left me to
write you ~ 2i ~ nicest letters ~~. ~ could ~
you ~ arrived home safely. but I told her she need not put
herself to that trouble. I tell you what I think has caused
this jealously the day after I came home I commenced working
you a pair of slippers. she is working a pair for the old
Bachelor Mr. MYers. I will finish mine tomorrow. and will
perhaps send them by Wednesday mail please let me know when
you get them. MY precious Ma's health is no better, I think
her cough much worse and she complains a great deal. it
distresses me to think of it. Pa is very uneasy and is doing
everything in his power to try and restore her to health
again. I told Mother about your present. she thinks you
very kind and did not scold me, as I expected. Lollie is
under the impression you loaned it to me. I guess she would
become horrifyed at the idea of my accepting a plain ring.
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but thinks it nothing to accept a diamond herself. Mac and
Charlie are as mischievous as ever. the former just now came
in with his hands full or water. and baptized my letter. it
is very provoking. yet I cannot scold them. for their
childish sport. it is done innocently. Mamie is almost
crazy to see Mollie. says you must be sure and bring her
with you when you come. she will not be troublesome to
anybody I will be responsible. for everything and will take
every possible care of her, change of air and diet will be
beneficial to both that is Doctor John D. Johnson and his
little sister Mollie. Much love to your dear Ma Pa Brothers
and Sister, and a pen overflowing with love for yourself
write to me very soon, a regular foolscap pen. Good bye
hoping to hear from you often. if you think it will not
offend my sweet sister. take good care of yourself. and
stick to your pledge. you will delight your devoted friend.
Isabel
I am almost ashamed to send this miserably written note but
have not time to write it over as I promised to let Sammy
hear from me today too. destroy as soon as read you will
gratify me very much by so doing.
* * * * * * * * * *
At Home
February 6th/60
My dear, dear Friend,
Since I last wrote to you I have been leading a very
monotonous life. have not been out walking but once, and
that was very late in the evening, do not even go to church
or put my head out of the front windows. fearful of Mr.
Haller the sheriff getting a glimpse of me whom he supposes
is still in Virginia. Oh! dear me it is awful to keep one
self shut up so long, and in dread whenever the front door
bell is rung. Anna poor girl is always cautioned before
answering it, "should it be any gentlemen whose faces are not
familiar to her or she has not seen visit the house before,
wishing to see Miss Laura or Isabel, they as a matter of
course are not at home.
Mr. Haller has been after Pa to let
him know when his daughters return he told him he would
certainly do so. I am so sorry you have abandoned the idea
II
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of coming although I know it will be exceedingly unpleasant
to appear at Court yet I cannot help expressing
disappointment at your non appearance. You will try and pay
old Frederick a visit shortly after the adjournment of Court
will you not! Come yourself -- trunk and whatever other
baggage you may choose bring to our house. I mean Mr.
Charles Mantz's in West Patrick Street -- three doors below
Court Street. "don't forget to let us know when to expect
you", and the whole tribe of Mantzs will be at the depot to
meet so dear a friend as you have proved to be". MY precious
Ma is in Baltimore went last Monday. Dr. Chew expressed a
wish to see her before changing her medicine. She is but
little better. I expect it will be a long time before she is
entirely cured. I think I would be willing to sacrifice
almost all the happiness in store for me, if I could only see
my darling Mother restored to perfect health. "Life without
health is like marriage without Love". So Old Dr. McKensie
used to say. We are looking for her horne this eve but fear
the weather is too unpleasant for her to turn out. Sleighing
has been very fine within the past week and a great deal of
it done here making the town unusually lively. Did Sammy get
his sleigh! On Saturday I had three New York Weeklys and a
letter from him, on tearing off the envelope, a sealed letter
still remained directed to "Miss Isabel Mantz" after opening
it imagine my surprise when I beheld the signature of I. W.
Myers, expressing his sentiments most beautifully in a
poetical style who would have believed the handsome Gentleman
that sported such a fine beard should fall in love with such
a plain matter of fact dutch girl as Tude Mantz he must have
lost his heart -- poor fellow the morning I left Franklin,
don't you recollect how nicely I looked wrapped in shawls,
comforts,
, and furs. from appearance one would
have been likely to think I intended making an Arctic
Exploration. MY Admirer as he terms himself has my sympathy
but nothing more this child never had the good luck of
falling in love, much less at first sight. I will show it to
you when I see you, or if you wish it will send it to you.
Do you remember a portion of my last letter concerning my
dear Sister. She displeased me whilst writing, and without a
second thought, scribbled my opinion of her sweet self, but
upon reflection feel mortified at having been guilty of so
mean an act -- and wish you to blot it forever from your
memory, and oblige a friend or Sister, the latter endearing
name I hope to be called by one of these days. I have been
right busy several days practicing on the piano. Mr. Poole
an acquaintance of ours sent us some very nice music. he
resides in New York. has given us numerous invitations to
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visit him. perhaps will accept one of them before long. he
intends bringing his Wife to see us next summer. We have her
daguerreotypes, from all accounts she must be a sweetloveable little creature. Lollie no doubt has given you all
the news very probable some that I have in here. She will
not satisfy me by even given me some of the subjects included
in hers. So you will have to be content with this. If you
consider this worthy an answer. Please let me hear from you
very very soon. Much love and a kiss to sweet little Mollie
whom I am still expecting to see with you very soon.
Remember me kindly to one and all of your dear family, and be
assured of the unalterable affection of your true
Friend
Isabel
* * * * * * * * * *
Franklin
Febry 14th/60
liThe love that is kept in the beauty trust
Cannot pass like the foam from the seas,
Or a mark that the finger hath traced in the dust
When 'tis swept by the breath of the breeze;
They tell me my love thou wilt calmly resign
Yet I know e'en while listening to them,
Thou wilt sigh for the heart that was linked unto thine
As a rosebud is lined to its stem.
II

This stanza no doubt you have seen very often, but as it
presents itself so vividly to my mind and heart this morning,
I thought I would pen it and will only ask you to excuse the
presumption of the line next the last one of the stanza. You
know 'tis said liThe lips move not when the heart feels most",
and my' pen refusing to perform its wanted task, you will
please pardon me for not writing you a long letter. Now my
dearest friend, allow me to ask you for my sake, not to
exhibit this letter to anyone, let no eyes but your own gaze
up on it. I know you will not. I am willing to trust you
with anything for if I cannot trust you who can I confide in.
As you say I believe you to be a "matter of fact girl". Yes
one that is too intelligent, and has too much penetration of
mind, not to know that it would be much better, and far less
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embarrassing, to have some understanding between us, and in
fact your sweet, long epistle is rather an initiatory step to
it. You know full well that I would not write to both
yourself and Sister as a suitor, mind I dare not presume such
a thing but wish to act the part of an honorable gentleman,
and of course cannot write as the suitor of both at the same
time, no~ have I been doing so. You say by doing a certain
thing (which I shall surely do) I will oblige a friend or
Sister now this presents the affair in somewhat different
aspect, does it not? I did not expect your dear sister would
ever write to her friend of the "Mountains" again. You know
but too well the history of our courtship and will not blame
me for the part I acted. As I have told you before I never
felt angry with her, she is too good and kind. You know how
much I am devoted to your dear family, yes I love and cherish
it and come what may I never will, no never forget its dear
members. Now in writing to you in the future shall I write
(as our friend expresses it) as your Admirer? Now do speak
frankly for if you do not wish it I will stop making myself
so offensive. I hope and pray you will excuse this plain
talk, for it has been done by the promptings of pure and
subtle feelings. I do wish I could see you. I would give
the world to have an hours chat with you. Ah! who is always
happy? We all more or less find that the "thorn of regret is
mixed with the sweets of the rose". I trust you will not
hate me for writing this letter, but come what may I hope I
shall always find you my dear Friend if nothing more. I hope
you will write very soon, yes immediately upon the acception
of this. I feel so sorry your darling Ma is no better. Yet
think she will improve after a while. Mr. Andy Burns and
Sammie Bean will visit us next week. I have suffered very
much with my neck since I saw you and if it does not get
better will go to Philadelphia soon. Be sure and write to
Sam Bean to accompany me. Give my love to all your family.
Good bye. Yr devoted friend
John
I would have written Sunday but "Billy Clark" was here and
prevented me. He is in love with Miss Tudie Mantz. Says he
has written to her. He talks of going to Frederick. Mr.
Johnson held a meeting here Saturday and Sunday. Sister is
very anxious to see you and sends her love to all. All are
very well. This morning it is snowing, but too soft for
sleighing. Sammie has his sleigh lashed at last. I was in
the "Burg" on Monday night. Aunt Mollie is much better, she
seemed so glad to see me. all were well. I remained but one
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night. I hope the case of Miss Reed will be disposed of and
you and Sister be relieved from your fears. Write soon or it
will be so long before I hear from you.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE LOVE LETTER AS NEGOTIATION

From the 1820's until the outbreak of the American Civil
War, an explosion of advice and etiquette books, pamphlets,
and manuals became available to the curious public,
surpassing the number published at any other time in the
history of the young republic.

Most were authored by

Americans rather than the English (Schlesinger 18).

Mary

Reed Bobbitt lists well over 200 titles in her bibliography
of etiquette books published in America during the nineteenth
century alone, and this number excludes parental advice
books, polite conduct advice books, formal policy advice
books, and books devoted to more pragmatic issues such as how
to write a letter (3-4).

The best rationale available to

explain the success of this new genre of literature might be
that offered by John F. Kasson, who believes the production
of etiquette books corresponded with the "redefinition and
dissemination of gentility in the nineteenth century" which
was the result of improved industrialization, transportation,
communication and urbanization (43).

Ultimately, these

"interrelated developments" transformed the entire class and
social structure in the country, making it possible for those
whose economic and social status had previously placed them
on the doorstep of a higher standard of living and class
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membership all the closer.

Kasson further asserts that as

the society found itself sharing similar values regardless of
class status the "conceptions of fixed rank and gentility"
slowly dissipated, leaving many (and especially the middleclass) believing that not having been born with a silver
spoon in one's mouth no longer meant eternal exclusion from
the world of privilege; rather, with the advent of etiquette
and advice literature one could now purchase the knowledge,
work hard, set high goals and expect to move in the same
circles of the privileged bourgeoisie (36-37).
Achieving a respectable level of gentility and
cultivation grew increasingly important during the antebellum
period and became especially critical for anyone hoping to
win bourgeois approval.

America, while divided on politics,

viewed itself as a worthy rival of England during the
Industrial Age, and this self-concept made "good breeding"
and lofty social standing a highly desirable goal for those

aiming to succeed both personally and professionally in the
"up and corning" nation.
of these truths.

Isabel and John were acutely aware

Each had been raised in financially secure,

upwardly mobile families.

Advanced levels of education had

been made available to each of them, and they were highly
literate.

Each was "right N for the other.

John's

professional status guaranteed respect and widespread social
approval.

Isabel offered family name, formal education and
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advanced literacy.

Most importantly, her unwavering

adherence to the Cult of True Womanhood ideals signified her
unquestionable value; hence, a courtship and eventual
marriage made sense.

While it remains doubtful that either

partner had reason to doubt the other's level of cultivation,
their letter-writing provided the perfect stage to subtly
reinforce their class affiliation and overall good breeding
as they simultaneously began negotiating their way through
the terrain of an evolving relationship.

In the process,

Isabel embraced the opportunity to successfully negotiate her
value within the context of love and romance, and more
importantly, within the larger context of her local society.
Yet it seems fairly probable that each looked to the
II

experts " for assistance in understanding appropriate gender

behavior and respectable etiquette in general.

In response,

a barrage of discourse centering on directives for
appropriate public and private behavior became readily
available.

These texts disseminated cultural advice, which

assisted both those committed to maintaining their privilege
as well as those hoping to attain entrance into a higher
echelon.
Titles such as Canons of Good Breeding, Good Manners a
Fine Art, Lady's Guide to Perfect Gentility, and The American
Book of Genteel Behayior represent a minute sampling of texts
that lend evidence to this claim.

These and others like them
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offered advice on everything from appropriate "carriage and
visiting dress," and the importance of "early rising," to how

men and women should behave when gathered in "the drawing
room. "
This is not to say that the upper-class itself was not
fixated on social "correctness," morality, and service to
both God and state, for all too many etiquette books were
marketed toward those who could well afford education and the
arts, and who had enough leisure time available to enjoy
reading such texts.

The paughter at School, written by the

Rev. John Todd, represents one such example.

Specifically,

Todd addresses the mother and daughter in the preface of his
lecture when he writes,
May I hope that the daughter, who, away from home,
just entering upon the untried scenes of school,
shall open this little volume, will find something
to guide to encourage, to stimulate and ennoble
her, so that she shall return to her home in after
days, like the king's daughter, 'all glorious
within'; and that the anxious mother, on putting it
into the carefully-packed trunk, will feel that her

child has not gone wholly unattended by any friend
(iv) .
Although etiquette and advice books were abundant at the
time of Isabel and John's courtship, a similar, yet less
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common genre also drew readership.

This literary form

combined poetry, philosophy and homily and may better
describe the references to source material documented in both
John's and Isabel's letters to one another.

John refers to

Eliza Cook, a writer Andrew St. George describes today as a
less profound contemporary of "the great practical
philosopher of the mid-Victorian age Martin Tipper" (11).

On

two separate occasions John apologizes to Isabel for what he
refers to as his poorly written letters and puts things in
perspective by borrowing a line from "Nature's Gentleman," a
poem written by Cook which appeared in The Pearl Offering.
Although the exact year of publication is unknown, this
1850's text is described as a "gift book," and included a
"compendium of religious, literary, and philosophical
knowledge."

Early in their correspondence John borrows from

the Eliza Cook poem and writes to Isabel, "You must remember
what Eliza Cook says in her 'Nature's Gentlemen' 'If the
heart means well all else may be foregiveness'" (April 17,
1860).

Later after becoming Isabel's betrothed he again

apologizes to her in a postscript.

John writes, "I have

written this in great haste, it is very late and I must
retire as I go to the country in the morning to perform a
surgical operation -- So you will pardon this, and remember
"if the heart but means well, all else may be forgiven"
(September 30, 1860).

Because John suggests each time that
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Isabel is familiar with the book it seems probable that it
represented a common point of reference for people of their
backgrounds.

Equally plausible, John may have given the book

to Isabel, for such a book would have represented an
appropriate gift for a young couple to have exchanged early
in their courtship.

It may also be that John makes reference

to the poetry in an attempt to indicate to Isabel that he is
a member of polite society and presumably worthy of Isabel's
respect and consideration.
Of course, Isabel in effect proclaims her membership in
the gentry by referring to Stoddard's "Woman's Time" and
other literary and philosophical texts including works by
William Shakespeare.

These references indicate to some

extent that both John's and Isabel's world views were
informed by writers of literature and poets as well as the
more "common-folk" etiquette manuals available to the common
masses.

Although neither John nor Isabel refer in their

letters to any of the more common advice and etiquette
literature, chances are fairly good that they purchased a
variety of titles, yet kept any admission of doing so out of
their mutual correspondence.

Admitting one's need to consult

the experts may have suggested that the appropriate rituals
were not entirely clear to those whose class status
presumably created the rules in the first place.
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Professional Counsel in Courtship and Marriage

The collective discourse on the subject of appropriate
decorum was voluminous and ongoing, and especially when it
came to licensing love.

For example, Dick and Fitzgerald, an

established New York publisher at the time, advertised a list
of current titles on the inside front and back covers of many
of its best-sellers, and additionally devoted the last pages
of their books to an in-depth list of titles and text
descriptions of its selections available to customers through
mail order.

Specifically, in How to Conduct a Debate

readers are told, "The Publishers, upon receipt of the price,
will send any of the following books by mail, POSTAGE FREE,
to any part of the United States."

Although the advertised

selections ran the gamut from books on boxing to punctuation,
etiquette books devoted to the subject of love and courtship
readily appeared.

For "15 cts." the reader could have

Courtship Made Easy; or, the Art of Making Loye Fully
Explained discreetly delivered.

This selection claimed to

contain "full directions for Conducting a Courtship with
Ladies of every age and position in society.

II

The AI-Ma-Kan-

Tur Circle; or, How to Win a Sweetheart or Lover divulged
"Facts never before offered to the public" and was available
at a slightly higher price of "25 cts."

The Ladies

I

Love

Oracle; or, Counselor to the Fair Sex was touted as "A
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Complete Fortune-Teller and Interpreter of all questions upon
Love, Courtship and Marriage" for women.
30 cents.

The asking price,

North's Book of Love-Letters certainly may have

come in handy for those seeking guidance in placing one's
heart on the line.

The publishers described this book as one

that instructs lovers how to and when to write a love letter,
and included "120 Specimen Letters, suitable for Lovers of
any age and condition and under all circumstances."
Depending upon one's preference the book, "bound in boards"
was available for 50 cents.

If the reader could afford it,

he or she might invest in the keepsake quality edition,
"bound in cloth", and available at a pricy 75 cents.
An advertisement for The Art and Etiquette of Making

Love; a Manual of Love, Courtship and Matrimony appeared in
the front cover of Frederick Rowton's HOW to Conduct a
Debate, complete with a sketching of two cherubs playing
leapfrog in what might even be described by today's standards
as a suggestive pose.

This book provided 176 pages of

information relating to a variety of issues on love and
included tips for curing bashfulness, for using correct
behavior "before and after a proposal," as well as a "choice
collection of sensible Letters suitable for all the
contingencies of Love and Courtship."

Howard's Book of Love-

Poetry was described as "A Curious and Beautiful Collection
of Tenderly Delicate, Sweetly Pathetic and Amusingly
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Quizzical Poetical Love-Addresses; containing a large number
of the most admired selections from the leading Poets,
suitable for quotations in Love Letters . . . "
The reason for the perpetual popularity of these
ceremonious tomes is fairly simple.

Endearing and alluring,

they attracted the curious and determined alike.

Those drawn

to sentiment, intriguing discourse, and beautifully produced
books (sanctioned by "respectable" society) were destined to
be consumers, for the texts inspired romance while
reinforcing social values and definitive courtship
conventions.
Books written especially for and about women were widely
available as well.

These works disseminated practical (yet

idealistic) advice, and typically reinforced the dominant
ideology relating to a woman's proper place within the
confines of "decent" society.
Woman's Book About Women,

In What Women Should Know:

A

Mrs. E. B. Duffey (as she refers

to herself on the title page of the book) provides "practical
information for wives and mothers."

In the chapter titled,

"When and Whom Shall Women Marry" Duffey informs her reader
that women should not marry "before their twenty-fifth year."
Before this time women have not reached "full physical
completeness and capacity for endurance" and therefore may
not "be truly called women" she maintains (72-3).

Men, she

continues, will have to marry at a younger age, "say twenty-
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In choosing to marry later, the potential

three" (73).

husband risks the inability to maintain his "chastity" and
"purity" and no innocent bride should stand for such a thing,
the female reader is told (72).

Duffey writes in the

"Relative Ages of Husband and Wife" section of her guide, "In
ordinary cases a man should not be less than three nor more
than seven years older than his wife" (74).

Counsel

directed toward young men facing similar decisions about love
and marriage was forthcoming as well.

The Reverend Daniel

Wise cautions men in his 1853 guide, The Young Manis
Counsellor, to "be not in haste to wed" unless onels finances
and future are reasonably secure.

Specifically, he writes

A young man should wait until his income is
sufficient, his business established, his resources
somewhat certain.

Marriage brings with it many

expenses and these increase with time; and marriage
without means will surely bring poverty and sorrow.
Affection is a poor banker, a miserable purveyor, a
wretched landlord (247).

William Alcott seems somewhat divided on this issue.

In

The

Young Manis Guide, which appeared in its twenty-first edition

in 1856 and which included sections on
general

II

and

II

II

female society, in

female qualifications for marriage," Alcott

writes that "difficulties may arise" if the husband is ill
prepared to support a family.

In the next sentence, however,
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Alcott counters, "But the parties themselves must be
supported at all events, whether married or single" (22).
This statement seems to suggest that marriage is to be
preferred ultimately to the single life, even if financial
hardship becomes a reality for the couple involved.
No doubt Isabel and John were aware of these and related
mid-century platitudes regarding the courtship and marriage
ritual offered by the common etiquette guides that they
mention to one another in their mutual correspondence.
Further proof may be deduced from their respective roles in
their society and ages at the time of their marriage.

John,

who had completed a medical degree at Jefferson Medical
College in Philadelphia, was a practicing physician and
surgeon.

Isabel, who completed her education at Frederick

Female College and Saint Joseph's Seminary in Emmitsburg,
Maryland, had returned home (as all young daughters did at
this time) and focused her attention on learning the art of a
well managed household

all this to keep a young woman busy

and focused while waiting for the opportunity to meet and to
be courted by appropriate young men. ,
Isabel was twenty-four years old, and John slightly
older at twenty-six than the prescribed "say twenty-three"
recommended for young men by Mrs. E. B. Duffey at the time of
their marriage, yet their age difference was clearly within
the range prescribed by the preponderance of advice
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literature of the period.

These details are important for

they point to Isabel's understanding of her place at this
particular time as she began contemplating her transition
from the young educated daughter at home to that of married
young woman preparing to create a life and home of her own
with a man she would have to soon meet and deem worthy of
marriage.
Community and Social Networks

Isabel's life up until she wed John was a world anchored
by her complex relationship with her mother and sisters,
cousins, aunts and other young women she met at school and
within her community.

And although Isabel discussed a range

of topics in her letters to John spanning everything from the
weather, social events and travel, to philosophical
discussions of the nature of love, these topics are
consistently grounded in a domestic context of home and
family.

In this regard, the complex network of relationships

and issues which unfold in Isabel's letters seem remarkably
similar to the female culture of the nineteenth century
described by Carroll Smith-Rosenberg in her landmark essay
liThe Female World of Love and Ritual.

II

Specifically, Smith-

Rosenberg asserts that a creative and dynamic culture unique
to women thrived in nineteenth-century America, and the best
evidence of this claim is found in the diaries and private

•
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correspondence of women who left traces of their daily
experience on the written page.

These accounts, permit

today's historian to observe women's representations of
everyday life "with the warmth of emotional reality" by the
women who were the actual participants (29).

Smith-Rosenberg

insists that in examining the unfiltered accounts of women's
private culture we find evidence of women who "assumed an
emotional centrality in one another's lives" (63).
Some evidence of the "centrality" Smith-Rosenberg
describes appears in Isabel's letters to John, beginning with
the first letter contained within the collection wherein
Isabel tells John that "Aunty" is the only person aware of
their communication and that "Indeed it is she alone in whom
I can confide, and ask advice.

Do you care if I permit her

to read your letters . . . " (December 6, 1859).

However,

because Isabel indicates her willingness to discontinue
sharing John's letters with "Aunty" she may have been
preparing her subconscious move from the "homosocial world"
that Carroll Smith-Rosenberg documents to her entry into the
heterosexual world of nineteenth-century courtship rituals.
Basing her claims on an in-depth study of letters and diaries
of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century American women, SmithRosenberg believes that even though little has been written
about female friendship, it flourished and represented an
essential aspect of nineteenth-century female society in this
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country.

This climate of female friendship, preserved to

some extent in the private letters and diaries of women from
the period, provides us today with a view of women situated
in the world of children, horne, church and other women.

According to Smith-Rosenberg, such accounts reveal female
rituals "so secret that men had little knowledge of them, so
pervasive that they patterned women's lives from birth to
death." Ultimately, Smith-Rosenberg writes, "It was a world
in which men made only a shadowy appearance" (28).

Others disagree with this analysis.

Karen Lystra

maintains that misconceptions prevail regarding the Victorian
experience.

Women enjoyed "profoundly intimate" and

rewarding relationships with men, she reports (11).

This is

not to say that a powerful sisterhood did not exist, however.
Women were absolutely dependent upon one another for guidance
in giving birth, raising children, feeding the family, caring

for the health of the family, entertaining guests, organizing
domestic staffs (if they had them), and running the
household.

Networks of women typically surfaced, providing

women with "domestic education," and, more importantly, lifelong friendships.

Although these networks flourished under

the guise of women's roles and women's work, they may have
provided opportunity for women to rally together to name
their oppression and subtly renegotiate their sphere.
this situation, Ann Douglas writes that a number of

Of
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influential women (including Godeyls editor Sara Hale)
remained committed to creating a more liberated sphere for
women throughout the nineteenth century.

These women

recognized their ability to subtly influence large numbers of
both women and men through relatively non-threatening means.
Although most of these influential women did not publicly
align themselves with known feminists and reformers, "Hale
and her supporters pursued partially feminist goals by
largely anti-feminist means" (Douglas 45).

Causes such as

the temperance movement, for example, were "promoted as a
covert crusade to salvage not the alcoholic but the woman at
his mercy,

II

Douglas maintains (47).

On some level, this sort

of activity seems to suggest that women recognized that the
most subtle rhetoric is sometimes the most effective, and
important work carried out to improve a womanls private
plight was possible within the literature of the day.

The

literature had to be carefully presented, for overtly
subversive texts would do little to effectively alter a
womanls sphere, but subtle rhetoric might.

Womenls

collaborative efforts to'create social change via popular
womenls magazines and sentimental literature of the day
worked in a similar manner to their non-threatening, privatesphere efforts.
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Understanding Home and Identity

Determining the collective health of men's and women's
nineteenth-century relationships is fairly difficult to know
with any certainty today.

It remains equally difficult to

gauge the volume and tenacity of female networks, yet it
seems fairly probable that women bonded together to share
their common experiences relating to the home, health,
children, husbands, and the like simply because they had few
other options available to them.
Elizabeth Fox-Genovese maintains that for Southern
women, specifically, female identity was entirely grounded in
a complex web of relationships and networks, yet none was
more important than her identity within the family (19).

For

most Southerners, "family figured as a central metaphor for
southern society as a whole -- for the personal and social
relations through which individuals defined their identities
and understood their lives" (19).

Because the term "family"

related to extended network of people including distant
relatives and slaves, Fox-Genovese suggests that female
identity in the antebellum South was understood differently
than it was in the North.

The South's reliance on slave

labor within their households and plantations resulted in the
South embracing a world view of rural households as centers
of "production and reproduction" and within the microcosm of
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the plantation and/or household, a Southern woman felt her
importance and named her identity (18-19).
The public sphere continued to belong to men alone, with
women predominately relegated to the background of the
private sphere.

Women were assigned prescribed roles by the

dominant ideology separate from those prescribed for men, and
these definitive expectations were clearly spelled out in the
public discourse and private narratives of the period.

In

John's earliest letter to Isabel he reiterates the dominant
societal dogma on the subject as he attempts to compliment
her in a display of affection.

John writes,

Ever since the inception of our correspondence, I
have been thinking how much I have lost by my being
so unfortunate as not to have had you for a
correspondent long ago; one that possesses so much
efflorescence of character, and sweet effluence of
soul;

in fact all the peculiarities that form a

high souled and noble woman (such is my dear
friend) will exert a happy influence over our stern
sex, and we are led to exclaim What would man be
without woman? (December 17,1859).
For those aspiring to enter or maintain their status in
privileged society, the concept of the woman's sphere was
non-negotiable.

Just as John narrated, a good woman was

"high souled," noble, and uniquely responsible for the
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salvation of man and children.

She engendered God-like

qualities, and became the moral guardian of the home and
state.

In the above passage, John makes it explicitly clear

that he both recognizes and approves of Isabel's ability to
fully embrace the doctrine of separate spheres, and this
unwavering adherence to separate sphere-identity firmly
situates Isabel in the role of the true and good woman,
committed to hearth and home.

Separate sphere identity meant

different things to the North and South, however.

Northern

women's purity was "an emblem of her character; chastity in
the southern woman was a certificate of racial purity as well
as of a husband's prestige" (Pleck 9).

Although Isabel's and

John's residences placed them literally on opposite sides of
the wall once the Civil War broke out, together they remained
Southern sympathizers and maintained a predominantly Southern
identity.
Regardless of the geographic region one occupied,
appropriate separate sphere decorum was consistently
reiterated in the guidance literature written for men and
women during this period, and book titles alone provide some
evidence of men's and women's distinctly separate spheres.
The Young Wife; or Duties of Woman in the Marriage Relation
and The Young Husband; or. Duties of Man in the Marriage
Relation, both written by William Alcott in 1837 and 1839,
provide an example of society's separate expectations and,
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ultimately, spheres for men and women.

In 1853, the Reverend

John Todd lectures "the daughter at school" in his book of
the same title that
The professions of men are many; we are lawyers,
physicians, clergymen, mechanics, manufacturers,
politicians:

the profession of woman is that of

being the educator of the human race, the former of
human character.

By

the very arrangements of his

providence, God had made it so, and to refuse to
believe it, or to throw off this responsibility, is
as unwise as it is wicked (13).
Clearly then the private and public discourse capture the
general belief during this period that women were morally
superior human beings who were ultimately responsible for the
future good of the entire human race.
Better known today as the "Cult of True Womanhood," this
ideology saddled women with definitive "cultural norms" which
required them to behave in ways that demonstrated their
reverence to God, family, and horne above all else.

According

to Barbara Welter, the "true woman" was expected to be
"pious, pure, domestic and subservient" and to locate herself
quite literally within the "private sphere," a place marked
by the rhythms of daliness and the domestic arts (liThe Cult
of True Womanhood" 194).

Men, on the other hand, were given

free rein of the public sphere.

Today we know that separate
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spheres ideology was an ideal created in part by the male
bourgeoisie in an effort to keep women under control within
society by valorizing the privacy of their own homes.

Women

who did not conform to the dominant ideology were considered
unnatural, deviant, and in some cases criminal.

The true

woman was emotional, dependent, slightly sickly, gentle yet
capable.

The ideal mother efficiently ran the entire

household, and wore a variety of hats including nurse,
teacher, seamstress, cook, financial manager, and social
directress.

The split between private and public was so

clear that anything private became the unique domain of
women.

As a result women situated themselves within the most

physical and immediate domain known to them -- specifically,
the home.

The home represented a place where a woman was

expected to excel, and although a daily routine comprised of
housework, managing slaves (in some cases) and hired help,
and caring for children added up to an oppressive existence,
it conversely may have provided an opportunity for a woman to
feel some sense of empowerment and creativity since the home
was considered hers alone to manage.

Current research

indicates, however, that women often discovered that the gap
between the illusion of the home and the actual drone of
their daily experience two dramatically different things.
In his content analysis of 169 diaries written by men
and women while on the Overland Trail, John Faragher has
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discovered divergent interests in topics covered within the
pages of these men's and women's texts.

Women most often

wrote about themselves and their sense of connectedness to
their families and home, whereas men recorded topics related
to anger, violence, competition and perceiving of themselves
as individuals in a rugged wilderness.

Judy Lensink's and

Virginia Beauchamp's research in this area corroborates
Faragher's findings.

Lensink's study of midwestern women's

journals and especially that of Emily Gillespie reveals that
the image of home often took on an icon-like quality,
although in Emily Gillespie's case the gap between reality
and illusion represented life-long disappointment.
Beauchamp's research reveals that Madge Preston, the
wife of a prominent Baltimore attorney, wholly embraced the
theory of the home as a woman's haven as well, yet she spent
years trapped in her dwelling with a philanderous and
volatile husband.

Preston's and Gillespie's homes in no way

represented shelters or sanctuaries; rather, they were
literally disabling environments, wherein these women
remained the victims of on-going physical and emotional
abuse.

Indisputably, Gillespie and Preston were not alone in

their victimization, yet the popular culture's positive
illusion of home and woman's sphere helped keep the familial
dark secrets hidden from the public eye.

While the illusion

of home during this period is best equated with all aspects
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of domesticity and woman's sphere, lived experience all too
often represented something radically different.

Woman's

sphere and True Womanhood continued as a dominant ideology,
however, throughout the second half of the nineteenth
century.
This ideology, which mandated the role of the true and
good woman, was clear to Isabel, as she demonstrated in even
her earliest correspondence with John.

Shortly after they

met in Frederick City she wrote to John expressing her sense
of connection to family and home, stating, "I am home once
more and enjoying the society of the 'loved ones'.
it§.

charms.

~.it. ~r ~

~ ~

humble" (January 15, 1860).

This

juxtaposition of home, family, and society shows that Isabel
understood her role as the true and good woman in both the
private domain of the home and within the larger public
sphere of her local society.

The "be it ever so humble"

portion of the passage seems remarkably similar to the common
platitude "Home is Where the Heart is," and may have been
Isabel's way of indicating to John that she was not merely
interested in attaining a house and material possessions;
rather, she was committed to extending her own home-circle, a
place where community and family would come together to
create a sense of domestic harmony and achievement for
herself.

Clearly Isabel recognized that as a middle-class

young woman marriage and home represented for her the only
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acceptable societal role other than that of an aging daughter
soon to be spinster living in her parents

I

home.

Although

Isabells level of education would have prepared her for the
less desirable roles of governess or teacher perhaps, a
career was not in the master plan.

Isabel had marriage on

her mind.

Sisters and Mothers as Community

Adoration and devotion to mothers, love of onels
sister(s), and enduring female friendships marked a distinct
element of a young womanls world throughout the nineteenth
century.

Female friendships flourished, and female unity in

general maintained its strength during this time due to the
unique set of values believed to belong to women alone.
None of this is to say that womenls relationships escaped
complexity and adversity, however.

As exemplified in the

letters, Isabel and her younger sister Laurals relationship
fell victim at times to sister rivalry and animosity, yet
Isabel chose to play down any discord by likening their
II

fusses

II

to April showers, which were

sunshine again.

II

soon over and all

II

At one point in their courtship, however, Isabel
indicates to John that Laura is behaving in an unusually
jealous manner, and she attributed the behavior to Johnls
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interest in herself rather than Laura.

Although John's and

Isabel's budding love places a short-lived strain on her
relationship with Laura, the sisterly bond is never
threatened entirely.

In fact, many years later, after

marriage and family has placed them thousands of miles apart,
they continue to converse through written correspondence.
Yet, early in Isabel's and John's courtship things were not
entirely complacent between the two sisters.

In an early

letter, Isabel confides to John that Laura is having
difficulty adjusting to their romance.

Isabel writes at

length about the problem in her January 15, 1860 letter.
She [Laura] seems displeased at me today for
writing

to~.

I am so sorry think probably we

had better discontinue our correspondence.
just left me to write you

~

Qf

could Wl

~

1. arrived

~~.

safely.

~

~

she has

nicest letters
~

but I told her she need not put herself to

that trouble.
And again in the same letter Isabel confides to John clearly
indicating that a rivalry has beglli'.
I told Mother about your present.

she thinks you

very kind and did not scold me, as I expected.
Lollie is under the impression
me.

you loaned it to

I guess she would become horrifyed at the idea
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of my accepting a plain ring.

but thinks it

nothing to accept a diamond herself.
Initial analysis seems to indicate that Laura was also
attracted to John and was willing to compete for his love.
If analyzed within the realm of Smith-Rosenberg's "world of
love and ritual," it seems equally possible that Laura felt
her own sense of community threatened by a romance that she
knew had the potential literally to remove her sister from
the home and forever disrupt the family dynamics.

In

addition, once Isabel, the eldest daughter, married and left
home, Laura must have realized she would inherit additional
household responsibilities, including caring for the younger
brothers and sisters since her mother's failing health may
have prohibited complete devotion to the younger children.
Laura, only slightly younger than Isabel, was of an age where
she was completing her formal education and also beginning to
think about a future husband.

In either case, change was

inevitable, and Laura was fighting it every step of the way.
She may have believed that once Isabel left home she would
become the surrogate eldest daughter, and this in turn would
have reduced her opportunities for socializing and meeting
potential husbands.
On the other hand, if Isabel and her mother shared any
unpleasant moments, they were conveniently forgotten or
carefully edited from Isabel's correspondence.

In fact
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Isabel's relationship with her mother again conforms to the
"intimate mother-daughter relationship
has documented in her work.

II

that Smith-Rosenberg

The mother-daughter relationship

was an emotional one and remained an integral aspect of a
women's world before and after marriage, with mothers and
daughters aiding one another through every aspect of their
lives (64).

An intimate mother-daughter relationship seems

to have symbolized the nexus of Isabel's community, as well.
In nearly every letter, Isabel comments upon her mother's
ailing health, consistently updating her condition.
their relationship, Isabel writes to John,
in Baltimore went last Monday.

precious Ma is

Dr. Chew expressed a wish to

see her before changing her medicine.
better.

liMy

Early in

She is but little

I expect it will be a long time before she is

entirely cured.

I think I would be willing to sacrifice

almost all the happiness in store for me, if I could only see
my darling Mother restored to perfect health" (Feb. 6, 60).
On other occasions Isabel is anxious to know if John concurs
with the medical advice and diagnoses being given by her
mother's physician.
It seems probable that Isabel wrote consistently and at
length about her mother for the simple reason that her mother
was her anchor and represented Isabel's most immediate and
important community.

Daughters were devoted to mothers and

without maternal counsel, Isabel's entire world would be
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disrupted and forever changed.

Even though Ellen Rothman

maintains that prior to the antebellum period mothers removed
themselves from the role of "confidantes, advisors, or
companions during a daughter's courtship," this trend shifted
significantly after the war as middle-class women had fewer
children and made those children the centerpieces of their
lives for longer periods of time (118).
Regardless of the level of confidence shared between
mothers and their daughters prior to matrimony, marriage
warranted some degree of emotional separation between a
mother and daughter due to the young woman's involvement with
her new husband and domestic activity.

And although this

physical and emotional separation was dreaded by mothers and
daughters alike, a mother's demise was a formidable thought.
Because her mother's health was in such a fragile sta,te,
Isabel had to be somewhat conscious of the inevitable
permutation about to occur in the private community of mother
and daughter, and was thus anxious for some assurances from
John that the worst scenario would not corne to pass.

Testing the Relationship

Karen Lystra reports that middle-class courtship
typically

II

featured at least one dramatic emotional crisis"

leading to a moment where a woman could determine the
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emotional commitment of her intended mate's love.
Ultimately, these checks and balances were intended to
"intensify men's romantic attachment to women" (Lystra 158).
Isabel put John through a number of such tests during their
early courtship as she began to gauge his heart-felt
commitment to her alone.

Again, Isabel makes clear in their

early correspondence that she wants to know whether he is
interested in her or her younger sister Laura, for Laura also
has been writing to John and textual evidence indicates he
reciprocated with a letter on at least one occasion.

At this

point, John hurriedly responds, assuring Isabel of his
specific interest in her alone.

He confides, "You know full

well that I would not write to both yourself and Sister as a
suitor, mind I dare not presume such a thing but wish to act
the part of an honorable gentleman, and of course cannot
write as the suitor of both at the same time, nor have I been
doing

SOli

(February 14,1860).

passed the first test.

With this said, John has

In passing this test he has committed

his interest to Isabel alone, which now leaves Isabel in a
position to create new tests in which she attempts to
discover the level of love and attachment John feels for her.
In an attempt to gauge this level of commitment, Isabel
seems to rely on an age-old strategy in which she makes John
aware of other would-be suitors.

This strategy is certainly

intended to create a climate of jealousy where John
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ultimately makes evident his desire to move the relationship
to a new level.

In order to help this process along, Isabel

begins mentioning other men in her letters.

Isabel's

December 15, 1859 letter wherein she talks of Lollie meeting
one of her "old beaux" while visiting Baltimore is especially
interesting for several reasons.

It represents one of the

only places in the entire collection of letters in which
Isabel makes reference to economic standing.

(At no time is

any mention made, either by John or Isabel, of John's

economic status.)

This passage may also reveal Isabel's fear

of making John "too jealous."

In one line, she states that

this wealthy old bachelor is an "old beau."

In the next line

however she contradicts herself, stating that the old beau
may not have conceived of their friendship in the same terms
as made evident by her statement, "and to my great surprise
found myoId beau at least one that I considered as such."
In the same letter, Isabel mentions yet another man,
this one undefined in relationship to her.

Specifically, she

tells John,
.I almost forgot to tell you my delectable friend

'Billie Clark' called to take me to church, he made
himself very agreeable or at least tried to do so.
Made several apologies for not calling sooner said
it was not done intentionally, for I was certainly
aware that I always was a great favorite of his.
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his breath smelt so strong after liquor that I was
fearful of becoming intoxicated of it.
In choosing to tell John about "Billie Clark," Isabel is
again choosing to make clear her value in the community, even
if she finds this particular would-be suitor offensive.
Several weeks later Isabel again tells John that other men
continue to pursue her.

She writes, "Spencer C. Jones was

here last evening he is as big a goose as ever nothing
improving but his vanity" (January 15, 1860).

Obviously

Isabel's interest in Spencer C. Jones is as minor as her
interest in Billy Clark, but she cleverly uses interactions
with each to indicate to John her status as a commodity
within her social network.

And in some respects, John takes

his cue and attempts to satisfy Isabel by acknowledging his
awareness of her desirability when he writes in a post
script, "I would have written Sunday but 'Billy Clark' was
here and prevented me.

He is in love with Miss

[Tudie is Isabel's nickname].

Tudie Mantz

Says he has written to her"

(Feb. 14, 1860).

Choosing John

Why Isabel chose John over her other suitors is
difficult to know with any certainty.

Yet, it seems probable

that in the end it came down to mutual attraction, more
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commonly known as "chemistry."
large part as well.

Timing may have played a

Isabel was ready to leave her home and

enter into marriage with the best candidate, and John was
most likely just that.

The two were close in age, they

shared similar family backgrounds, and John's degree from
Jefferson Medical College. suggested that Isabel would not
suffer from economic hardship or loss of social status once
she left the comforts of her parents' home.

Rather, she

would be marrying a well-educated man -- a young physician
committed to helping heal the sick and injured, a man who had
already earned the respect of his community.

Clearly then,

Isabel was not marrying "below her" as the Reverend John Todd
suggests many woman during the time were considered by the
rest of society to be doing.

Specifically, Todd wrote,

It is sometimes said that our daughters are better
educated than our sons, -- especially, if the sons
do not obtain a classical education; that almost
universally, a girl of the same standing, and in
the same family, is better educated than her
brothers, and that when she marries, she is often
thought to be stooping.

(Todd 204).

Isabel Mantz was in no danger of stooping, however.

John

Dice Johnson was husband material, and Isabel immediately
realized as much.

In order to strengthen her own candidacy,

she relied on her writing to create and present an engaging
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persona and to ultimately negotiate a relationship within the
pages of their mutual correspondence.

It may have been in

the act of writing to John that Isabel began to actually
"discover" who she was -- or wanted to be.

And if Isabel's

personal writing became a heuristic for self-discovery and
understanding, then she most likely discovered the importance
of selecting only those aspects of her self she believed most
enticing and attractive; the less enticing Isabel was perhaps
edited right out of existence, and in this regard the love
letter became for her what Judy Lensink and others have
suggested the diary was for other nineteenth-century women
writers -- an opportunity to create a life on the writer's
own terms, complete with partial truths, denial and
embellishment of both experience and responsibility.

For

Isabel specifically it was time to use her writing to
renegotiate the current composition of her life, and in doing
so she would also be creating a new identity, a new self.
Today's audience is afforded a glimpse of an unfolding
romance that may have only flourished because of the
geographic separation of the two parties involved, for the
language of love which unfolds in their mutual correspondence
seems to metaphorically erase the physical distance (as well
as any emotional distance) separating the two correspondents.
Ultimately, Isabel and John began negotiating a deep and
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intimate friendship that may have never flourished without
pen and paper as their guides.
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CHAPTER FOUR
"SURELY YOU MUST HAVE BEEN DREAMING"

From February through May, Isabel and John continued to
seduce one another in print.

Their courtship rituals were

filled with a version of cat and mouse, wherein Isabel
assurred John that she was not deserving of this attention,
and he countered with sentimental prose and pleas for more
letters from her.

Through their correspondence, they kept

one another apprised of the latest news occurring within
their families and local communities.

They both continued to

talk of John1s cousin and confidant Sammy Bean, often
focusing on his most recent travels and adventures.

In his

letters, John seemed to comment primarily on the health of
patients he was currently treating.

In addition, he

admonished Isabel for not writing often enough, but finished
the letter with a sentimental passage wherein he talked of
their future, describing it as "bright flowers of happiness
and love."

Isabel wrote about the ongoing sister rivalry she

and her younger sister Lollie were experiencing, and
expressed concern that Lollie would not take the news of the
impending marriage well.

In addition, Isabel wrote at length

about Lollie's social activity, and expressed her own
frustration that she wanted more and longer letters from
John.

If the long distance romance placed an overt strain "on
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the relationship, however, both writers were careful to avoid
dwelling on it in their letters.

Instead, their

correspondence remained "newsy" and "upbeat" as they
expressed excitement about future visits.

Ultimately, they

wrote from the positions of being immersed in their immediate
surroundings and daily routines, with only minor attention to
what the future would hold for them.
**********
Frederick City
February 22nd/60
My very dear Friend.

Allow me to consider you as such forever, I will be
content, scarcely deeming myself worthy of your friendship
much less admiration. surely you must have been dreaming
when writing your last letter to me; for one possessing such
qualities and virtues that you do, could not possibly love
such an unattractive person as "Isabel Mantz". were I
possessor of either beauty intellect or wealth, then I could
answer frankly without hesitation. will therefore advise you
to aspire to something higher than one of our family to place
your confidence and love in. We are all looking forward with
much pleasure to your intended visit. Come right soon, won't
you! and make happy the hearts of all. bring any of your
Friends with you, all will be welcome at our house, as I told
you before. I will do everything that lays in my power to
persuade Sammy the dear-good little fellow to accompany you.
I am exceedingly sorry to hear you have been suffering again
with your neck. hope you may be entirely relieved ere you
return from Philadelphia. My darling Mother is home but very
little improved. Lollie has been somewhat indisposed for
several days, indeed she has been complaining all winter.
the remainder of the family is well. excuse this short note,
for I have company in the parlor, and they will wonder what
is keeping me so long from them. did you ever see so many
mistakes. burn it as soon as read please do. I have ever so
much news to tell you when I see you. Don't forget to let us
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know when you are coming. We will meet you. How I wish you
could bring sweet little Mollie with you. give her half
dozen kisses for me, and ever so much love to all your dear
family. also to Col Johnson's family and Miss Betty Correll.
Write very very soon and be assured of the unchanging
Friendship of
Isabel
Miss Reeds trial is postponed until next court
* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
March 25th 1860
My dear kind Friend,
Deserving, as you are of a length letter to compensate
for your last two, I fear a very brief one will have to
suffice this time. I have been suffering all day of
headache, a very unwelcome companion, never being troubled
with it more than two or three times before, I think it
sinful for me to complain. MY precious Mother I am happy to
inform you has improved ever so much in health and spirits
within the last few weeks. I know you cannot help but notice
her looking much better now than when you last saw her. I
heard from your Cousin last week what a business man he is
becoming said it would be impossible for him to accompany you
to Frederick he was so much engaged at this time collecting.
I think if I had him here now I could give his "ears a good
pulling" . perhaps he may change his mind in the course of a
week or two. Emma is in hopes he may. If that little word
"hope" may cause you the least happiness, I will answer in
the affirmative given freely without the slightest
hesitation. If an opportunity presents itself I will have my
daguerreotype taken and you shall have it, provided yours is
given me in return. "Thy kindest and sympathy, have drawn to
you from me the well spring of the Heart the deep and lasting
love of a true friend. others may weave for thee brighter
flowers of more brilliant hue, but none can offer a truer
friendship than mine. Now you know the secret of my heart,
do not hate me for its acknowledgment -- but let me receive
pity if nothing more. I would write more, but my sweet
Mother has told me twice, to put it away until morning but as
I am so fond of morning naps I would not have it in readiness
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of the mail so I will tell it to you when I see you. give a
kiss to Mollie, and much love to all from me, including Miss
Bettie Correll, of whom I frequently think and speak. Good
bye, write very soon to your, sincere friend
Isabel
Please do not let anyone see this but destroy as soon as
read. Try and bring Mollie will you?
* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
April 9th/60
My dearest Friend,
What a lovely morning, the sun has risen, and all nature
seems drinking in the soft warm flood of light caused by his
beauty and brilliancy. Each blade of grass, and every
blooming flower, sparkle as a precious gem. The streets are
all life and gaiety. Military men and firemen will turn out
in a few hours, both bands, of music also drum and fife.
have been out since a very early hour passing our house. The
Cornet band played the sweet tune of -Home Sweet Home"
the American band "Flow gently sweet Afton" -- it was
difficult to say which I liked better, both favourite tunes
of mine. Don't you recollect what a beautiful song Miss
Bettie played for us whilst I was in F . . . . . . . called
"By the sad sea waves". I have heard it once since, but it
was sung so differently it sounded like another piece of
music. Emma had one of her schoolmates to spend the holiday
with us.
Weast a very gentle pious loveable little
creature. Lollie and Emma have done everything in their
power to promote pleasure for the little prisoner as she
terms herself. they seem to enjoy her society greatly. but
I was sick therefore could not participate in their
amusements. this being the first day I have left my room for
a week only suffering from a slight cold. I feel almost well
to day and expect to be up the greater part of it. I begged
Laura to write to you yesterday but she positively refused.
I am unable to account for her actions. She has seemed
displeased ever since you answered my note I enclosed in her
letter. Mamie has been complaining for a day or two. I fear
she is going to be sick. Charlie and Mac seem to be the
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happiest little fellows in existence. They came in my room a
few minutes ago wanting to know if I had any gQQQ ~ ~
exchange for broken~. Mac said he had not been starving
for ~ whole~. he calls getting hungry starving. I
expect your darling Ma thought I was starved to judge from my
apetite during my visit this winter. it really makes me
ashamed of myself when I think of it. Dr. I wonder if you
could not persuade your Ma to come with you. we would all be
so happy to see her. if not tell her I say she and Mollie
must be sure and accompany Aunt Mollie. we will take no
excuse whatever, indeed I hardly know what I am writing the
girls have found out that I am up and are worrying me almost
to death to come to the parlor, and have my fortune told.
they have a great old book. it would almost make you hurt
yourself laughing to see it. I am sorry to hear you are
still troubled with neuralgia. only wish I could adopt some
of your good habits, especially early rising. Papa says he
is determined we shall do so before many weeks. he says
where there's a will there is a way. Has your Pa been
troubled with a cough since I saw him. he was then looking
badly I thought probably it was only [my] imagination. I
have such a sweet bunch of violets, were sent me this morning
wet with dew, wish I could send them to you. Good bye, my
dear friend, and may I well hope to see you very very soon,
is the fervent wish of your devoted
Isabel

* * * * * * * * * *
Franklin
April 17th/60
My dearest Tudie
Will you not be delighted when I tell you that Cousin
Mollie and Sammie are coming with me to Frederick. So Sam
told me last week, he was here after his cattle. Cousin
Mollie was not so well but is better now. Sammy wrote to me
since he returned home that they would be ready by the 1st of
May. I suppose Cousin Mollie will remain with you for
several weeks, she will go to Baltimore to consult Dr. Chew.
Heaven grant it that she may be benefited by his treatment
and her trip. You know Sammy said all along that he would be
so busily engaged that he could not accompany me, now he is
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very anxious to go and is very uneasy for fear Dr. Jeff may
go himself. Cousin Mollie will not take little Lizzie with
her. I expected to have had the pleasure of meeting with you
before May, but I am compelled to be here during our Circuit
Court which comes off the last of this month. Oh MY! two
weeks will seem like an age. I delivered your message to my
Mother. She says she would like to visit you very much but
cannot now possibly do so yet hopes someday to be able to
avail herself of your kind invitation. Mollie has had a very
sore ear. She had her ears pierced a few weeks ago and one
of them became very sore. Sunday morning I lanced it, you
ought to have heard her yell. Sometime ago I told her what
you said about her corning to Frederick and ever since she
keeps asking me "when did you get a letter from Miss Tudie
Mantz?" My Father was in very delicate health when you were
here. I was alarmed about his cough but he is so much better
now, and is looking tolerably well. I saw Miss Bettie
Cornell last night at Mr. Wilson's she is very well. if she
had known that I was going to write to dear Tudy Mantz she
would have sent so many messages. She and Miss
Baxter
are at Mr. Wilsons. Little Willie Wilson is sick and I went
to see him very early this morning and had Cousin Mary to
waken Maggie and Miss Baxter and send them out walking. They
took a long walk before breakfast and brought me some wild
flowers and I will send some of them to you, dear Tudie. I
know you will give me some when I visit you. I should write
you a better letter than this for yours was a darling one but
I have so much to do now that I cannot write you such a
letter as you deserve. You must remember what Elise Cook
says in her "Natures Gentlemen" "If the heart but means well
may all else be foregiveness". I do not know the precise day
we will be in Frederick, but I will write to you again and
let you know. it will be during the first week of May. Give
my love to your Pa, Ma, Sisters and Bros. Tell Emma she is
indebted to me for Sam's going to Frederick Hope Mamie is
better and you have been improving. Now Tudie you have more
time than I have and I beg you to write soon and let it be a
long one. I am so anxious to see you, I can scarcely wait
until the time arrives. What happiness -it gives me when I
think that we may yet cull hand in hand the bright flowers of
happiness and love. Do write soon that's a darling. Kiss
all for me, particularly yourself. Good bye sweet one for a
little while. May guardian angels watch over thee and
preserve thee from all harm is the wish of one who is
faithful and devoted to you.
John
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* * * * * * * * * *
Monday evening
April 23rd/60
My dearest Friend,
The glorious news you imparted to me in your letter
concerning Aunt Mollie's visit more than delighted me. I
know she must be improving unless she would not undertake the
trip. and why not bring Lizzie the little darling! Lollie
and myself could take care of her and not let her trouble her
Ma in the least, she must be so very interesting now, what a
pet she would be with us all. I am so glad Sammy has found
tim§ to corne too. where there's a will there's a way, don't
you think so! lowe him a letter, and would have written
long ago for he is a dear good boy but so many of the family
correspond with him that I fear he gets tired answering them.
Dr. please tell him to write to Emma. really the poor child
is worrying herself to death. thinks he is treating her
shamefully. she is charmed at the idea of his corning but
regrets that she cannot be with him all the time. a selfish
little somebody isn't she. says the examinations will
commence in a week or two therefore she will not be permitted
to leave school a day. unless she would miss her premiums at
the distribution. I guess she will find a few spare moments.
Lollie had a visit this week from her very dear friend
"George Miller". I do not think he is engaged in any
business now but thinks of reading medicine this summer. it
will no doubt be like Eavy's law reading. making an attempt
if nothing else. what a pity he is so dissipated and lazy he
is quite a fine looking Gentleman. Lollie thinks he will be
perfection when he has Dr. attached to his name. Dr. William
Waters was married last week to Mrs. Timberlake from
Charlestown. had a very brilliant reception on their return
horne. created quite a sensation for a little while here
being so unexpectedly. it was long talked of yet no one ever
dreamed of such a thing taking place. his first wife being
such a Tarter one would have thought he would be afraid to
marry again. I received such a sad but nevertheless a very
interesting letter from Cousin Ginnie Bean on last Wednesday.
had us all crying ere it was concluded. Oh! how miserable
she must be indeed seems almost heart-broken. I feel so
sorry for her. she is always so kind to me during my visits
to Hardy, that she appears like a near relation of mine. she
possesses a good kind heart only wish she was the cheerful
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happy being as when I first knew her. Lollie has returned.
I asked her is she had any message for you. said I might
give her love if I wished, so of course you shall have every
bit that is intended for you. She has all day been suffering
the tortures of toothachedom. so I suppose it has driven all
ideas from her mind. Mollie dear little girl must have had
quite a severe time with her ears, expect they will soon get
well and probably her eyes will become stronger. Our family
is quite well again. Mother seems to improve although very
weak, when the weather becomes more pleasant and she can take
more exercise, I think she will get stronger. Many many
thanks for those pretty flowers, which I appreciate ever so
much, for their beauty also for the sake of the giver. I
have a great deal more to say but my fast diminishing space
warns me loudly to conclude. My warmest love to all and a
kiss for Mollie. I will look forward with great pleasure
until May, when we will see you. Good bye my darling friend
and write me a long letter please do, and be assured of the
unalterable affection of
Isabel
Did you ever see so many mistakes, such a repetition of
words, but Mamie was reciting her lessons aloud to Emma,
which confused my mind and made me write every thing and
anything. I know will excuse it at least trust that you may.
* * * * * * * * * *
May 25th/60
Frederick City
Thursday Morning
Your eagerly looked for letter was handed me yesterday
morning which I can assure you afforded me much pleasure.
After reading it I handed it to my darling Ma as you
directed. she returned it with tears in her eyes saying it
was a very sweet letter, and pointed with an approving smile
to the paragraph where she would be happy to consider
as her dear children. She remarked that you were a very
worthy gentleman and knew I could not have selected ~ that
stood higher in her estimation than your dear self. She
informed of the interview between Pa and yourself the next
day, as well as everything Papa says in regard to us. I
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guess you feel delighted thinking you are relieved of such an
unpleasant duty, are you not! I believe it is my Parents
constant thought, although Pa has not said one word to me
concerning it. Lollie is yet ignorant about our affairs. it
will no doubt be a very disagreeable surprise to her. We all
dislike telling her for many reasons. If she was a sister
that I could confide in I would not hesitate for a moment,
but I am sure before the expiration 'of a month, her numerous
friends, correspondents.and acquaintances will be better
enlightened upon the subject than ourselves. Perhaps I am
wrong. the bible says judge not and ye shall not be judged.
Dr. please tell me how to act, and what I had better do, will
you! I went to Middletown yesterday with Aunt Mollie and
Mother. I returned in the evening, the rest will remain for
several days. Recollections of my last drive in that
directions came vividly to my memory, an era of my life which
shall never be forgotten by ether I hope. Aunt Mollie is now
taking the medicine her B-- friend prescribed for her. She
thinks she is improving a little, and her appetite is much
better. she has received two letters from Uncle Jeff -- I am
so glad he writes often they always seem to enliven her Dr.
you and Samy ought to write to her, Have you given Samy our
darling little friend your confidence. I will not object in
the least, because he is very dear to me. I have not said a
word to Aunt Mollie can't make up my mind to tell her. look
on the second page for the conclusion. Don't know when I
ever did such a thing before, would write it over with ink
but it is in the parlor and Cousin Frank Grove is there with
Laura, and I do not care about seeing his Lordship. I am
writing anyway it is already a quarter past ten o'clock.
Mother is much better and I think will probably return with
Aunt Mollie. Give a great deal of love to your sweet little
sister for me, and tell her I think of her as much as ever.
I am so glad Samy is coming to Frederick. wish you were
going to accompany him. tell him to come soon so he will
have a long time to stay, with love to each member of your
dear family. Mac and Charley often speak of you. The former
is as bad as ever. Now do write soon very very soon. I have
always to wait so long to hear from you. Lollie did not send
her love but I know she would if she was in a good humor. I
think she will write to you soon.
Ever as Ever your loving
Isabel
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE LOVE LETTER AS COURTSHIP

During their year-long courtship, Isabel's and John's
relationship moved from platonic friendship to romance and
marriage, and this was due almost entirely to their reliance
upon written correspondence.

The two had little opportunity

to spend time together during this period, and when they did
visit, they were typically surrounded by family members and
friends; hence, their private time was largely the time they
spent reading and writing to one another.

The letter itself

provided the one context in which the courting couple could
be assured of privacy and intimacy.

These written

transcripts allow the researcher to study "correspondence as
courtship," for the letters of yesterday's lovers textualize
writers' lives in ways that allow us opportunity to observe
the details of their daily existence as they constructed
themselves on paper, and in the process, constructed a
sustaining relationship.
Had Isabel and John not written letters to one another
their relationship would not have matured, for no other
channels were available for the two to develop a personal
rapport during this time.

The letter itself, therefore,

became the most critical component of the relationship.
signaled the location for dates, a place where they could

It
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gaze, perform, flirt, flatter, take risks, and perhaps even
"save face" as they cautiously revealed character, intellect,
sentiment, and emotion.

Theorists Karen Lystra and Ellen

Rothman have demonstrated how, for many nineteenth-century
couples, the love letter became the relationship as well as
actually documenting a relationship.
writes,

Specifically, Lystra

"As romantic love grew more intense, the nineteenth-

century couple seemed more and more likely to
anthropomorphize the letters of the one into the person of
the absent lover n (23).
Cathy Davidson, author of The Book of Loye;

Writers and

Their Love Letters, has argued that the love letter is in
many ways a safe place to create and test a relationship, for
the letter simultaneously becomes a place to avoid intimacy
even as it expresses intimacy (5).

She adds, "love letters

fulfill a need to confide, to testify, and to articulate what

is ordinarily left unspoken,N ultimately becoming "a refuge
from or a revolt against the demands of ordinary life" (6-7).
Thus, "The primary relationship in love letters is between
the letter writer and the page" she contends (16).

Although

it is difficult to say with certainty what particular role
the love letter played for Isabel and John, it seems most
plausible that it became a combination of the various
descriptions Davidson provides; yet in the process of
composing their letters each writer may have also engaged in
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a reflexive act in which they discovered who they were or
wanted to be and self-selected only those aspects of
character they wanted to share with the other.
Because none of the letters contain crossed out
sections, or even crossed out words for that matter, it seems
possible that both participants knew the conventions of
courtship, etiquette, and letter-writing particularly well.
On the other hand, the lack of obvious corrections and
revisions might also suggest that letters were drafted and
revised before final copies were prepared.

If this is indeed

the case, the invention process may have aided them both in
their presentations, and provided opportunity to carefully
prepare and refine their individual performances before
sealing the envelope.
In addition to the study of the writing process and the
role that audience, invention, style, form and content played
in their letter-writing, the letters composed during Isabel's
and John's pre-marriage relationship afford us insight into
the courtship practices of this particular couple during midnineteenth-century America.

Writing and Mailing Letters

In 1852, the ever-popular William Alcott publicly
complained that academic instruction was failing to properly
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prepare women for the kind of writing they should most enjoy
doing.

In his Gift Book for Young Ladies he wrote,

I cannot help regretting that the usual methods of
instruction in our schools are such as tend to
create a dislike to letter writing.

Composition

studied, and therefore arbitrary in its forms, is
taught in the far greater number of instances,
instead of letter writing.

So that instead of

having the latter easy, natural, unaffected -- a
sort of second nature, it is apt to become stiff,
irksome, and, in fact, almost useless. (130-31)
Alcott continued that he was anxious to see the art restored
to "recreation, rather than a task" (133), and with these
words he joined the ranks of those before him and many since
who have bemoaned the demise of letter-writing in our
culture.

Several decades later, the publishers of The

Complete Letter Writer were expressing their explicit fear
that letter-writing was again heading toward its final
demise, arguing this time that modern technology was
responsible.

They told the reader,

The railway, the steamship, the telegraph and the
telephone, the science of phonography and that most
wonderful instrument the type-writer, are all
helping to crowd letter writing out of the ordinary
occupations of life. (17)
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By the mid-eighteen hundreds, however, letters were
being written and mailed in numbers that suggest to us today
the art was not in the final stages of collapse as some
throughout the second half of the century feared.

A filler

in Godey's Lady's Book the summer of 1857 reported that
"During the year 1856, one hundred and fifty millions of
letter-stamps were sold" ("Editor's Table" 561). Presumably a
large number of these stamps were purchased with the intent
to send personal correspondence to friends and families
separated geographically; yet correspondence sent to friends
and families living within the city was done so at no expense
to the sender or receiver.

When traveling farther distances,

letters were carried on foot and by horseback in addition to
being moved "in sulkies and stagecoaches, along the evermushrooming rail network, on rivers by canoes and steamboats,
across oceans and along coasts in packets and steamships"
with the various transportations varying in "speed, capacity,
and cost" (Kielbowicz 2).
By the end of the Civil War, definitive postal service
policy had been implemented, including flat-rate postage
specifications and city-wide free delivery mail service.

Up

until that point, however, mail service had been plagued with
problems including mail being lost, and unclaimed letters
littering post offices.

The problem of unclaimed letters was

alleviated when in 1854 prepayment of postage was made
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mandatory (Fuller 67, 71).

Thereafter postage stamps became

an integral aspect of all mailed letters and parcels.
Because the envelopes in which John's and Isabel's letters
were sent contain canceled postage, we can assume that they
relied on the postal service rather than friends and family
as carriers.

The price of pre-Civil War domestic postage was

three cents for letters carried within 3,000 miles.

Letters

traveling farther cost the writer a hefty ten cents.
Beginning in 1845, rates were figured by letter weight rather
than the total number of sheets included within the envelope
(Scheele 32) .

The "Experts" Speak OUt

Rules related to grammar, usage, and style were
painfully plentiful in the published literature of the day.
The publishers of The Complete Letter Writer instructed
writers "Do not affect a learned style," for doing so might
suggest that a lexicon or dictionary had been consulted (26).
This was undesirable.

Instead, it made sense to imagine the

audience present while talking to them in a conversational
tone.

In addition, writers were instructed to avoid the

practice of crossing letters "if you be even a lady or even a
lover" (26,29).

Paper is economical, the writer was told,

and crossed letters presented "a trial to sight and patience"
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(29).

Out of respect for the reader, letters should be

written in a clear hand, absent of "smears, blots, and
corrections."

Writers were warned against the use of

contractions and abbreviations.

"Life is short, but it is

quite long enough for our letter writing," the reader was
assured (39).

Finally, the publishers warned writers,

Avoid gossip.

Friendly intelligence, if you are

certain it is true, may be communicated; but 'they
say' and 'it is whispered' are detestable preludes
to usually most arrant gossip. (41)
William Alcott seemed to understand the power of the
letter to transform both romantic and platonic friendships,
for people might say things in writing that they would never
dream of saying when faced together.

Rather than consider

this a potential problem, however, Alcott wrote, "Be grateful
to God, for this invaluable privilege; and in the fulfilment
of your mission strive to make a good use of it" (Gift Book
for Young Ladies 134).

For example, telling one's friend to

imagine herself kissed a hundred times or "My passion burns
for you eternally" may have represented appropriate
expressions for the letter, but outside the context of the
personal letter such passionate language may have been
considered unthinkable and toned down considerably.

Yet the

letter language contained the potential to move relationships
to a higher level of intimacy and commitment.

Hence,
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couples

I

correspondence was often the catalyst which brought

lovers together and ultimately directed them to the altar.

Style and Content

Isabel's and Johnls letters followed a ritualized format
throughout their courtship.

A date and a stated location of

the writer topped the page, followed most often by a
salutation and main text.

Both writers closed their letters

with various phrases corresponding to the level of the
escalating friendship and intimacy.

Occasionally postscripts

appeared in the letters even though some experts advised
against it.

Every letter was handwritten in ink, with the

exception of one which Isabel wrote with pencil.

In this

letter she acknowledged her behavior might violate etiquette,
yet she indulged herself with the unusual writing instrument
nonetheless.
Isabel began her letters to John with liMy very dear
Friend,

II

liMy best, and dearest Friend,

II

liMy Much loved

Friend," and shortly before their impending marriage, liMy
much loved one.

II

Nearly a third of her letters to John

contained no salutation at all.

John on the other hand

remained slightly more formal in his address, typically
beginning his letters with, liMy adored Friend, liMy dearest
Isabel," or liMy dear Tudie" (a nickname given to her by her
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immediate family during her youth).

On Valentine's Day, 1860

he substituted a portion of a sonnet for a salutation.
Lystra reports that the closing in addition to the
opening salutation were often opportunity to display one's
special affection for the recipient.

This typically occurred

in a "ritualized display of the level of relational intimacy
and commitment" (20).

Pet names and possessives, she says,

"symbolized an exclusive circle of sender and receiver,
affirming a couple's emotional intimacy and affection" (20).
Both Isabel's and John's writings follow this particular
style.

While Isabel's closings tended to be more emotive and

artful in actual physical placement of selected words, John's
tended to be more conservative, yet reassuring.

Most often

he signed his letters as "your devoted friend," "Yr devoted
betrothed," or "Yr faithful John."
Isabel signed her early letters as "Sincere Friend" or
"Attached Friend."

Several months later she was concluding

her correspondence with phrases such as "be assured of the
unalterable affection of Isabel" or "Goodbye, dear darling
one, with much love for all, from your devoted and loving
Isabel.

H

Sometimes she expressed her hope that John would

quickly put a letter in the mail to her.

Closings such as,

"Write to me very often, and believe me your own loving
Isabel, or "do do write often to your own loving Isabel" are
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suggestive of her need for more dialogue from the man with
whom she was falling in love.
"To answer letters promptly, explicitly, and briefly is
a duty incumbent on every person receiving one" (IIBlunders in
Behavior Corrected" 413) was the message sent to readers of
Godey's Lady's Book, yet this did not stop both Isabel and
John from imploring the other to write more often and at
length, or to ask for forgiveness for a hastily composed
letter.

On one occasion John reminded Isabel that she had

more time than he did to write and her spare time should net
him more letters.

Isabel complained in tandem, III have

always to wait so long to hear from you. II
When they did find opportunity to write, their letters
took on a conversational tone and typically covered a range
of topics including the health of one another, family
members, and friends.

Weather reports, correspondence sent

and received, recent visitors to their homes, upcoming social
events, and mutual reports about how brothers and sisters
were fairing were common letter topics as well.

Alongside

these more mundane topics, the writers discussed II secrets II
(which make little sense to today's reader), again proclaimed
that they were not worthy of the other, asked philosophical
questions for each to ponder, and continued an ongoing
discussion regarding the new dimensions their relationship
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was taking, all the while telling each how they missed the
other.
Most of the time they avoided conflict in their
correspondence, perhaps heeding the advice, "keep clear of a
paper war; it is a conflict in which the gentleman is sure to
be flogged out of you" ("Blunders in Behavior Corrected"
413).

This issue seemed to be so important that Godey's

reprinted a passage from The Bertrams, a popular novel of the
period that had this to say about "angry letters."
An angry letter, especially if the writer be well

loved, is so much fiercer than an angry speech, so
much more unendurable.

There the words remain

scorching, not to be explained away, not to be
atoned for by a kiss, not to be softened down by
the word of love that may follow so quickly upon
spoken anger.

Heaven defend us from angry letters!

They should never be written, unless to schoolboys
and men at college, and not often to them if they
be any way tender-hearted.

This, at least, should

be a rule through the letter-writing world, that no
angry letter shall be posted till four and twenty
hours shall have elapsed since it was written.

We

all know how absurd is that other rule, that of
saying the alphabet when you are angry.

Trash!

Sit down and write your letter; write it with all
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the venom in your power; split out your spleen at
the fullest -- it will do you good.
have been injured.

You think you

Say all that you can say with

all your poisoned eloquence, and gratify yourself
by reading it while your temper is still hot.

Then

put it in your desk, and, as a matter of course,
burn it before breakfast the next morning.

Believe

me that you will then have double the
gratification.

("Editor's Table" 557)

This passage indicates the ways in which appropriate private
and public behavior for women was disseminated by the mass
media to expansive audiences, which relied heavily on such
publications for guidance and inspiration.

This example

represents one of the ways in which the dichotomy between the
private and the public self for women was maintained.

Within

the private sphere women might indulge their anger, yet that
anger was never to be expressed to a public audience -- or
even within the context of a private letter written to a
friend or loved one.

Similar advice was espoused for men,

and in the piece entitled itA Whisper to a Newly-Married
Pair," husbands were coached as follows:
When absent, let your letters to your wife be warm
and affectionate.

A woman's heart is peculiarly

formed for tenderness; and every expression of
endearment from the man she loves is flattering and
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pleasing to her.

With pride and pleasure does she

dwell on each assurance of his affection:

and,

surely, it is a cold, unmanly thing to deprive her
virtuous heart of such a cheap and easy mode of
gratifying it (411).
In this passage, a man was apprised of the importance of
expressing his love and affection for his wife so as to ward
off any doubt or insecurity on her part.

As the example

indicates, men were coaxed to cultivate peace and harmony
rather than to avoid expressing anger and conflict
specifically, and this bit of advice seems to signal the

difference in the ways in which men and women were expected
to conduct themselves.

Always acting as the true and good

woman, conflict and anger were to be cautiously tucked away
so to keep from revealing the
eye.

II

negative

II

trait to the public

Men, on the other hand, had greater latitude in the

ways in which they chose to conduct themselves (due to the
"nature of their sex"), but as the example here demonstrates,
they had most to gain by freely expressing affection and
tenderness to the women they loved.

Secrets. Trust.

and

Value

A special request to keep a letter private or requests
for a mate to destroy a letter were not unusual either.

A
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number of these requests are found throughout John's and
Isabel's correspondence, indicating that each was acutely
aware of the sensual expression of love and desire contained
within their discourse.

Isabel includes a postscript to a

letter written to John on August 18 which reads, "Please come
soon very soon will you, and make happy the heart of one who
loves you.

Burn as soon as read."

At another time she

cautions, "Do not permit this to be read by a second person,
by doing so you will oblige your Sincere Friend, Isabel"
(December 6, 1859).

Almost a year later Isabel was still

imploring John to "keep it all to your own dear self"
(November 1, 1860).
Early in the text of his Valentine's Day love letter to
Isabel, John states, "Now my dearest friend, allow me to ask
you for my sake, not to exhibit this letter to anyone, let no
eyes but your own gaze upon it.

I know you will not."

The

aura of secrecy that John and Isabel cultivate through their
correspondence seems an attempt to create and maintain a
private identity shared only between themselves.

In doing so

they respect the Victorian penchant for restrictive public
displays of affection but indulge themselves privately.
In The Young Man's Guide, William Alcott warned his
readers that trusted confidants were hard to come by.

When

one did meet such friends, he wrote, they are to be valued as
"diamonds," "in proportion to their scarcity" (144).

He
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continued his thought, discussing why marriage ideally
provides intimacy and trust to co-exist.

He wrote,

Husbands, where a union is founded as it ought to
be, can usually trust their wives.

This is one of

the prominent advantages of matrimony.

It gives us

an opportunity of unbosoming our feelings and views
and wishes not only with safety, but often with
sympathy (144).

Isabel's and John's escalating level of shared confidences
suggests then that each partner recognized the direction
their relationship was growing.

Ellen Rothman reports that

"confidence was as essential to happiness in love as candor"
(109).

Knowing that one's deepest emotional gestures and

secrets were guarded with complete confidence reduced anxiety
and ideally permitted each mate to be honest in their mutual
affection.

This candor helped build a level of trust between

mates that strengthened the relationship and was perhaps an
attempt to ensure that a mate was genuinely loved for himself
or herself rather than an ideal that one mate had conjured of
the other.

Yet, candid discussions of one's flaws or secrets

were probably not the primary issue at play here; rather, the
discussion itself represented a particular type of
performance in which lovers could approach the larger issue
of trust and security itself.

The flaws or secrets,

therefore, did not matter nearly as much as the act of
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revealing them.

Ultimately, the honesty, intimacy, and open

communication revealed in the letters brought the
correspondents together, even when separated geographically.
Such candor and emotion may have been difficult for some
couples to achieve due to upbringings that promoted
traditional notions of appropriate gender behavior; yet, this
did not seem to be a problem for John and Isabel.

Early in

their courtship John writes to Isabel asking that they remain
candid in all their discussions.

He writes,

I am willing to trust you with anything for if I
cannot trust you who can I confide in.

As you say

I believe you to be a Imatter of fact girl ' .

Yes

one that is too intelligent, and has too much
penetration of mind, not to know that it would be
much better, and far less embarrassing, to have
some understanding between us, in fact your sweet,
long epistle is rather an initiatory step to it
(February 14, 1860).
And within the private domain of Johnls and Isabel IS
correspondence John is forthcoming with emotion and romance.
Early in the friendship when Isabel asks John, liDo you not
love solitude sometimes?,N John responds sentimentally to the
rhetorical question with, "Yes, my charming friend who does
not?" and concludes with,
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Ever since the inception of our correspondence.

I

have been thinking how much I have lost by my being
so unfortunate as not to have had you for a
correspondent long ago;

One that possesses so much

efflorescence of character, and sweet effluence of
soul; in fact all the peculiarities that form a
high souled and noble woman (such is my dear
friend) will exert a happy influence over our stern
sex, and we are led to exclaim What would man be
without woman? (December 17, 1859)
This sentimental passage and others located throughout
John's discourse support the notion that societal notions of
prescribed sex-roles had little effect on the level of
emotion and intimacy writers shared within the private domain
of their recorded love for one another.

Current research

also disputes the widely held belief that the Victorian male
was primarily detached, non-communicative and unemotional.
While prescribed notions of appropriate male decorum may have
been restrictive in the public arena, evidence continues to
indicate that "in private romantic relationships, at least
middle- to upper-middle-class men were allowed a range of
expressions that paralleled, if it did not precisely
duplicate women's" (Lystra 21) .
The language recorded in John's letters to Isabel lends
support to this theory, for a heightened level of emotion is
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discernible throughout.

In his April 17 letter, John writes

to Isabel apologizing and agonizing over not being able to be
with her.

He writes,

I expected to have had the pleasure of meeting with
you before May, but I am compelled to be here
during our Circuit Court which comes off the last
of this month.

Oh My!

two weeks will seem like an

age.
In the same letter he continues, "What happiness it gives me
when I think that we may yet cull hand in hand the bright
flowers of happiness and love.

II

Throughout their correspondence, Isabel indicates that
she is acutely aware that a nineteenth-century womanls value
was measured just as it is today, in large part by her
husbandls role, title, and success within the community (Laas
10).

Virginia Burr reports that doctors were highly

respected by society, yet they "did not enjoy the status or
wealth of elite antebellum planters" (218).

Doctor or

planter, Isabel recognized John1s status and addresses him as
"Dr," throughout their courtship and on one occasion confides
to him," I feel proud to think what an industrious husband I
am going to get" (June 24, 1860).

On yet another occasion

Isabel tells John that her sister Laura [Lollie] has recently
spent time with a gentleman who "thinks of reading medicine
this summer

II

(April 23, 1860).

Although Isabel shows little
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confidence in Laurals friendls ability to achieve his goal
(describing his effort as IImaking an attempt if nothing
else

ll

),

she reports to John that Laura thinks IIhe will be

perfection when he has Dr. attached to his name

ll

(April 23,

1860) .

Isabells reiteration of Johnls title within her
correspondence and her various comments regarding a doctorls
status within the community suggest that she was acutely
aware of the importance of marrying a man whose career and
title demanded respect and which would allow her to continue
to occupy her secure rung on the social ladder.

In marrying

a doctor, Isabel and her family could be reasonably certain
that she would never be denied the comforts and pleasure of
polite society.

Because Laura also demonstrated interest in

a man considering the study of medicine, it seems fairly
probable that the Mantz girls were instructed from an early
age to IIset their standards high
selection.

II

when it came time to mate

The role that attraction and romance played in

choosing husbands is difficult to know with certainty, yet
economic security and social standing may have been close
competitors to the concept of marrying for love.
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The Changing Nature of

Loye and Romance

By mid-nineteenth century, romantic love began to be
recognized as the only acceptable reason for marriage.

At

this time romance was viewed as that which secured domestic
harmony rather than that which destroyed it, and couples were
expected to fall in love and marry rather than marry and hope
to fall in love.

According to Bleser and Heath, southern

affluent women hoped to "marry for love" and "believed that
marriage would provide them with social rank, maternal
benefits, freedom, and companionship and, thus, was far more
desirable than remaining single" (135).
John D'Ernilio and Estelle B. Freedman note that newly
available romantic novels aided in creating a heightened
awareness of spiritual love and romance within the private
sphere, and the Victorian man was not exempt from
experiencing and celebrating "true love."

Lystra writes,

"[Victorian] men expressed themselves to women with an
emotional fire that burns fiercely even at a distance of a
hundred years or more" (125).

John's reminiscing to Isabel

in his July 18, 1860 letter provides some evidence of this
when he writes
I can never forget our drive to Middletown.

I

shall always look to it as an epoch in my history
and think of it with pride and pleasure.

When I
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think how noble and high souled you are and how
devoted and true you have been to me, I cannot
restrain my feelings and will never be satisfied
until I clasp you to my bosom as my own beautiful
one forever.
We cannot know with certainty what took place on that
drive to Middletown, but the text certainly suggests that it
was a turning point for John, in terms of the level of heartfelt emotion for another human being.

Contrary to popular

belief, private expressions of sexuality and sensuality were
not taboo in Victorian America.

In fact, Lystra argues,

"Forbidding sexual expression in public helped to create and
also to explain a veritable explosion of private sexual
expression whose pleasure was partially enhanced by the
thought that speaking of sex was forbidden" (91).
Assuming that John, a well educated upper-middle class
physician, and Isabel, an upper-middle class, college
educated 24 year-old-woman, were somehow exempt from feeling
and acting on natural emotion is unreasonable.

Although we

can assume that outwardly John fulfilled the image of the
moral, ambitious, and didactic pious Victorian male, and
Isabel, no doubt, portrayed the model of the Victorian woman
dedicated to morality, home, and servitude to God and family,
the private domain may have provided a place to correspond
with natural candor.

But, according to Lystra, "the idea of
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someone reading their letters hovered like a ghost of
lasciviousness over correspondence, making their missives
almost a secret erotic art" (91).

Therefore coded language,

known only to the sender and receiver, was sometimes
incorporated into the couples' love letters.

The "nice

little chat" that John and Isabel mention a number of times
certainly suggests something more provocative than the verbal
language of love.

Thus verbalizing their sexual feelings for

one another under the safe pretense of a conversation may
have added to the seduction scene.

Veiling the intended

meaning of "the nice little chat" to any unwelcome eyes would
have protected them from reproach while at the same time the
aura of secrecy may have heightened their level of intimacy.
Although engaging in sexual intercourse before marriage
remained taboo, passion and desire were considered a normal
response to the feelings prompted by romantic love.

The

preceding statement might at first seem contradictory to
traditional theories of the sexually repressed Victorian
culture; yet evidence taken from many hundreds of nineteenthcentury love letters indicates that the stereotypical,
prudish America did not exist within the private domain
(Lystra 5; Smith-Rosenberg 53; D'Ernilio and Freedman 76) .
Regardless of class status, Victorians were immensely
passionate in their intimacies, believing "sexual expression
the ultimate symbol of love and personal sharing" (Lystra 5).
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Yet, evidence again suggests that they maintained complete
privacy, sharing their sexual covertures only with their
mates, and within the pages of journals and love letters.
How a courting couple acted on their shared passion and
desire was a private affair, but basically it was assumed by
parents, chaperones, and members of "decent society" that
courting couples exercised restraint before marriage.
D'Emilio and Freedman report that middle-class, mid-century
Americans actually did exercise restraint as evidenced by
declining premarital pregnancy rates.

According to the

researchers, these rates dropped from twenty percent of
middle-class marriages in the 1830's to as low as ten percent
in the 1850's (76).

Beginning about the 1860's courtship

evolved into an intensely private affair -- much more so than
in previous decades.

Parents and chaperones no longer

shadowed young lovers in the home, on evenings out or even on
longer excursions, again indicating middle-class
preoccupations with fear of sexual exploration were on the
decline.

Architecture from this period even began to

engender this new philosophy regarding romantic love.
D'Emilio and Freedman report that
Unlike colonial-era dwellings, in which the entire
family gathered around the hearth, the Victorian
home had separate rooms for dining, sitting, and
sleeping.

The parlor became a space where a young
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woman and her suitor could visit uninterrupted,
with the expectations that they would behave
properly. (75)
Evidently, parents were beginning to trust that the moral and
spiritual upbringing they had provided their children would
prevent them from violating the prescribed rules regarding
appropriate levels of sexual expression for courting couples,
and, therefore, they were to be trusted unchecked even in
their own homes.

These "prescribed rules" seemed to mandate

that enjoying one's unabashed sensuality and sexuality was
considered normal and healthy as long as it did not violate
the boundaries of acceptable etiquette.

This is not to say

purity vanished as a central theme during this period.
Purity still existed, and women were certainly believed to
be icons of true womanhood, but purity was not to be confused
wi th prudery.
While young courting couples reveled in their love for
one another, individuals were extraordinarily cautious about
how they were perceived by their mate.

Although love letters

typically contained intimate expression and self disclosure,
self denigration was also a common occurrence.

Lovers often

inserted caveats in their letters in an attempt to guard
against one mate idealizing the other.

These caveats

included the admission of a variety of faults ranging from
personality flaws to admissions of an unattractive
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appearance.

Early in their courtship, Isabel attempts to

dispel any notions John may have of idealizing her.

And at

about the same time Isabel alerts John that other gentlemen
are busily pursuing her.

She writes "

who would have

believed the handsome Gentleman that sported such a fine
beard should fall in love with such a plain matter of fact
dutch girl as Tudie Mantz" (February 6, 1860).

She

reiterates this message again only a short time later in
another letter when she writes,
My

very dear friend, Allow me to consider you as

such forever, I will be content, scarcely deeming
myself worthy of your friendship much less
admiration.

surely you must have been dreaming

when writing your last letter to me; for one
possessing such qualities and virtues that you do,
could not possibly love such an unattractive person
as 'Isabel Mantz' (February 22, 1860).
These negative assessments, an intrinsic part of the
courting ritual, were intended to draw reassurance from the
other mate and perhaps also to ensure that after several
years of marriage, when reality began to replace fantasy,
neither mate would feel misled by what transpired during the
courtship.
Admonishing oneself for his or her feelings of love also
occurs commonly in letters from this period.

Upon Isabel
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admitting her IIlasting lovell for John, she inserts, IINow you
know the secret of my heart, do not hate me for its
acknowledgment -- but let me receive pity if nothing more ll
(March 25,1860).

John's Valentine's Day letter to Isabel

contains a similar admission wherein he admits his interest
but promises to halt the discussion if she takes offense to
his interest.

Specifically, he writes,

Now in writing to you in the future shall I write
(as our friend expresses it) as your Admirer?

Now

do speak frankly for if you do not wish it I will
stop making myself so offensive.

I hope ·and pray

you will excuse this plain talk, for it has been
done by the promptings of pure and subtle feelings.
John's self-criticism is important not so much for his
attempt to refrain from offending Isabel's sense of decency
(clearly a rhetorical convention), but more for his attempt
to disclose himself, complete with bared insecurities, to
Isabel.

In other words, the content of the disclosure is not

nearly as important as the disclosure itself.

The fact that

men were as willing as women to project negative self images
to their mates indicates to some extent that men and women
crossed traditional gender boundaries and violated sex-role
expectations in their private dialogues with one another.
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The Engagement

Isabel's opening few lines of her May 25, 1860 letter,
where she writes that her mother believed John to be a "very
worthy gentleman," clearly suggest that Isabel's parents
approved of both John and the impending marriage.

In this

letter, Isabel continued to worry about Lollie's reaction to
the engagement; yet her fears seem not to have been realized,
and soon Isabel seemed most anxious about the effects that
the engagement and marriage would have upon her own life.
Although she refrained from bringing this issue to the page
overtly, a change in the content and tone of her
correspondence becomes evident in the letters from the point
at which Isabel and John become engaged and continues to
build until the correspondence ceases, shortly before their
marriage date -- perhaps indicating that she was preoccupied
with the dramatic changes about to occur at precisely the
moment she became Mrs. John Dice Johnson.
Bleser writes, "Once married, the belle usually
disappeared from the social scene, the burdens of bearing
children in rapid succession, of caring for a husband, and of
managing a household left them little time to amuse either
themselves or others" (135), and Isabel was probably aware of
this occurrence due in part to her reliance on sentimental
novels and other fiction printed in periodicals of the
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period.

In addition, she recognized the toll marriage had

taken on her own mother and, no doubt, a number of other
women whom she knew from her community.

Yet, the dominant

ideology of the period, which directed all young women toward
this "respectable" role of wife and mother, was powerful and
persuasive, marking women who chose a different path somehow
deviant or pathetic.

Although Isabel seemed ecstatic about

the engagement, the shifting tone and content of her letters
indicate she may have been preoccupied with thoughts about
the future, especially as the country prepared for a violent
war which would involve her husband.

Thus, if the love

letter had initially been little more than an escape for
Isabel from the demands of ordinary life, it had essentially
catapulted her into a new phase of maturity and development,
which would test her strength and will in the very adult
world she was about to enter.
In the meantime however, and as the next chapter will
attest, Isabel used her writing as an instrument for
indicating to John that she was an esteemed member of fine
society, and that because of her prestigious education and
fine upbringing she represented an excellent choice for lifelong friend, confidant, and wife.
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CHAPTER SIX
"LOVE LOSES ITS VALUE WHEN TIS FREELY GIVEN"

Although Isabel understood the power of the written word
to create and shape her world, that world was very much
informed by her cultural values, economic status and social
standing within her community.

Isabel wrote at length about

the health of her mother and family friends and continued, as
well, to focus on her sometimes testy relationship with
Lollie.

Isabel apprised John of her contributions to

maintaining the horne and caring for her younger brothers and
sisters while her mother was ill, but freely admitted her
unfamiliarity with the tasks at hand.

At one point in their

interchange, she apologized for a rambling letter and blamed
it on the "propesity of our sex" for doing so.

Ultimately,

Isabel trusted John to burn her letters, or, at the very
least "to keep it all to your own dear self."

While the

content of her letters do not indicate any overt need for
secrecy and discretion, the socially constructed norms of the
period regarding proper behavior of privileged young women
did.
The final letters presented here help illustrate how
letter-writing provided Isabel with an opportunity to
indicate to John that she held membership in the cult of true
womanhood.

The cult, an ideological construct which dictated
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the standards of femininity, was used as a cultural gauge to
measure a woman's adherence to society's prescription of the
good, the submissive, the pious and the pure.

The letter

itself metaphorically became Isabel's word to John that she
had earned perfect marks in each category.

* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
June 10th/60
I see from your darling letter that mine was received
and some parts at least made out although Lollie gave me a
good scolding for going so far beyond the bounds of
"etiquette" writing with a lead pencil. I felt assured you
would not care so of course did not mind what she said in
regard to it. Our dear little friend has been here and gone,
always pays us flying visits. he is looking very well and I
think he's grown so much. he appeared to be in excellent
spirits considering the short time each day he was permitted
the society of Miss Em, school duties preventing the poor
child from being with him more. Mamie was all attention. I
would not wonder if the green eyed monster jealousy would not
take possession of her sister. Beaux I am sure trouble her
but little as school and books monopolize her whole time.
studying seems to be a pleasure. She has been busy for
several days writing a poetical composition for the
examination. Sisters have selected the "Farewell" for her, a
right difficult subject to write upon as they have one
written every year and to prevent sameness it requires much
time and study. Since Aunt Mollie's departure our house is
quite lonely. we were so sorry to part with her but knowing
she was anxious to see them all at home, I thought it wrong
to persuade her to remain longer. Mother informed her of our
engagement immediately after their return from the country,
then I told her all, and showed your letters and
daguerreotype, was that right! Sammy gave me two lines and a
half of your letter to read on our road to the Cemetary one
morning. I wanted to read more of it, but that privilege was
denied me by his mean little self, saying I had already read
a half line too much. Aunt Mollie will visit you shortly,
then you can tell me if you think she is looking better or
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has improved any. Ginnie Fout is with us now. Lollie
intends returning horne with her. Mother will tell her the
"news" when she comes horne. only wish you could see how she
receives the intelligence. it will be quite laughable no
doubt. You say she has not written to you yet. she has made
several attempts I know, but am unable to say whether any
were sent. perhaps she is waiting to hear from you first.
if you wish to inform her of our proceedings why do so, act
as you think proper. I had my daguerreotype taken for you
but Mother and Aunt Mollie thought it was not good and would
not let me send it. I will have it taken better and give it
to you when I see you, which I hope will be soon very soon.
Mr. Boyd visits our house frequently and loves my sister as
dearly as ever, sends her two or three papers every week with
all the love sickening poetry marked, at the end of each
piece from your dearest friend David Boyd Jr." On last
Saturday evening the long talked of bottle of eye water
arrived he recommends it highly but indeed I should be
mightily afraid to use it. The girls are going to Church
this evening and wish me to accompany them. Sammy will give
you all the news I have omitted. Much love to all your dear
family and a kiss to Mollie. All send their love to Dr.
Johnson. Write soon and often to my one sweet you. Good
bye.
II

Lovingly your own
Isabel
I was so sorry to hear of your Aunt
illness hope she may
get well again the poor dear little girls how I pity them.
will answer all your questions when I see you.
IS

I

* * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
June 24th/60
Your dear letter of yesterday caused me much happiness
for I had corne to the conclusion that you were sick, or else
your letters were miscarried. But the perusal of it soon
quieted all fears. as business was the excuse. ~,and Oh!
so convenient, isnlt it! but you are going to be very very
kind now, and let me hear from you often, you donlt know how
my heart leaped with delight when I read that sentence of
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your letter. Dr. you need not be particular when you write
to me, as no second person has or ever will read them,
without your permission let it be ever so shockingly done. I
will be satisfied. I cannot help smile nevertheless I feel
proud to think what an industrious husband I am going to get,
yet at the same time I am half inclined to be angry at the
idea of your not coming to see me for so long a time. You
said I must let you know if I wanted you to come. "I do.
yes indeed indeed I do, two, three, or four times.
Do you
recollect meeting a Miss Ele Kemp in Frederick during your
visits. She was married last week to Mr. Bonan of St. Louis,
were only acquainted five weeks, short courtship, they were
in the Lutheran Church this morning he being a Roman Catholic
did not conform to any of our rules, not even as much as
stood up to receive the blessing. I felt like giving him a
pull at the ear for behaving so heathenish. Ginnie Fout has
been with us several weeks she is a dear girl, her happy
. disposition beguiles us of many a lonely hour. she left last
Wednesday. accompanied by Lollie whom I shall also miss,
although we frequently disagree, but our fusses are like
April showers soon over and all sunshine again. She will
visit the renowned "city·· of Knoxville ere she returns. they
intend having a tourneyment on the fourth of July. from all
accounts I presume it will be a grand affair. They are sixty
Knights Mort and Eavy are added amongst the list, no doubt if
they are successful. My sister will stand a chance of being
crowned Queen of Loye & Beauty. The Distribution of premiums
at the Visitation takes place on the tenth next month. how I
wish you and Sammy could be present. I know Em would be
delighted for I am sure she could walk up for her premiums
with doubly the grace and pride if she knew he occupied a
seat amongst the numerous spectators. How is your little pet
sister getting along at school. progressing finely no doubt.
give her ever so many kisses for me. hope she has not
forgotten me yet. love to all. Mother is improving in
health and sends much love to you. the rest of the family
would do the same if they knew I was writing to you. Good
night darling one may pleasant dreams attend your slumbers is
the wish of one who loves you.
II

Isabel
Much love to Samy tell him to write to some of us if not all.
I receive his paper weekly.
Dr. you spoke of sending Charlie a deer. Ma thinks it might
be troublesome to keep in town, so think you had better not
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send it, although the little fellow would be wild with
delight to have such a pet and we are ever so obliged to you
for your kindness. do do write soon.
* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
July 8th 1860
My own darling Friend -Sorry you should be disappointed at not hearing from me
on Friday as you anticipated, but during Lollie's absence I
was kept so busy, scarcely having time to breathe, had
company all the time. Mrs. Resaut was with us two days, then
Cousin Frank Grove and his Mother. After they left his
Sister Em, Kate Weast, and Kate Lane spent a week. My
darling Ma not being able to attend to anything caused me to
be industrious once in my life. The Fourth was observed here
almost as strictly as a Sabbath, business being suspended and
all places of business generally being closed. The ______
Defenders the Independent Rifle men and the United Guards
turned out in the morning, parading through our principal
streets making as usual an imposing and handsome appearance,
and as a token of respect for the day, fired a salute of some
sixteen rounds each -- PicNics were the order of the day, the
pleasant retreats round the City were all well patronized. I
attended one at Markells Spring, a party of about forty
Ladies and Gentlemen we left home in fine spirits expecting a
glorious time rambling through the woods and fishing. We had
not been there more than an hour before it commenced raining.
We soon found our way to the An
and as the weather
looked threatening we took shelter in the lawn of Mr.
DeLashmuertt who at once for our accommodation, had it swept,
furnished with table seats, etc. Plays were introduced, much
to my displeasure was compelled to join them sometimes. In
the evening Mr. Rosthrick took Katie Comach and myself out
buggy driving. We enjoyed it so much. I acted as driver
part of the way, but Katie was afraid Mr. R. would be thrown
out and probably get his neck broken made me give it up.
Katie is a dear little creature, but makes most too much
display of her ~ for her dearest friends on earth. I
think love loses its value when tis freely given. She should
keep it locked in her soul away from prying eyes as Stoddard
remarks in his "Women's LoveN. No doubt you have often read
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it. I think it beautifully written. We returned in about an
houris time and met with a reception by way of a supper
everything done up in elegant style. Afterwards took a walk
until eight 0'c10ck then went home. "A11 went merry as a
marriage be11". Lo11ie and Ginnie Font returned home Friday
morning. The Tourneyment is postponed until after hayrnaking
to permit the young farmers and their gallant steed to
attend. Lord Mortimore called to see Miss Mantz Friday
afternoon. I think he must have been pleased for he remained
until Mother informed Lo11ie and Ginnie of the ~ but they
did not seem much surprised and the former appeared delighted
instead of being angry. She has been so lively and pleasant
that Mother cannot help noticing it. Dr., Mother has been
complaining so much for the last two weeks, of weakness and
her cough. I am fearful she is going to be very sick. She
thinks she had a chill yesterday and today. Only hope it was
not. Oh! could she but be restored to health once more what
happiness would be experienced in our home circle again. You
say Aunt Mollie is worse. I am so sorry for I know she will
never get well in this world. Sammie does not write to any
of our family. His cause in unknown to us all. When you see
him tell him I think he is the meanest little somebody in
existence. Ginnie Johnson is home again. how I wish he had
been there whilst I was visiting you. I really want to see
him badly. I have thought of him so often. wonder if he is
as well as ever! Would laugh at Miss Maggie Seymour playing
and singing the HWi1d ash deerM as in days gone by. Could
not you persuade him to come to Frederick with you. but
indeed I do not believe you want to come, or at least care
about it. you are so anxious I should answer your question
by letter. indeed I cannot. I must see you and have a nice
little chat first. you need not corne until busy times are
over or if is perfectly convenient. I would not have you
neglect your practice. yet you will come one of these days
won't you? I know your goodness of heart will prompt you to
say yes. We had two very sudden deaths in F. within the past
week. Don Geyer and Ms '. Windsor -- both of apoplexy. - the
latter was found dead in his bed. it has been quite healthy
here during the spring and summer, only hope it may continue
so. Lo11ie and Sue do not correspond now but I will get her
to write and invite her down. she said she was coming when
she finished school. Sue and Maggie are dear girls. I had a
nice time with them. poor Miss Bettie. I am so sorry she
has left Franklin. does she intend teaching any longer or
will she return to her parents. Mr. Windchester's school,
the Frederick Female Seminary had their examinations last
week Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. We received an
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invitation but did not attend. I would have gone to the
soiree but it took place on the evening of the fourth, and I
felt too tired to go. eight young ladies received diplomas,
six from Frederick. Oh my but I would like to have seen you
in the parade. you no doubt make quite a dashing appearance.
I am trying my utmost to finish this sheet, but guess you are
wearied long ago reading it, such nonsense that I cannot make
up my mind to read it over. Mr. Hiram Grove is in the parlor
waiting to see me. the Cousin we met in Baltimore from the
Green Mountains. I must write like a steam car or he will
become indignant at my long absence and think I am not a
strict follower of etiquette. How is my darling little
Mollie as sweet as ever give her a half-dozen kisses for me.
Remember me kindly to your dear Ma and family, and return my
love to Sammie how I would like to hear him sing Old Uncle
Jessy. I think it is the name. Good bye my own darling one,
and if time will per.mit will write again next week. Now do
do write soon, and believe me as ever your loving Isabel.
Glad to hear your aunt is improving in health.
All send much love to you.

* * * * * * * * * *
Franklin
July 18th 1860
My darling Isabel
I feel this morning very much like starting for "old
Frederick", in fact I am so anxious to see you and have that
"nice little chat", that nothing but the duty imposed upon me
by my profession could prevent me from going. Your last
letter was such a dear nice, long one, oh! my how I enjoyed
it. it gave me all the news, and to hear you are well and
happy, makes me so. MY brother Eddie has been sick with
Typhoid fever, he is now much better, you perhaps recollect
he had it last summer and was not expected to live; this
attack I think will be a short one, he bears it very
patiently. Miss Hinkle a distant relation of ours, came to
visit us last month and was attacked with the fever. She has
been sick five weeks; I carried her down stairs into the
parlor this morning, she seemed so glad to get out of her
room. I think she is engaged to be married. Maggie Wilson's
parents are better. Aunt "Kate Masters is driving out again.
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All are better and I hope we will not have much sickness next
month, so that I can get away a few days to visit you. Mr.
Sammie Barber left here this morning. He said he met Lollie
and Ginnie Fout in the cars. You say they have returned to
Frederick and know all; well I am glad of it, and hope
Lollie will always be a kind sister. I would like to see
Miss Font, I guess there is nothing between she and Mr. John
Cunningham. He inquired very particularly about her when I
returned in May. Sammie and Jimmie Tites left here last
Thursday; Sammie promised me to write to you as soon as he
reached home. He loves you all dearly. Did'I tell you that
he had parted with his little horse? he has gotten one that
works nicely in his buggy. I expect a letter from him today.
I feel so sorry that your dear Mals health is no better. I
wish she was in as good health as my Mother. Mother seems
very well and yet has had to be with Miss Hinkle and Eddie so
much. My Pals health is much better than when you were here.
He thinks the world of Tudie Mantz and will be delighted to
see us married. I was glad to hear you spent the birth day
of American Independence pleasantly. Wish I could have had
the pleasure of driving you out that day. I can never forget
our drive to Middletown. I shall always look to it as an
epoch in my history and think of it with pride and pleasure.
When I think how noble and high souled you are and how
devoted and true you have been to me, I cannot restrain my
feelings and will never be satisfied until I clasp you to my
bosom as my own beautiful one forever. You did not say what
you thought, when you said I did not want to visit you, you
know I am but too anxious to see you. Yes, as soon as I get
away I will go to you. Give my love to all of your dear
family. Ma & Sister sends much love to you. MY next letter
shall be longer. Do write soon and very often. I will write
again soon. Goodbye sweet one and believe me
yr faithful and devoted
John
I have not the time to look over this.

* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
July 31st 1860
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Until a few moments ago I thought I would have the day
all to myself, and write to you a long letter in return for
the sweet one of yours fraught with so many good wishes, but
alas! cruel fate is always against me. MY Cousin Irene and a
friend of hers sent me word they were coming to spend the day
with me if perfectly agreeable. a reply was returned in the
affirmative, although I wished in my heart they would stay at
home. if it had not been for writing I would have been most
happy to see them. I imagine I hear you say Oh my! what a
deceitful world; Ma and Lollie went to Weverton as they
expected, were met by a host of friends and from all accounts
are having quite a gay time. I have just halted Mr. Sipps
and his old beer wagon, he has promised to take a box to the
"Weverton Friends" for us. Mother's parting injunction to
send her water melons and peaches very often, the former are
quite plentiful but the latter are scarce, selling at six
dollars a bushel, an exorbitant price isn't it. I received a
note from Mrs. Johnston of Baltimore begging Lol and myself
to come down this week and go to "old point" with them. She
says the boys John and Charles will come up after us and show
us every attention that lays in their power. that our trip
cannot help being otherwise pleasant. Pa says if Mother and
Laura were home we might go. you see how very often I am
disappointed but perhaps it is all for the better. I will
think so anyhow. I am getting along very nicely housekeeping
at least everybody tells me so. The children have been
really good. Mac has not had but one screaming spell, but at
times complains awfully of Nstarvation N. Charlie·was
climbing up the lattice fence, trying I suppose to imitate a
monkey he has seen carried through the streets, performing
most wonderful feats. but being quite so active he fell and
knocked off part of his chin or cut it dreadfully, but he is
running about now and frisky as ever. I was sorry to hear of
your Brother and Cousin's illness. they have my sympathy and
hope they may soon recover. if kindness and attention could
make them well, I know your dear Ma was untiring in her
attention, and even little Mollie was constantly showing some
mark of affection and making herself useful, and you my
dearest, sweetest, and best of friends, who can and does deny
himself pleasures and enjoyments for the sake of doing good,
I will not say more in whose skill will speak for him. I
hope your Cousin Sammy is enjoying excellent health and
spirits again for I can assure you they are few who are so
highly appreciated by me, and none so warmly welcomed in the
family circle as your darling self. for really the longer I
am absent from you the more you grow in my mind and dearer
you are there. I am hurrying to seal up this document. the
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girls have come and I am expecting every moment to see them
in my room in search of me. I must bid you a reluctant
adieu. Love to all the dear ones. Write to me very often,
and believe me your own loving
Isabel
I wrote to Aunt Mollie last Sabbabth it would afford me so
much pleasure to hear from her but I fear she is not well
enough to answer it -- so of course excuse her. We are going
to have camp meeting about three miles from town. Will
commence next Friday and continue a week.
Dr. when you come to F. bring Sam Johnson and Mollie along.
Sam promised to come this summer.
* * * * * * * * * *

Frederick City
August Sth/1860
My best, and dearest Friend,
Lol, Em, and myself have been spending the morning very
pleasantly, but will give you the privilege of saying not
very Christian like, with heads out of the window making
remarks about every passerby, for you must recollect the
streets are thronged with people from the surrounding country
and town, on their way to camp-meeting. Our little folks,
John, Mamie, Charlie and Mac have gone in a spring wagon with
Millie and Wilson, were so delighted with the idea could
scarcely take time to eat their breakfast. The home circle
is again complete. All have returned with loving hearts and
smiling faces to greet the dear old home they left two weeks
ago. My darling Ma's presence was welcomed with
indescribable pleasure, for often during her absence would
that sweet old song haunt my memory "What is home without a
Mother". I am glad to say her health has somewhat improved,
appetite better and cough less troublesome, only wish I could
[say] she was ~~. I had company last Wednesday
evening. Mr. Kockler and his Baltimore cousin. Don't you
think I had to entertain them, all my self, quite an
undertaking, was it not! I tried to set the agreeable, but
fear I did not succeed so well. Madame Rommour says Mr. K.
is to be married this fall although he positively denys it to
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me. Friday afternoon Cousin Frank Grove called and engaged
me to take a moonlight prominade with him in the evening. I
enjoyed it, also his conversation very much, giving me a
brilliant description of his adventures at California. He is
rather intelligent, and expresses himself with so much ease,
but then he is so selfconceited, a very great fault. he has
been in search of a wealthy wife for a score of years, but is
yet unable to find her hope he never will. The part of your
dear letter concerning Sammy surprized and grieved me, for no
other occupation have I a great abhorrence than daguereman
artists. I thought our dear little friend was too high
minded to engage in anything so low but I blame IIIrving
Lights" for most of it. I shall never reveal it, although I
received a letter from my Uncle Frill yesterday, giving me
all the particulars of the aforesaid gentlemen, and I am sure
he will write the same to Aunt Eliza Foutls family, which
will soon be in wide circulation. I so much wish he will
soon tire of it, and engage in something more honorable as
you say. Lollie is now in the parlor entertaining her friend
Mr. George C. Miller. Pa seems rather uneasy about the young
man, and has been making inquiry from various persons in
regard to his everyday life. He has a very poor opinion of
him and I think will soon request him to discontinue his
visits. I know Lollie loves him and expect will give him up
reluctantly, if at all. Two of your dear dear letters were
received by me this or rather last week. Oh! how kind you
are. only wish I could thank you in person for they
certainly afford one unspeakable pleasure, for without the
assurance of you Love and the perusal of your charming
communications the past week would have been spent in
wretched loneliness. Sammy sent me two papers. the
conclusion of Mary G. Holmes great story "Mildred, or the
child of adoption
It is very good. I am perfectly
delighted with it. I was delighted to hear of your kindness
to Miss Hoblitzele, and love you Oh! so much for that one
great trait gallantry II , something our Frederick gents are so
deficient. One reason why the Virginians are held so high in
my estimation. And then you really intend coming to see me
soon, as soon as your business will permit you. Please do
not fail to bring Sam and Mollie, we will all be so delighted
to see them. Kiss them both for me and give them an ocean of
love, also all your dear family. Aunt Molliels included.
You said you would try and come this month. Most all the
town are going tomorrow to see the great Eastern, Pa talks of
going. Has not quite made up his mind yet. donlt know
whether he will take any of the family. all send much love
to Doctor Johnson also.
II •

II
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Your own loving Isabel, Write soon.
Accept a heart overflowing with gratitude for the promise of
the present "The Pony".
Must I write a note to Sue or will you try and persuade her
for me?
Yes I will tell you all when I see you.

* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
August 18th 1860
My Much Loved Friend,
Last Tuesday I went to the pic-nic as you expected is it
not! Had dancing all day in a large barn about two miles
from town. Rain the day previous prevented them from having
it in the woods. Lollie has been sick ever since,
complaining of sore throat, pain in her face and neck, and
toothache. She is much better today, and I think ere long
will be quite well again. the balance of the family are
well. Mother's health continues the same, improves very
slowly if any, discouraging news isn't ' it -- yet I hope a
day may yet corne when I can be able to inform you differently
concerning my precious parent.
Aunt Eliza
and Cousin Laura Grove spent last week
with us, left last evening. The latter will return again
tomorrow. Aunt was very anxious for me to go home with her,
and would take no excuse until I told her I expected you.
She said if that was the case she would let me off, although
it was very reluctantly.
The military encampment will not take place in Frederick
as was expected. They were unable to get tents, or something
of that kind, was the cause. I am sorry for much pleasure
was anticipated at that time. Sammy said he would corne to
see us then. I guess we will not see his dear face until the
agricultural fair in October. I think last year will be ever
memorable to us all. I wonder if Mr. Seymour Chambers will
come this year. not if he hears his agreeable friend Ella L.
will be present. I would like so much to know what caused
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the aversion between the two. It is probably unknown to
themselves, does he still visit Miss Em Hogeland? I will not
have time to write more for Bettie Markall has sent for Ine to
go to church with her and I have only a half hour to get
ready in. So goodbye my own darling friend write soon and
come to see me soon and be assured of the unalterable love
and devotion of your

Sincere and attached
Isabel.
Monday morning.
Lollie is not much better. Cousin Laura has arrived and
wishes me to go with her to the mantuamaker and milliner.
she got her best IISunday go to meeting bonnet spoiled at the
Great Eastern. I think she will get a jockey hat. This
morning, they are all the rage here. Much love to all the
dear family also to
Johnson and Sisters, and to the
Aunties and Uncles of Petersburg when you see them. Once
more good bye dear one, as ever your own loving
ll

Isabel
Please come soon very soon will you, and make happy the heart
of one who loves you. Burn as soon as read.

* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
August 27th 1860
MY dearest, darling Friend,

Time in its rapid flight has again ushered in the moment
in which I am to write to the dearest object of my heart -it is now nearly four months since we have had the pleasure
of seeing each other, but to know perhaps in a few days we
may again be allowed that privilege, makes me so happy. Oh!
I so often wish to be with you but a few moments for thoughts
at times makes one dull and gloomy and to unburden them to
you and receive your sympathy would be such a relief, but
then, your dear sweet letters serve to revive my spirits let
them be ever so desponding. a single line of kindness from
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you causes all to vanish like a summer cloud. This has been
such a beautiful and pleasant season guess you have enjoyed
it as much as mortals are capable of doing, for you are
surrounded by delightful scenery, and can while away lonely
hours, admidst limpid streams, gentle flowing brooks,
chirping warblers, and echoing woods, but amid all these
enjoyments which kind nature affords you, never forget your
Isabel. By the above you will think me quite romantic or
sentimental, but I know you will excuse the strain in which I
have wandered, for my feelings this morning bid me for awhile
restrain the foolish mirth more natural to me, and indulge in
a more serious and congenial style. Yesterday I heard of the
death of the Mother of an intimate friend of mine while at
St. Joseph's. Oh! What a sad change in poor Kitty's
prospects for happiness through life. it really makes me
distrustful of pleasure in this world, this time a few years
ago, she had the prospect of spending a happy life in the
loved society of a doting Mother and an affectionate Uncle.
Now how changed the scene, thus it -- we build our airy
castles in the wanderings off our youthful imaginations, but
to see them fall, we see the land of happiness, perish ere it
blooms by the chill hand of misfortune, and we are left alone
to feel and measure the extent of our sorrow. I was obliged
to put your letter away yesterday, indeed I felt so sad it
was impossible for me to collect my ideas. This morning I am
perfectly happy again. our house is all animation, we
received invitations last Friday to attend a large party at
Col Williams P. Maulsby's at Prospect Hall, about one mile
from Frederick on Tuesday evening next. Lollie and Emma
accompanied by my dear Father will be there or at least
expect to go. the rooms are littered up with old party
dresses, flowers, ribbons, laces and everything pertaining to
party dress. Lollie I think has determined to wear blue
tarlton, and Emma as it is her first public appearance white,
if she acts according to taste, and arrangements, I wish you
could be a little mouse for a few minutes to peep in at
smiling faces, and happy hearts for such consists our merry
party. several of the girls are here helping us for dear
life, making garments to adorn my beautiful and my
intelligent sisters, as Cousin Frank designates them. I will
give you all the particulars when I see you, or in my next
letter. I guess you wish I would stop with my prating, but
you know the propensity of our sex to making long speeches so
I hope you will pardon my loquacity. Mother Jo~ns in love
with me to you, and all the dear family. do write and try to
come soon to see your own --
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devoted and affectionate
Isabel
This letter you will find uninteresting however answer it
immediately if you are able to do so. Hope you and your dear
Pa are quite well again. Mamie has been complaining of stiff
neck and sore throat. Please return much love to Mrs.
Johnson for us. with a wish for her to visit us this summer.
Wish you would have told me your pleasant dreams perhaps it
would have helped enliven depressed spirits, do do Come _____
very soon.
* * * * * * * * * *

Frederick City
September 4th 1860
How much I wish you were here this morning dearest, to
accompany us to a wedding. Miss Hays and Mr. West are to be
married at twelve o'clock at the Methodist Church. I expect
there will be quite a crowd for church weddings are generally
very largely attended. They propose leaving in the afternoon
cars for Niagara and Boston -- Mamie and Charlie started to
school yesterday in fine spirits~ They began to tire of
their long vacation. Papa thinks of sending John Ed to a
Quaker school near Baltimore. It will not be resumed until
the twefth, he seems delighted with the idea. can scarcely
wait for the time to come, I guess he will cry more than once
to come horne. Emma is not going this year although she is
very anxious to do so in order to receive her medal. I would
like for her to go longer but my Ma thinks otherwise, so of
course it is not in my place to interfere with her
arrangements. The party of last Tuesday proved to be quite a
brilliant affair about a hundred and thirty persons were
present. Lollie, Emma and her friend Fanny Bringle and Pa
left our house at half past nine, looking as sweetly as
______ roses. If I were writing to a lady would describe
their dress, but gentlemen generally think such things
foolish and disgusting. they returned home at three o'clock
so tired and sleepy that they did not recover from the effect
of it for several days. Senator Douglass is expected here
tomorrow he will no doubt create quite a sensation in our
little city especially amongst his own party. I am glad to
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hear Franklin has been so gay this summer. hope you enjoyed
the parties as much as the one you gave last Winter, that was
~ party of the season, was it not!
Aunt Ginnie wrote me
that she intended coming to Maryland this month. I will
write to her this evening if I have time and warn her that
bright September has arrived. I have a slight notion to
whisper the same in "somebody" else's ear, but know he will
come when he has leisure. don't you think so! indeed if you
knew how much I loved and thought of ~ and wished to see
and talk once more with your darling self you would surely
try and come. The good news concerning Sammy afforded me
inexpressible pleasure only hope it may be as you predict.
give him ever so much love for all of us. Wonder if has
forgotten he has friends in this direction. How much some of
us would like to hear from him sometimes, I was so sorry to
hear dear Aunt Mollie is worse again. Mother has been
complaining very much during the past week. Oh! Dr. she is
looking wretchedly even so much worse than when you last saw
her. her cough is very troublesome. does not seem to
improve any. The rest of the family thank Providence are
well. Please remember me to Col. Johnson's family, also to
Aunt Mollie's when you see them. Good-bye darling hope I may
have the pleasure of beholding your dear face soon. love and
a kiss for sweet little Mollie also to your Ma, Pa, and
brothers. answer soon. do do write often to your
own loving
Isabel
* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
September 16th 1860
Accept my warmest love and gratitude darling, for your
dear dear note of last Thursday. Your visit Dr. seems like a
dream to me, indeed I can scarcely realize the events of the
past week. Your coming so unexpected and of such duration,
how I wished in my heart you would prolong your stay with us
but perhaps it is all for the better. Lollie gave me a good
scolding for going to the cars with You my own darling
friend. I told her I did not think there was any impropriety
in it and I did not care for the opinion of the world. if
people wished to talk they were at liberty to do so. My
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parents did not think it wrong. and if ~ were to come to
Frederick twenty times, I would act the same way .. The little
storm soon blew over and we became as cheerful and apparently
happy as ever, but I can assure your sarcasm makes too deep
an impression upon me to be easily forgotten. You have no
idea how dull and gloomy I feel. sometimes I imagine myself
quite forlorn and forsaken. and then my only comfort and
relief is to think of you and the happiness yet in store for
us. My dear Ma Pa and Brothers went to Baltimore as they
expected on Wednesday last. returned yesterday. Dr. Chew
visited Mother several times. said she was much worse than
when he last saw her. her right lung was very much affected.
that she should treat herself as an invalid should because
she never could recover her health again. the impression
this sad intelligence has made upon my precious Ma is very
unfavorable, although she said she expected her lungs were
affected yet she could not help crying when he told her
indeed our house has been one of distress ever since her
return. to see her our idolized Parent -- so depressed and
in tears, is enough to cast a gloom over the household, and
cause the hearts of her children to bleed, yet I must.not
murmur against "Him who doeth all things well!
There were
no changes made in her medicine except her cough syrup. he
told her to walk and go out driving every pleasant day. I
trust and pray there may be a change for the better. My dear
Pa seems perfectly miserable. only wish Dr. Chew had kept
his opinion to himself. Cousin Laura Grove, her sister in
law and two children have been here since Thursday. they
have all gone to church this morning leaving me to take
charge of the babies. The youngest has gone to sleep the
other has gone walking with Annie, so I have had but few
moments to write in except in dread. Please excuse all
defects. Emma went out to Aunt Eliza Fouts' yesterday with
her cousin Green who came after his new buggy and wedding
suit. he gets married on the twentieth of this month. She
will probably remain two or three weeks. Lollie received a
long letter from Ella Loughridge, begging her to come up a
week or two before Maggie's wedding, that they expected to
have a splendid time of it. Ned had chartered a car and
would bring twenty or thirty of his Baltimore friends with
him. Ella and Eavy are to act as bridesmaid and groomsman.
would not be surprised if Ella did not catch a beau amongst
that number of friends. Lol has worked Ned a pair of
slippers. I don't know if she intends them for a bridal
present or not. I never like to questions her, her replys
generally are so very unsatisfactory. I will look for a
letter from you this week. write soon and often, and I will
II
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try and do likewise. Goodbye, dear darling one, with much
love for all, from your devoted and loving
Isabel
* * * * * * * * * *
Franklin Virginia
September 30/60
My darling Isabel
For the last week I have been exceedingly anxious to
write to you, but have been so busy that I could not possibly
say a word to my darling little one. Friday's mail brought
me two letters, one from your dear Pa, the other from your
dear self. I was so much relieved by your last letter. The
one before the last brought me the sad intelligence of your
dearest Ma's condition and her depression of spirits. I was
not surprised in regard to Dr. Chew's opinion, for I saw him
in May when we were in Baltimore and knew his prognosis in
your Ma's case. Tell your Ma not to despair, that she may be
much better yet. I have known Doctor Chew to be mistaken
more than once. It is not impossible that she may get
better, for I have an aunt, who is affected very much like
her, and was so ill this summer that none of us thought she
would live, she is now much better and look tolerably well.
I trust she (your Ma) may improve and if she cannot get quite
well, that she may be with us a long time yet. I saw and
read a little piece sometime ago called "Blue Sky Somewhere"
that afforded me a great deal of consolation. We are too apt
to give way to much distress, or a paralyzed dependency when
the rainy days come, but let us remember there is "Blue Sky
Somewhere" and let us live in hope of tomorrow's sunshine.
Sammie, George and Mr. Morgan came here on last Wednesday,
the last two left on yesterday; Sammie is still here, he
remained at my request. I knew I would not return to town to
day in time to write to you, so I persuaded him to remain
until the morning, that I might send this letter by him and
have it mailed in the Burg. I delivered your message to
George and Sammie, they were delighted to hear from you and
say they love you ever so much. My dear one, you are a
favorite with almost everyone who knows you. My parents love
you so much, yes and my brothers & little sister, all talk of
you so often and will give you a hearty welcome. I am so
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delighted to hear that Johny is pleased with his school, hope
he will get along very pleasantly. Tell Mammie Mollie is
very anxious to see her and sends so much love to her; if Ma
will let her go with me, I will be sure and take her. My
Bros. and Sister are now going to school and are making great
proficiency, you would be delighted to see one of my little
brothers demonstrate a proposition in geometry. Sammie
reports Cousin Mollie as being better. I expect to go to 'the
Moorefield Train the 10th of Oct. and will take Ma to see
Cousin Mollie. If I have time I will write again by
Wednesday's mail, and fix the day if you wish. Give my love
to all and a kiss. Hope Lollie dear girl is better. Tell
her Dr. Johnson sends much love to her. All send much love.
write soon and often dearest one
yr betrothed
John
I have written this in great haste, it is very late and I
must retire as I go to the county in the morning to perform a
surgical operation -- So you will pardon this, and remember
"if the heart but means well, all else may be forgiven".
Your Pa wrote me that Mac had forgotten me and that he got a
whipping about the quarter. Love to dear little Mammie.
Sammie is so sorry that he did not answer Emma's letter
promptly, he will write in a few days and explain all to her
and ask forgiveness. Tell Em I guess he will come with me,
when I come to claim you. I will write again and trust my
thoughts will be more collected. Heaven bless you sweet one
J.

* * * * * * * * * *
Franklin Virginia
October 1st 1860
My

dear Tudie

,
In my last letter to you I said I would write again by
Wednesday's mail; but I have been busy every blessed hour
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since. If is now ten oclock at night and I am so fatigued
and sleepy that I fear you will get a very short note. I
would put off writing until morning but will leave very early
for the country; it is such a pleasing task that I avail
myself of every opportunity to write. I know you will be
looking very sweetly in your travelling suit and it will be
apropos. What say you to the 21st as the day for our
marriage. If that is too soon fix any day you choose. All I
ask is to return home by the December Court which is to be
held the first week of that month. I wish you would send me
the measure of that" finger so I can get a ring. Send it
soon dearest. Do you think Mr. Diehl will be in Frederick at
that time? I expect I had better write to him or your Pa to
be sure of his presence. What do you think about it? I
think very few of my friends will accompany me, yet I will
try and bring our little friend Sammie. Sam asked me if Emma
or Laura would go with us. I could not tell him. He will
write to Emma so as to smooth the thing a little and pave the
way for his visit. If you have made any further
arrangements, let me hear them please. Love to all and a
kiss. Mother sister and all send much love to you. How is
your Ma? Write soon dear one, goodbye.
II

II

Yr devoted betrothed
John
Mollie Baxter has returned home.
write often --

Excuse this my dear one and

* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
Oct. 10th 1860
Your precious missive has just been perused by me
dearest. I now hasten to answer it -- would that I could be
with you a few minutes. think I could tell you all so much
better than write. "The day you appointed will of course
suit me, as it is most convenient to yourself.
Our very
dear little friend Sammy will be gladly received by every
member of our family, if you wish one of my sisters to
accompany us, let me know, and I will mention it to her. but
which of the two must it be. ask Sammy to choose, he has
his preference I know. Ma thinks it is not essential to
II
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write to Mr. Diehl or Pa about it. the former was here this
afternoon said he would not be absent from Frederick until
Christmas. his wife wished to spend her holidays in
Philadelphia with her parents and he would accompany her
there. I expect Pa will take compassion on us and attend to
such things without asking him as he now knows the day.
Uncle Full left here on Tuesday for Winchester. was to start
Monday but was too late for the cars poor fellow came back
grinning from ear to ear so glad no doubt -- Our dear little
friend Maggie Loughridge was married today. Lollie did not
go for some unaccountable reason although I think I know, if
I guess rightly. something concerning a bridal present.
This trial of Miss Sophy's has made us all nearly
frantic again. the Sheriff and several others have been on
the lookout for us all the week. they say they are
determined to catch me. I am one of the principal witnesses.
I knew but little about it at first, and have forgotten that
now, and at court I would be of no earthly use. doubt
whether I could open my mouth. Last Monday the Sheriff came
to the door and asked to see us. Annie told him we were in
Virginia. he said she was telling a story, and walked in the
parlor. We ran upstairs and locked ourself up could not get
rid of him, was obliged to send to the store after Pa. it is
too bad we cannot go to the Agricultural Fair or the balloon
ascension or pay our company any attention. Lol declares she
is going out. I know I won't.
Mr. Poole was here last week for did not bring his wife.
She being in very delicate health was unable to accompany
him. Erruna gave him one of her paintings, the "Winter Scene".
Don't you think she had better given it to us. We would have
appreciated it much more than he will, although he seemed
perfectly delighted and promised her something very nice in
return. We will go to Baltimore next Tuesday a week. Ma and
myself remain three or four days. All send much love to my
darling Dr. Johnson. kiss dear little Mollie for me and
remember me kindly to all the family. Excuse all for I am
writing and talking at the same time. Nsmarter than common
folks ain't I" Please do not expect me to write often. and
I will love you ever so much for really I am so very busy.
can scarcely take time to eat my meals. Ma seems to improve
slowly, indeed I can see no change for the better. Your dear
letter offered much consolation many thanks for it only hope
it may be verified. Goodbye darling, much love to Sammy.
write whenever you have time to your
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devoted and loving
Isabel
I am obliged to you darling for your kind intention getting
me a ring I mean but really I cannot send a measure and I do
not think it necessary that I should have one other, do you?
Hope you will have a nice time at the fair.
* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
Oct. 17th 1860
My own dearest
This might be exceedingly dreary -- all else is hushed
save the monotonous ticking of the old clock and the
scratching of my pen, which invariably keeps pace with my
thoughts. The sad intelligence received in your precious
note of today has caused me much uneasiness only trust and
pray to our dear Lord that you may soon recover, yet I would
give worlds to be with you now, especially if it would add
the least to your happiness for nothing gives me more real
pleasure than to see my darling friends'happy. The
Agricultural Fair this year is from all accounts much better
than last, and Prf. Lights successful balloon ascension on
the first day of the fair draws a crowd which I am inclined
to believe is somewhat larger than it has been for years
past. If the weather is fair he will ascend again tomorrow.
I have not been there, intend going tomorrow, but think it
almost useless as far as sight-seeing is concerned. As Emma
has been there and given me quite an adequate description for
you know that nothing ever escapes her observation. It was
with mingled feelings of joy and surprise that Lollie and
myself received the Mglad tidings M that Miss Sophy'.s trial
was put off until next Court. MY sister has already availed
herself of the freedom of spending the day on the Fairgrounds
and informed me on her return that she and Ginnie Fout had
caught two strange beaux, but as they did not accompany them
home, I am under the impression that it was nothing more than
a momentary infatuation. Emma has been enjoying herself
exceedingly. Stilton Troyer, Davis Byerly and Sammy Garboe
have been playing the agreeable to her. Dave was here last
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evening teaching the ladies how to play "Euchre". Now I wish
my little friend Sammy was here, guess he would take the day,
when you write give him much love for Em and myself, and tell
him he must surely have directed his letter wrong. It has
not made its appearance in this quarter of the globe yet.
All our dear family are well. except Mother who I am sorry
to inform you improves slowly. She speaks of you so often,
and always sends her love when she sees me writing to you.
We expect to start to the Monumental City on Monday if Ma
feels able, will remain four or five days. Brother writes
home weekly, loves everybody around him as much as ever, and
seems perfectly satisfied with boarding school. Oh! my how
delighted I will be to hear again from you this week, to know
that your are suffering, pains me, yet can you have the heart
to condemn me, when I say to you that even that pain is
mingled with pleasure, knowing amidst your sufferings you did
not forget your loving Tudie in whose memory you ever hold a
prominent place. Good night darling, love and a kiss to all.
May God bless, watch over and protect you is the fervent wish
of your true and
Loving
Isabel

* * * * * * * * * *
petersburg, Virginia
October 22nd 1860
My dearest Isabel,
My letter of last Wednesday informed you of my recovery
from what at one time supposed was Typhoid Fever, but now
think if it was fever it must have been a very slight attack.
I was quite sick for about ten days but recovered very
rapidly. Mother and I came down here on Friday, will return
tomorrow. We intended going home this morning, but this
river is too much swollen to cross with safety. Cousin
Mollie is very sick confined to her bed all the time, has
very little appetite and cough quite annoying. I do not
think she can live very long. I just a few moments ago
placed a blister on her chest with the hope of relieving her
cough for a short time. Last night I drove Mollie Barber and
Ma out to church. Mollie is looking very well, says she was
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anxious to visit you when she was in Baltimore and intended
doing so, but that her Pa after getting to Baltimore
determined to return by way of Eastern Virginia. she was
very anxious to know all about our affair. I will perhaps
tell her before I leave here and ask her to go with me.
Sammie is still undecided in regard to going with me. I will
see him before I close. I have ordered rny clothes and will
be married in a black vest, do you not think it more suitable
than a white one? I do wish S~runie would go with me, if he
does not go I will be present alone. All of my brothers are
now so busily engaged with their studies that I do not think
it right to ask them to go. George Bean and Mr. Chambers are
going West about that time or they might be induced to
accompany me. I guess Seymour is going, but for the express
purpose of visiting Miss Em Hogeland. It is now late at
night. Sammie and I have just come from Cousin Polly
Barberis. I told Mollie when we were to be married, she says
she loves you very much and wishes she could be present on
the 21st. She says she will go with us to Old Franklin. I
am now in Sammiels room; he has just retired, and says he
will go with me if Cousin Mollie is not too sick. He does
not seem willing to express a preference in regards to your
dear Sisters. You can make the selection. If he should not
accompany me, will not one of them come to Virginia with us?
I will write to you often dearest, and will only ask you to
write as often as is convenient. I know I shall be very
happy when you are with me. Good night loved one -- Yr
faithful John

* * * * * * * * * *
Frederick City
November 1st 1860
My much loved one --

Next to your own darling self letters from you are all
that I ardently wish. to see. imagine my disappointment at
not receiving one for a long long week. I suppose you intend
paying me back in my own~. I know I deserve it all, but
I entreat you again to attribute mine to want of ~ not
inclination. I told Ma the other day I was like a darkie had
to work hard all the week and reply to my corespondents on
Sunday or after night. Lollie is busy fixing to go to
Maggiels wedding. she had two notes from Maggie and one from
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Ella last week, begging her to come directly, she will not go
until next Monday. Lollie had several calls to the parlor on
Saturday to see some of the happy "Lords of Creation" -amongst them were Mr.Garrett (Mortie) from all accounts he is
as lovable as ever, and Mr. George C. Miller who was so much
pleased came twice morning and evening. I very much fear he
will prove the successful Knight, and carry off the prize one
of these days, he gave her a splendid Euturcan gold ring ere
he took his departure. He has told no one but me. I guess
Mother will not be very well pleased when she finds it out.
I gave her advice but she said I had better practice before I
preach. Aunt and Uncle arrived here on Tuesday. the latter
went to Middletown Valley last evening to see his parents and
friends. will be absent several days. Aunt Ginnie has been
kept busy telling all and more than all that has transpired
in Hardy Co. since last October. I am glad she is not so
well acquainted with the inmates of Pendleton. She still
possesses one great fault -- in an eminent degree. poor
little Sammy don't he have the blessings poured upon his
innocent head. she thinks it so very queer that the family
are all ignorant of the "Daguerrean Artist" that Full
certainly wrote to ~ all about it. I get so provoked with
her some times that I am almost tempted to growl. Please do
not mention what I have told you to anyone but keep it all to
your own dear self, for nothing in the world can lower him in
my estimation or the rest of the family, I hope. George has
as much praise lavished upon him as his brother has blame.
We hear from Buddy every week. he is perfectly happy and has
made some very good resolutions, would not object in the
least to have a box of "good things" from home occasionally.
Emma returned from the Country Saturday is looking remarkably
well would have had a delightful time had beaux been a little
more plentiful. I think Dr. John Cunningham might probably
stand a chance now, although Ginnie has spoken very lightly
of him she may have changed her mind since then. The bridal
party have not returned from their trip, intend spending the
winter with his Parents. I do not think it will be very
agreeable for Uncle Greenbery was very opposed to the match
and might be induced to treat them~. Pa seems anxious to
know our intentions, has asked Ma several times, if you
really know, please relieve his anxious mind by telling, or
at least as much as you know of it. We will 'go to Baltimore
either the week before the Agricultural Fair or the one
succeeding the 21st -- I wish you were here to accompany us
My darling. Mother is better, appetite and spirits improved,
her cough continues very troublesome. Much love to your dear
Ma, Pa, Brothers and sweet little sister, also to Sammy. I
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must bid you a reluctant adieu as it is long past the hour
for retiring, all the family sent much love to my dearest.
Dr. Johnson would that I could enjoy his beloved society now,
as my Cousin Irene, and Maggie are doing. Each I believe are
paying their final visits for Sappington, and Mr. Barker.
Write very soon and often. Good night, darling -- "parting
is such sweet sorrow". do you recollect reading that to
Mollie Barber and myself one evening.
Lovingly your own
Isabel
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CHAPTER SEVEN
THE LETTER AS IDENTITY

As the topics of women's nineteenth-century health
issues, literacy practices, and educational opportunities
continue to corne under debate, the need to reconsider women's
sphere from a cultural and ideological standpoint has become
more important than ever, for a number of historians maintain
that women were denied access to the type of education
available to men throughout this period, insisting that women
who did attend educational institutions basically were taught
how to be good wives, mothers and daughters, but not how to
earn a living or do serious academic work.

In addition, we

know today that a mysterious social disease of middle-class
women flourished during this time.

Popular literature of the

period discussed the affliction at length, linking illness
itself with the feminine, middle-class existence.

Specific

pathologies are referenced as "chlorosis" or "dyspepsia," for
example, yet if a young woman lived long enough to make it to
adulthood the chances remained strong that she would
eventually succumb to a host of debilitating disorders known
only to women.

The intricate interplay of health, literacy,

and education played a critical role in a young woman's sense
of identity during this period, and in a bizarre way
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characterized her level of cultivation and social standing
within the eyes of the community.
Many historians maintain that although formal education
for women became increasingly available during the late
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the curriculum was
predominantly non-academic in the early stages and provided
only surface level knowledge of a smattering of academic
subjects; hence, they argue that women were taught primarily
the art of housekeeping, but not the art of rhetoric (for
example) and other serious intellectual subject matter.

To

complicate matters even further, women themselves rarely
documented the ways in which they acquired literacy.

Because

of this we sometimes mistakenly assume they were denied
complete access to intellectual curricula regardless of
whether their education took place in the home or at school.
As an example of this trend, Isabel Mantz herself never
mentions the specifics of her education nor recounts in her
letters for John any of her experiences while attending
Frederick Female College and Saint Josephls Seminary.

Late

in their courtship, however, she concludes a letter to John

with "Excuse all for I am writing and talking at the same
time.

Ismarter than common folks ain'it I. III

An

attempt at

wit, this comment represents one of the few places in the
collection in which Isabel makes reference to her class
status, and indirectly to her own literacy level.

One of the
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few clues available in primary sources to indicate what her
level of literacy and "cultivation" were reside in family
correspondence, which states that Isabel was "quite musical,
painted in oils, pictures, handwork in cloth were
masterpieces."
Further light is shed on the content of Isabel's
education while attending St. Joseph's Academy via a
published collection of letters written by May Preston, who
attended the private school for a five year period beginning
in 1862.

It is probable that the two families knew one

another because both the Preston and the Mantz families were
economically secure, lived within close proximity in
Frederick County, Maryland, and sent their daughters to St.
Joseph's Academy (where class size was relatively small).
Isabel's younger sisters Laura and Emma may have been
classmates of May Preston.

Although Isabel attended St.

Joseph's in the early to mid 1850's, May Preston's letter
home reveals some possible link to the curricula Isabel
studied.

In this letter May writes to her mother

You have asked several times, 'What my studies
are' of course you know I do not learn anything but
english, music, and plain sewing.

All I can tell

you is the way I have my time distributed.

We get

up a quarter after 5, leave a half an hour to
dress, go down to prayers after which we study that
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is if it is not time to go to Mass.

Then we hear

Mass almost every day except Sunday then come home
and go to breakfast, then up stairs and make our
beds then 20 minutes recreation before studies of
which we have one hour then to class (I do not know
[how] long and then the next half hour I go to

music, afterwards to class, one quarter, for
reading on geography and the other quater for
catechism, then prayrs and dinner at half past
eleven, then I have recreation until half past one,
go to plain sewing for an hour, writing class half
an hour, arithmetic one hour, between studies half
an hour, music half an hour, and general studies
one hour, supper and recreation until eight oc10ck,
prayers, and then we go to bed.

So you can now

tell what I do all day . . . (Beauchamp 24-25).
May tells her mother that she does not "learn" anything other
than "english, music and plain sewing," yet it is interesting
that in the same paragraph she lists a daily schedule which
includes mass attendance, large doses of religious training
and prayer, as well as lessons in geography, arithmetic,
recreation and general studies.

One might surmise that less

importance was placed on geography, arithmetic and recreation
and, therefore, these subject areas were not listed as those
areas that May actually "learns" but superficially studies.
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In addition, because May does not mention her religious
training as a particular area of study, one might surmise
that religion was not considered a unique subject area, but
rather an integral aspect of the students' station in the
Catholic educational setting. 1

Unquestionably, the daily

schedule presented above seems to indicate that St. Joseph's
Academy (and presumably other academic institutions)
attempted to provide some level of intellectual curricula and
expected its students to adhere to rigorous daily schedules
as well.

Surprisingly, emphasis on the art of true womanhood

as a unique subject area is almost non-existent in this
presentation.

Training in appropriate feminine behavior may

have been enmeshed, however, in the religious climate of the
institution as well as within the daily experience and
informal training that occurred predominantly within the
living quarters, which were heavily supervised by the Sisters
of Charity.
Letters sent to the young women from home also seem to
indicate that etiquette training was regularly disbursed in
large doses by mothers and other family members to the
daughter away at school.

Isabel's writing skills, her many

references to authors Stoddard, Shakespeare, Mary Jane
Holmes, and Eliza Cook, her interest in reading what she
terms "New York Weeklys," and her proclaimed lack of
knowledge in the domestic sphere also seem to indicate that
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her education provided her with impressive literacy skills
but may have skimped on domestic-sphere training. 2

Isabel's

private discourse seems to support the notion that middleclass women did have access to literacy, and they chose not
to abandon it entirely once removed from their intellectual
pursuits and firmly re-entrenched in their domestic roles.
Traces of a sophisticated literacy level revealed in
Isabel's letters to John convince me that twentieth-century
historians of women's nineteenth-century experience are not
entirely accurate in their portrayal of the academic climate
of the mid-nineteenth century, for a good number focus their
study primarily on academic institutions, and spend little
time investigating women's leisure-time activity and the nonacademic reading material available to them.

The favorite

fiction of the period, namely sentimental literature, as well
as advice books, etiquette books, and popular periodicals of
the day (which published numerous columns, essays, and
literature) paint a complex portrait of the women's sphere,
and indicate, as well, that parents, educators, and clergymen
were concerned over what they regarded as young women's
disregard for their health.

In addition, they were concerned

that women were spending valuable time reading sentimental
fiction, more commonly referred today as "trashy novels."
I will discuss in greater detail later in this chapter, the
content of a good number of these sentimental texts

As
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ironically contained the seeds of radical politics and other
subversive ideals, yet this detail typically remained unknown
. to the cultural watchdogs.

Divergent Ideologies Regarding Curricula

General comments on curricula and expectation of women's
educational institutions throughout both the North and the
South is impossible, for the academic climate of the period
remains enigmatic, and today's historians have yet to sort it
all out.

Generally speaking, the term "seminary" referred to

an institution that prepared one for life, or "perhaps a life
as a teacher, certainly a life of usefulness" (Boas 9).
II

academy

II

An

referred to college preparatory school, and

"colleges" were institutions which prepared men
(specifically) for careers in law, medicine, and religious
practice.

Yet, Boas explains that institutional terminology

had little to do with formal mandates, and schools often
referred to themselves as anything they chose (9).

This

certainly seemed to have been the case with female
seminaries, as evidenced in today's scholarship.
Writing in 1931, Willystine Goodsell described the early
nineteenth-century seminaries as weedy growths which were
"meagerly financed, meagerly staffed and equipped, offering a
course of study taught by ill-educated women which was little
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if any superior to the private day and boarding schools of
the eighteenth century" (11).
Yet Thomas Woody, whose work continues to represent one
of the most comprehensive analyses of women's nineteenthcentury education practices in the United States, maintains
that the female seminary aimed to offer "Christian religion
and morals, domestic training, maternal influence and social
usefulness, training for the teaching profession,
accomplishments, physical health, intellectual enjoyments and
mental discipline" (397).
Averil Evans McClelland writes that female academies
were initially "designed to produce young women who would be
suitable companions for their husbands," and in this respect
resembled the traditional "finishing" schools with students
majoring in "ornamental" studies, or more specifically,
needlework, music, painting, dancing and French (124).
McClelland and others maintain that the curricula generally
became much more demanding when Emma Willard submitted her
now famous "Plan for the Improvement of Female Education" to
the Governor of New York.

In this plan, Willard argued four

main points, namely that the government must "provide for the
future and prosperity of the nation," national prosperity
would depend on the character of its citizens, mothers were
responsible for molding the character of their children, and
educated mothers had the potential to form the collective
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character of the developing young nation.

Although Willard's

Troy Female Seminary (founded in 1821 and believed today to
be the first institution of higher learning for young women
in the United States) challenged traditional notions of

women's intellectual capabilities, change throughout the rest
of the nation was neither quick in coming nor guaranteed
(McClelland 124) .
Educators remained ambivalent about the direction and
depth of academic curricula, with many reformers holding true
to their beliefs that women's education remain secondary to
other more important needs of the developing nation.
Elizabeth Seymour Eschbach writes that individual fulfillment
and betterment was always secondary to the "higher purpose of
intelligent wifehood and motherhood" (32). Others were still
skeptical, for they had seen how higher education for women
all too often led them to new-found independence and desires
to gain larger entrance to the public sphere where they might
join the fight for the abolition of slavery and the right to
vote, or perhaps even argue for better education and equal
access to limen's careers" (such as medicine, law, and
religious training).
Christie Anne Farnham argues that the South's role in
educating young women has always been misunderstood, with
many today still subscribing to the widely held belief that
young southern women were removed from any intellectual
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pursuits, for they were simply too busy being southern
"belles."
true.

Farnham asserts that the complete reverse was

Whereas Northerners were fearful that advanced

education for women would ultimately destroy the concept of
women's sphere (due to women becoming too independent),
Southerners recognized a "classical education as a marker of
gentility" (2).

By mid-nineteenth century, Farnham reports

that attaining a classical education for a daughter was
especially important, for the education carried great weight
within the community and influenced a young woman's social
standing and marriage potential, which simultaneously helped
guard against "downward mobility" (31).
Described today as "an index to popular culture"
(Chielens 144), Godey's Lady's Book represented the most
popular magazine read by women in the South during the midnineteenth century.

Textual evidence taken from the

magazine indicates that education was championed by Godey's
editor Sara Hale, yet various factions within the field of
women1s health and education were promoting divergent
ideologies regarding appropriate ways to ensure women's
adherence to her designated role.

For example, in the

"Places of Education for Young Women

ll

column of Godey's

Lady's Book the voice of the publication sang the virtues of
proper education for young women and offered administrators
of women's institutions the

opportun~ty

to apprise the
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audience of current happenings within the walls of their
respected establishments.

Yet, the magazine assured its

readers that the concept of education was only appropriate
and of consequence if provided within the context of women's
appropriate sphere.

Women, it seems, were expected to

engender the moral influence and conscience of the republic,
and men were expected to provide the means to ensure such
training.

In January of 1857, Godey's informs the reader

The great questions of the age are concerning the
moral improvement of society, and who are the most
efficient agents in promoting this improvement.

We

believe that this agency is, by divine Providence,
given to woman, who has the care of infancy, and
therefore holds the power of moulding character.
She cannot do this aright except she is educated
for her office of instructor.
provide suitably and wisely

Whenever men shall
the means for this

training of girls and young women, then the true
progress of humanity will be insured (81).
This passage seems to capture the general philosophy of the
period, which linked womanhood itself to purity and to a
heightened sense of morality.

Evidently women had something

to offer that men simply did not, and therefore it was
believed that the educational setting should aptly provide
for women's continued development and training in this area.
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The end result would be worth the investment, for such
training helped ensure the future of the developing states.
In addition, many seemed to agree that education was
extremely important and especially critical for fostering
women's health and prohibiting idleness and boredom.

If not

properly disseminated, however, education had the potential
to promote the very same affliction it was envisioned to
stamp out -- women's idleness and general feelings of
dissatisfaction with their lives.
became critical.

As a result, balance

Academic content area learning was to be

served up proportionately with "domestic deportment"
education, yet this "solution" continued to be controversial,
with the nexus of debate involving which general subject area
would receive the most focus.

Many were convinced that

curricula heavily weighted in academic content areas had the
potential to endanger both women's physical and emotional
health.

In fact, at least one physician maintained that even

light reading could be harmful to women.

Specifically, Dr.

Stainback Wilson wrote in an 1860 column on women's health
that when a woman allowed herself to become caught up in a
"state of excitement" brought on by anxiety and suspense of a
"thrilling story" her breathing would become interrupted and
this in turn could lead to any number of serious afflictions.
"Expansion of the lungs" provided the only beneficial
solution to any minor or intense application of the mind and
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women had to maintain a heightened awareness of how any kind
of academic pursuit -- or even leisure-time reading -- might
seal their fate (Wilson 82).

Moderation, therefore, was the

key, and a number of cultural critics, including the wellknown Reverend John Todd commented at length on this and a
variety of related issues.
In his advice book The Daughter at School, published in
1854, Todd wrote that professional men could be expected to
"sit and labor three hours daily," but he believed it
appropriate for young ladies to "give her mind arid her
attention to her lesson for half an hour.

"(63).

Todd

also voiced concern that the then-current state of education
privileged practice over theory, and he believed many women
would benefit from the reverse.

A young lady who might have

limited artistic talent, for example, would be better off
learning how to judge the quality of works of art rather than
attempting poor imitations.

Yet, Todd joined the ranks of

many others who believed that daughters who completed their
education at fine academies and seminaries were often
undisciplined and poorly prepared for home duties.

He wrote,

Housewifery, that ancient but most honorable
occupations, which Mother Eve taught her daughters,
is, I presume, almost an unknown science to you ...
In consequence of your long absence, you have never
been able to acquire domestic habits, -- habits
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which are to increase your happiness through life
(232-33) .
According to the dominant ideology, women who showed too much
interest in reading, writing or academics in general were
considered abnormal, for a woman's true calling was
motherhood and the home.

Therefore, her most immediate and

important obligation was to uphold the "moral, intellectual
and physical advancement" of human kind and again Godey's
Lady's Book was embracing this philosophy in an 1860 essay
entitled, "Not All a Waif."

Here, W. S. Gaffney writes that

a mother
has an important duty to perform independent of all
other considerations -- a duty which, according to
the laws of maternal, and we may add divine nature,
,is instinctively and imperatively enjoined upon
her.

This is an irrefutable axiom.

To the

maternal charge direct is assigned the moral
training of immortals! (412).
Training in the duties of the domestic sphere was crucial as
well, as was the overall good health of the young woman, and
no better way to accomplish the goal than to undertake the
constant care of the heart, body, and mind (412).

A

comprehensive approach to women's education focusing on the
importance of balance then was the ultimate goal, and many
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institutions began advertising their adherence to this
philosophy of women's education.
MYstic Hall Seminary, an otherwise unremarkable
institution, was well aware of the culture's rising concern
over the cultural affliction of female ennui and went on the
offensive.

Ennui, a term commonly found in printed material

from the period, was used to indicate a women's general lack
of motivation, boredom, sadness, or depression brought on by
her disassociation with directed activities and domestic
labor.

In a letter which appeared in the "Places of

Education for Young Women" column of Godey's, the seminary
principal wrote that the institution's philosophy of
education was grounded in "outdoor amusements," a primary
activity designed to improve "circulation."

The principal

continued that a remarkable improvement in the academic
performance of their students had occurred, and they
attributed their success to the emphasis placed on outdoor
exercise and activity.

Specifically, the principal wrote,

"Young ladies who came here sick have been cured, the
delicate and weakly have been made strong, and all have
become more cheerful and happy" (82).
"Some of the Work in which Women are Deficient," another
essay appearing in Godey's which focused on education and
women's proper place, "indicated that all classes of people
were prone to ennui and "the curse of an aimless and
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purposeless existence" (221).

The anonymous author of this

piece insisted that the "daughters and sisters of fanners and
trades people" as well as upper-class women were wasting away
their days in vulgarity.

Specifically the author cautioned

the reader that too many young women were cultivating minds
that "never seem to expand beyond the narrow female routine
of dress, gossip, fancy needle-work, novel-reading, and a
smattering, it may be of bad French and atrocious music"
(221).

On the other hand, however, hard-working parents who

may have sacrificed everything to give daughters a proper
boarding-school education might be horrified to discover
curricula far Ilremoved from wholesome home influences, and
having them taught French in quite another language to what
is spoken in France" (221).

The most privileged class was

not exempt from this phenomenon and may too discover that
their daughters were equally, if not more, threatened by
ennui.

The combination of II ignorant and prejudiced

ll

nursery

servants, II fashionable governesses," and, again, prestigious
finishing schools and academic institutions guaranteed that
IIdaughters and sisters should grow up accomplished,
fashionable, and refined, and (low be it spoken) useless and
empty-headed members of society" the author wrote (221).
Evidently the lack of instruction and acquired knowledge
in home management was what qualified these many young
daughters and sisters as "empty headed members of society. II
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When will young women learn the value of baking, brewing,
cheese-making, and house keeping, the author pondered.

How

might the upper ranks of society possibly direct their
servants in the kitchen and nursery if not well versed in
this particular area themselves?

Finally, the author writes,

And you, oh, young wives, whose husbands look black
upon you over ill-cooked dinners, comfortless
rooms, and want of general household arrangement,
do you not sometimes wish that you had dvelted a
few hours less to practising music every day, and
instead, had followed your mother into the kitchen
• • • (222).

The anonymous author seemed to be echoing Eliza Farrar, who

in The Young Lady's Friend proclaimed, "If a woman does not
know how the various work of a house should be done, she
might as well know nothing, for that is her express vocation
. . . " (33).

Women who did not contribute to the overall

direction of their households were said to be leading
unfulfilled lives, which would lead to an eventual state of
mental decay and unhappy dispositions.
According to these popular and respected authors, Isabel
was heading straight down this intolerable path.

For in

several letters to John she admits lacking basic knowledge of
running a household.

In her July 8, 1860 letter she writes

to John telling him of her mother's ill health at a time when
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their home is filled with a deluge of visitors.

Because of

this, Isabel evidently took over the role of household
director and gracious hostess, yet it was a role she was not
accustomed to nor one she particularly enjoyed.

She writes,

"My darling Ma not being able to attend to anything caused me
to be industrious once in my life."

A short time later,

however, she writes with more confidence, "I am getting along
very nicely housekeeping at least everybody tells me so"
(July 31, 1860).

In this same letter, Isabel indicates that

she is taking more responsibility for the daily care of her
younger brothers and sisters -- no doubt due to her mother's
failing health.

Although Isabel is less overwhelmed by these

responsibilities than she had been previously, her
contribution to maintaining the home and raising the children
represented a forbidding role and one for which she had been
provided only minor training.
What this may indicate ultimately is that although women
were provided the opportunity to study some serious subject
matter, they ultimately were expected to dismiss it upon
returning to their homes and female roles, which were
subsumed by the domestic sphere, indicating that the dominant
ideology was so persuasive as to completely deny women's
intellectual pursuits once they had completed their formal
education and matriculated back to their mainstream culture.
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Farnham reports that this was especially the case with the
"Southern belle" during the 1850s.

She writes,

But the upper classes, at least, recognized a
distinct period in a young woman's life, lasting
perhaps several years between the time when she
'finished' school and the occasion of her marriage,
during which the southern belle was the reigning
archetype.

This period in a young woman's life was

filled with parties, visiting, and trips to
friends, relatives, and fashionable watering
places.

Known as 'flying around,' it was the

moment when the years of cultivating the persona of
the Southern belle was put to the test (174).
Although education and opportunities to acquire literacy seem
to have been readily available to middle- and upper-class
women, they were generally expected to disassociate
themselves entirely from their intellectual selves upon
returning to the horne -- for reading, writing, and thinking
skills were not regarded as vital components for the
betterment of horne and society.
Yet, within this climate of differing ideologies, there
were still those who believed that no education was complete
without adequate instruction in the domestic sphere.
instance, Godey's printed "The Education of Women in
America," an article which provided its readers with

In one
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information regarding the critiques of various female
seminaries by a conunittee of "gentlemen of eminence and
learning."

In the October 1860 issue of Godey's, Troy Female

Seminary was examined and given high marks for the
instruction provided in "Languages, Mathematics, Astronomy,
Metaphysics."

Instruction in the "ornamental branches,"

"Music, Drawing, Painting, etc." was also conunended.

Yet the

conunittee wondered why the young women were taught the
mechanics of the steam engine when the "fair sex" would
benefit more from "the mechanical principles and practical
management of a Sewing Machine" (369).

Finally, the

conunittee stated that like many other prestigious female
seminaries, Troy was lacking a department of household
science, and because of this their students were being denied
a complete education.

Archbishop Hughes suggested that the

"science of cuisine," the theory and practice of cooking and
housework, might complete a young women's educational
experience.

He was reported to have said, "Every young lady,

I don't care if she be a Queen's daughter, ought to
understand this department of life" (369).

The final

statement of the Godey's column reported that such a branch
of study was all that was needed to perfect the Troy Female
Seminary.

In the same column, Godey's also indicated that

they had knowledge of a Mr. Matthew Vassar of Poughkeepsie,
New York endowing funds for a new women's college to be
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called Vassar Female College for Young Ladies.

Godey's

expressed its wish that the new institution implement "a
perfect department of Health and Household Science" (368-9)
so that their students would be best prepared to assume their

prope~ roles in the domestic sphere. 3

Inspired Creatures and Guardians of the Culture

Thus Godey's was joining the ranks of clergymen like the
Reverend John Todd and Archbishop Hughes who maintained that
women -- h¥ fact of gender alone -- were the guardians of the
culture due to their high moral standards and adherence to
unfailing Christian values.

This prescribed ideology

mandated that women did not think, or use their minds in any
real cerebral or intellectual capacity; rather, they were
inspired creatures who valued wisdom over knowledge, and who
ultimately were affectionate martyrs ready to give up
everything, including themselves, in an effort to maintain
the good of those to whom they answered and for whom they
were responsible, primarily the human race.
Yet women were becoming distracted.

They were

forgetting their purpose and their private and public roles.
According to the experts, many women were provided
opportunities to fill their days with too few
responsibilities and meaningless activities.

Upon completing
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their education and returning home they designed all their
daily activities around meeting appropriate mates.

Quite

simply, these women were not being taught the value of time
nor the value of their own contributions to the domestic
sphere.

These were women in need of "something to do" as the

title of the chapter itself suggested.

Maria Mulock Craik

had a message to those she held most responsible for this
trend, nrunely parents.

In A Woman's Thoughts About Women she

warned
Tom, Dick and Harry, aforesaid, leave school and
plunge into life; 'the girls' likewise finish their
education, come home, and stay at home.
enough.

That is

Nobody thinks it needful to waste a care

upon them.

Bless them, pretty dears, how sweet

they are!

papa's nosegay of beauty to adorn his

drawing-room.

He delights to give them all they

can desire -- clothes, amusements, society; he and
mamma together take every domestic care off their
hands; they have' abundance of time and nothing to
occupy it; plenty of money, and little use for it;
pleasure without end, but not one definite object
of interest or employment; flattery and flummery
enough, but no solid food whatever to satisfy mind
or heart

if they happen to possess either -- at

the very emptiest and most craving season of both.
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They have literally whatever to do, except to fall
in love; which they accordingly do, the most of
them as fast as ever they can (Craik 14-15) .
Women were absolutely expected to live out their lives
serving the needs of others, and especially the needs of the
men and children in their care.

They were expected to be

consumed and enamored by the needs of home and family;
mastering the art of catering to these needs was the sign of
a true woman.

This message was made equally clear to women

either considering or engaged in professional careers.
Women writers, in particular, were considered to be partaking
in the most subversive act, yet if sentimental literature
(also known as "domestic literature") were their preferred
genre, and the content of their discourse seemed to reinforce
societal norms regarding women's sphere, they were often
provided the opportunity to give voice to their stories in
the popular press.

From today's standpoint, sentimental

literature simultaneously produced frightening and
encouraging messages for young women of the period.
"Jacassa's Journal," a two-part short story which
appeared in the January and February 1860 issues of Godey's
Women's Book, may illustrate this point.

The story focuses

on a highly successful career woman who falls in love with a
man who informs her early in the seduction scene that he
"shuns strong-minded women" including "lecturesses, female
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physicians, authoresses, and all of that ilk, Heaven
forefend . . . " (128).

As the story concludes, Jacassa, a

widely published fiction writer, confides in her private
journal that her soon-to-be husband has insisted she give up
her writing career, and she is prepared to comply with his
request.

She writes, "He says we must be married soon,

before he leaves Ryefield; that my pen and papers must be
locked up, and I must devote one year of my life to learning
to love him . . . " (Janvrin 133).
is emphatic.

The message in this piece

A woman's role within "decent" society was that

of model daughter and model wife busily engaged in upholding
the values of home and family.

Although women might work

outside the home due to necessity prior to marriage, or to
provide for a family upon the death of a husband, women
attempting to maintain an autonomous identity and career
after marriage were considered unfit for the role of
daughter, wife, and mother.

The common theme of this story

confirms Barbara Welter's argument that the more a woman
"used her heart rather than her mind the more feminine she
was" (71).
As Helen Papashvily points out, however, sentimental
literature may have had a more subversive message than what
seemed readily apparent on the surface.

She writes,

No man, fortunately for his peace of mind, ever
discovered that the domestic novels were handbooks
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of another kind of feminine revolt -- that these
pretty tales reflected and encouraged patterns of
feminine behavior so quietly ruthless, so subtly
vicious that by comparison the ladies at Seneca
appear angels of innocence (xvii).
Commenting nearly forty years ago on the role of the domestic
novel, Papashvily asserted that women both read and wrote
stories that provided them with "direction, inspiration,
appreciation, reassurance, a sense of self-importance and of
group unity, a plan of action" (xvii). These novels helped
women order and discover meaning in lives which were all too
often fraught with hardship and despair.
Abusive husbands, strained marriages, impoverished
households, educating children, abolishment of slavery, and
coping with the death of children represent some of the more
common topics which monopolized the domestic novel.
Papashvily maintains that authoresses utilized sentimental
literature to fight the very same battle early feminists
fought actively on the public stage.

Seemingly harmless in

content and tone, these "trivial" women's books reveal the
"tactics women adopted, the weapons they chose, the victories
they sought . . . " Papashvily writes (24).
Theorists such as Jane Tompkins concur.

Although almost

entirely unknown and excluded from serious study and respect,
Tompkins says the domestic novel helps modern audiences
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understand how the culture conceived of itself at a
particular historical moment.

Specifically, she argues that

the popular domestic novel of the nineteenth
century represents a monumental effort to
reorganize culture from the women's point of view;
that this body of work is remarkable for its
intellectual complexity, ambition, and
resourcefulness; and that, in certain cases, it
offers a critique of American society far more
devastating than any delivered by better-known
critics such as Hawthorne and Melville (124).
Yet, because so many of these novels and other popular
writing from the period seemed to devote an absurd amount of
time to a woman's ill health, hysteria, green sickness,
headaches, fainting spells, and nervousness, one might
conclude that women were too busy being sick to acquire a
heightened awareness of feminist issues, or, for that matter,
to devote any real effort to supporting the feminist cause.
Papashvily argues that while women's sickness was a thematic
component of the early-nineteenth-century domestic novel, by
mid-century an ideal of the radiant, refreshed, confident,
and healthy American woman also emerged.

Yet, illness "was

too valuable a weapon to relinquish" she writes, and the
"confirmed invalid" and "cheerful sufferer" continued to
dominate these stories (128).

Depression, privilege, and
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sickliness continued to dominate the feminine script in daily
life, as well.

The Climate of Women's Health

Women's physical and emotional health, sexuality,
intellect and character came together to form the key
components of mid-nineteenth-century femininity.

This

femininity was socially constructed by the dominant ethos of
the time, and it is nearly impossible to talk about any of
the components in isolation for each was integrally linked
and came together to form "woman."

Smith-Rosenberg's claim

that women formed friendships and social networks that guided
them through every stage of the life cycle advances the
notion that socially-constructed norms were easily
facilitated and maintained, regardless of who advanced them
in the first place.

Nancy Theroit refers to this phenomenon

as lithe generational interconnection of body experience,
sexual ideology, and feminine consciousness in nineteenthcentury America" (2).

Specifically, Theroit argues that

feminine ideology and the female body experience created a
dialectical relationship in which a social construction of
the feminine emerged.

And just as we have a cultural

mythology today that creates, names, and defines genderappropriate behavior and experience, mid-nineteenth-century
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middle-class women did as well.

This gender-specific

ideology mandated a feminine script based almost entirely on
self-sacrifice, suffering, general unhappiness, and illness.
Exactly how pervasive health hazards were for the midnineteenth-century woman is unclear.

According to Barbara

Welter's (and subsequently others) theory of the "Cult of
True Womanhood," young women were required to present
themselves as delicate, pale, and weak, but a good number of
women of the period refused to embrace this mythological
construct.

Frances Cogan argues that a competing ideology,

grounded in women's "intelligence, physical fitness and
health, self-sufficiency, economic self-reliance, and careful
marriage" was equally available and acceptable (4).
Referring to this competing ideology as the "Cult of Real
womanhood" Cogan, like Papashvily and Tompkins, insists that
advice and etiquette books, in addition to domestic novels
and periodical literature conveyed a radically different
message to young women.

To support her claim, Cogan offers

numerous examples of texts which pleaded with women to avoid
capricious and restrictive clothing, to get plenty of fresh
air and exercise, to practice healthy hygiene, to avoid the
use of cosmetics (due to dangerous levels of mercury and
lead), and to commit themselves to lifelong good health
practices.

The advice writer Maria Mulock Craik maintained

that ennui was rooted in lack of common sense and physical
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pathologies, "or rather, the loss of that healthy condition
of body" (232).

Craik continued that women were becoming ill

and depressed simply because they were ignoring the "ordinary
laws of hygiene" and that no rational human being should
expect a "sanitary state of mind without a similar condition
of body" (233-34).

Yet, young women were choosing to ignore

this sage advice altogether, she wrote.
If you tell a young girl that water, the colder the
better, is essential to every pore of her delicate skin
every morning; that moderate out-door exercise, and
regularity in eating, sleeping, employment, and
amusement, are to her a daily necessity; that she should
make it a part of her education to acquire a certain
amount of current information on sanitary science, and
especially on the laws of her own being, physical and
mental:

tell her this, and the chances are she will

stare at you uncomprehendingly, or be shocked, as if you
were saying to her something 'improper' or answer
flippantly:

'Oh, yes; I know all that' (233-34).

The fact that so many other advice writers felt compelled to
reiterate messages similar to Craik's should alert us that
things may not have been as fair and well as Cogan suggests.
To gain a clearer perspective we might consider the
climate of today's media in which a similar version of the
nineteenth-century malady exists.

Specifically, one does not
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have to look far to discover magazines, diet and health
books, and other periodicals which lure women to their pages
with strategies for healthful living.

Once inside the text,

however, the reader is confronted with conflicting messages.
For example, articles and advertisements may warn women of
the dangers of excessive exposure to the sun, or they may
reiterate the need to eat well and exercise in order to
remain healthy in body and spirit.

Typically, the tan-

skinned, ultra thin models selected by the publications to
project this image represent a stark contrast to the print
ideal.

As a result, women (and men, as well) continue to

partake in activities that ultimately place them at risk.
Eating disorders, substance abuse, and self-image issues lend
support to the theory that the advice disseminated by the
II

experts" to strive for sound physical and emotional health

often leads rational adults to engage in unhealthy activities
and irrational behavior.
Ellyn Kaschak reports that Nthe incidence of
psychological problems, as well as the various forms they
take, has been shown to be a function of membership in
particular societies, classes and ethnic groups at particular
times" (169).

Whereas today we recognize a symbiotic

relationship between a variety of predominantly female health
disorders (such as anorexia nervosa or bulimia, for example)
and the pressure placed upon women in American culture to
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adhere to societal "norms" regarding female attractiveness,
the mid-nineteenth-century woman was also susceptible to
similar health hazards.

These young women may have been

responding individually and collectively to their "particular
social conditions and social values" in very much the way
women do today (Theroit 120).

Although we have overwhelming

evidence that nineteenth-century "experts" attempted to
intervene and redirect young women's sense of self during
this time they may have fought a losing battle just as
parents and care-providers of young adults have throughout
history, for the values and behaviors held in esteem by a
particular group of young people often become ingrained and
perpetuated, eventually taking on a cult-like status.

Those

who hope to gain admittance into the desired group willfully
succumb to the behavior, dress, attitude and other attributes
deemed "appropriate" by the gatekeepers of that group.

Illness as a Metaphor for Identity

Although a number of theories regarding women's sphere
and her physical and mental well-being have been advanced to
explain the enigmatic illness of the period, we are not
entirely sure what spurred the social disease that dictated
women's mid-nineteenth-century lives.

What we do know,

however, is that emotional and/or physical sickness, despair
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and invalidism became a way of life for both the adolescent
and mature woman, within the context of the printed word, as
well as within the context of daily experience.

(Isabel's

letters lend support to this claim as does her post-courtship
life script.

This will be discussed in more detail in the

final chapter.)

Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English

write,
In the second half of the nineteenth century the
vague syndrome gripping middle- and upper-middle
class women had become so widespread as to
represent not so much a disease in the medical
sense as a way of life (105).
Whether real or imagined, this same sense of illness seems to
have constituted a major aspect of women's everyday
experience.

Writers of the day typically lectured women as

to the ill effects of ignoring one's health.

The Reverend

John Todd even suggested that women and men who disregarded
their own physical and mental well-being would find
themselves wallowing in a state of eventual invalidism, in
addition to willfully breaking God's command to regard one's
body as a temple.
It seems most probable that educators, writers, and
clergy devoted an exorbitant amount of time to this issue
simply because it continued to be a recognizable, growing
concern.

In The Daughter at School, Todd prefaces his
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chapter on health by stating that it would be irresponsible
not to devote some time to the topic since health concerns
had become so widely discussed by experts and so problematic
for a growing number of young women.

He writes, "so many

lectures are given, so many prescriptions are made, and so
much complaint is made for the want of it" (162).

Shortly

into his treatise he confronts the problem directly, equating
a

privileged lifestyle with absurd behavior evident by the

culture's collective lack of cornman sense.

He writes, "We

have so many conveniences, stoves, furnaces, furs, and
shawls, so many luxuries in food, so many thin paper-soled
shoes at this day that good health has become almost like a
ghost, -- a thing much talked about, but seldom seen" (163).
Again, Eliza Farrar concurs in The Young Lady's Friend,
stating that "Women study all the arts and sciences which are
fitted to embellish life, whilst they fail to become
acquainted with that one subject, on which depends the
exercise and full enjoyments of all else that they know"
(142).

Later in the chapter Farrar becomes even more direct

suggesting that without the aid of caution and sound judgment
young women who spend winters in the city may find themselves
most susceptible to disease and perhaps even death.

She

writes
You may read, in those pallid cheeks and hollow
eyes, in that languid air and shrunk form, a lesson
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on the evil influences they have been under.
Instead of having been braced by winter frosts, and
strong out-door exercise, to bear the east winds
and variable temperature of spring, they are so
enfeebled as to become the ready victims of
disease.

If not fatally attacked, the more active

out-door habits of summer restore a portion of
their lost vigor; and happy would it be for those
of delicate constitutions, if they would profit by
this practical lesson, and learn in future to avoid
such fruitful causes of disease and death.

But,

instead of this, the health and strength acquired
in the journeys and rambles of summer, are often
lavished on the round of fashionable amusements in
winter (149-50).
In addition to one's general lack of common sense
(attributed to many young women's widespread adherence to
this gothic-like state of womanhood), the country's midcentury shift from a primarily agrarian culture to a dynamic
industrial nation may have exacerbated social attitudes and
behaviors.

The mass production of the printed word allowed

the publishing industry to deliver magazines and literature
expressing an ideology based upon a mythological construct of
the ideal and wholesome woman.

These texts could now be

delivered directly to one's doorstep.

Few questioned the
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dominant ideology contained within the mass produced
material, and ironically the new ideal was based every bit as
much upon fragmentation, emaciation, and disease as it was on
healthy II wholesomeII qualities.

In this respect it seems

probable that the new and ever-expanding technologies brought
about through industrialization were directly linked to a new
technology of womanhood and of the body politic.

No longer

were feminine ideals communicated and maintained through
traditional female rituals alone.

The ever popular female

activities such as sewing bees, "visiting" processions,
letter-writing, and other social activities carried out in
the private sphere and which helped socially construct the
feminine, were usurped to a large extent by the up-to-themoment news and information disseminated by a growing number
of newspapers and periodicals made available to the ever
expanding middle-class.

Nationwide, literate women were

quickly discovering that poor health was fashionable and
highly desirable, despite the fact that a host of voices
lobbied against it.
The mysterious social disease of middle-class women
during this time is commonly referred to as hysteria, yet
other terms used to describe a womanls declining mental and
physical health included "invalidism," "nervous disorder,"
"nervous constitution, II

II

ennui ,

II

and IIdelicate health.

II

Although, the term "hysteria" is typically associated with
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Freud's turn-of-the-century work, the affliction is well
documented years before Freud appeared on the scene.
Antebellum-era medical literature stated that seizures
accompanied hysteria, yet hysteria was typically diagnosed
without the presence of seizures or seizure-like activity
(Clinton 151) .

For example, Godey's discussed the

affliction in an 1870 article prepared by Dr. Charles P.
Uhle, who failed to mention the need of an actual seizure to
occur in order for a woman to be considered an hysteric.
Rather, as far as he was concerned, one could diagnose the
affliction based primarily on subjective opinion.

He wrote

A hysterical woman is a pitiful and unfortunate
object -- full of aches and pains, and imaginary
ills, capricious in character, whimsical in
conduct, excitable, impatient, obstinate, and
frivolous --a regular Gordian knot for friends and
physicians to unravel (Green 141).
Even though the symptoms described by Dr. Uhle bore some
resemblance to those behaviors associated with insanity at
the time, hysteria represented primarily a middle-class
woman's disease.

It was believed that in the lower-economic

class, the form of the disease manifested itself as "mania,"
and the impoverished were referred to more commonly as
"maniacs."

Class membership seemed to dictate the diagnosis,

and middle-class hysteria represented less of a threat than
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the working poor's association with the affliction might
(Green 142).

Regardless of class leanings, Uhle's

description of the hysterical woman as "whimsical in conduct,
excitable, impatient, obstinate and frivolous" represents a
demonizing of the described "feminine" traits.

Ultimately,

hysteria in the lower economic and social class resulted in
its members being labeled as unstable maniacs capable of
doing great harm to one's self as well as to others.

Health

experts reflected in the medical literature from the period
that personal tragedy often exacerbated the disease.
Miscarriage, financial woes, and death of a loved one
typically prompted the onset of symptoms of hysteria; the
disease itself targeted "genteel" women "because they were
more egocentric, narcissistic, and impressionistic." (Clinton
151) .

Although any evidence of imaginary ills, whimsical
conduct, impatience and abstinence -- a handful of the
symptoms Dr. Uhle associated with hysteria -- is clearly not
evident in Isabel's private correspondence, on another level
we see evidence of Isabel's participation in the feminine
middle-class, social dis-ease of the period.

The traits

which were perhaps the most reliable indicators of a woman's
esteemed membership in the Cult of True Womanhood were
simultaneously strong indicators of a genteel lady-ofleisure'S possible steady decline into varying degrees of
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invalidism.

While Isabel's health remained strong during the

courtship with John, it became precarious and uncertain
during their marriage.
chapter.)

(This will be discussed in the final

Although Isabel makes reference to her own

physical health only briefly in two early letters to John, on
other occasions (and especially in later correspondence) she
admits to feelings of depression, restlessness, hopelessness,
or what was commonly described during the period as ennui.
These comments are typically made in the context of missing
John or in relation to friends and family members suffering
from declining health, illness and/or serious disease.

In

fact, the discussion of health and well-being becomes almost
the main contextual component of John's and Isabel's
correspondence in the final five months of their courtship.
Various theories may shed light on why this occurred.
Because John himself was a physician, the discussion of
health may have seemed a natural topic of their
correspondence.

Equally as plausible, Isabel may have found

herself drawn to John due to her mother's declining health.
On a subconscious level, Isabel may have found John's
expertise in medicine a comforting factor which contributed
to her sense of security at a time when she needed it most.
Also, because we have overwhelming evidence of the social
climate of the period in which health itself became a
nationally debated topic, Isabel and John may have discussed
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the health of family, friends and themselves at length, so to
indicate their mutual awareness and connection and immersion
in the middle-class experience.

Finally, the ongoing

dialogue between John and Isabel regarding the health of
friends, community members and loved ones lends support to
the established fact that good health was a precarious ideal
for most rather than a definitive norm during this period of
history.

Preventive health care as we know it today was

virtually nonexistent, and the unfortunate who fell ill were
often faced with uncertain futures brought on by grim
prognoses.
It is interesting to note that John himself mentions his
own state of health on several occasions, listing neck aches,
neuralgia and what he had believed initially to have been a
bout with typhoid fever.

Again, Isabel makes reference only

twice to experienced physical illness, once mentioning a
"slight cold" and on another occasion writing that she's been
"suffering all day of headache.

II

In describing the headache

lightheartedly as a livery unwelcome companion," Isabel
quickly interjects, "I think it sinful for me to complain,
comment which seems to suggest that turning attention to
one's self might be seen as improper, for a women's true
calling was in caring for others.

In her correspondence,

Isabel is unfailing in offering her condolence to John and
his family members each time she receives word of any

II

a
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illness.

In addition, Isabel sometimes sentimentalizes

John's illness, and on one occasion she writes, "Oh! my how
delighted I will be to hear again from you this week, to know
that you are suffering, pains me, yet can you have the heart
to condemn me, when I say to you that even that pain is
mingled with pleasure, knowing amidst your sufferings you did
not forget your loving Tudie in whose memory you ever hold a
prominent place" (Oct. 17, 1860).
In her July 31, 1860 letter she sends a similar message
with her, ".

and you my dearest, sweetest, and best of

friends, who can and does deny himself pleasures and
enjoyments for the sake of doing good, I will not say more in
whose skill will speak for him . .

for really the

longer I

am absent from you the more you grow in my mind and dearer
you are there."
These dramatic displays of concern seem to symbolize
Isabel's unyielding attempt to construct herself as the true
and good woman who placed the well-being of family, God, and
nation before all else.

The language contained in John's

letters to Isabel indicate acknowledgment of Isabel's
successful construction of her self in this capacity.

John's

earliest letter to Isabel should have dispelled any doubt or

insecurities either one of them may have had regarding this
matter for in this letter John had described her as a "high
souled and noble woman" and had documented particular
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approval of her "efflorescence of character" and "sweet
effluence of soul" (Dec. 17, 1859).

In later letters, John

continues to reiterate similar messages, assuring Isabel that
she is "a favorite" with almost everyone including his
parents, family, and friends as well as his awareness of her
desirability to other would-be suitors.

"Her Weakness is Her Strength"

American mass media and culture were preoccupied with a
woman's physical and emotional health, and again, a lack of
either of these things seemed to identify a woman as truly
good.

In addition, a woman's level of domestic motivation

and ingenuity, her above-reproach upbringing, and her selfsacrifice for the good of others were all critical components
of what made her most desirable.

These same components were

also guaranteed to move her into a catatonic state.

As

Catherine Clinton and others have pointed out, a woman's
weakness was considered to be her strength for it was a
strong indicator of her level of vulnerability to men (147).
Regardless of the cause of this persistent female ideology,
by mid-nineteenth century it was reaching epidemic
proportions, and the young woman did not have to venture far
to find depictions of the non-specific, feminine malady and
the ways in which it might eventually engulf her.

In "A
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Nervous Wife, and How She Was Cured

ll

T. S. Arthur (a well

known male author of the period and regular contributor to
Godey's) described at length how a young wife, overcome by
exhaustion and sickness brought on by the loss of two young
children succumbed to the malady.

Arthur wrote

She is now a hopeless invalid, a poor, weak,
nervous, unhappy creature a mere wreck of what you
saw ten years ago, moving like a tearful ghost
through her daily round of duties, and only kept
alive by the constant and careful attention of a
physician ( 409).
Unmarried women were not exempt from the possibility of
contracting the disorder, but marriage and childbirth almost
guaranteed that a young woman who at one time may have
enjoyed a healthy and happy existence would eventually
succumb to a life of utter despair.

Contained in the

literature was the direct message that thirty-year-old,
healthy women were worn thin.

These same women were in

rapidly declining health by age forty, and dead by age fifty.
The image painted by the popular press was graphic rather
than glamorous, sending a chilling message to its readers.
IITry the prescription, ye men with sickly, toiling, exhausted
wives, whose pale faces haunt your homes like ghosts of
former blessing

ll

T. S. Arthur wrote for a readership of

150,000 readers shortly before the commencement of the Civil
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War as he illuminated the extent to which the malady had
taken hold of the middle class (412).
Isabel's mother undoubtedly had resigned herself to the
role of true womanhood as evidenced by her complete devotion
to husband, home and children as well as her well-documented
poor health.

And although she seems to have willingly

accepted her plight and recognized it as a statement of her
esteemed membership in the feminine guild of hardship and
servitude, she clearly demonstrated characteristics that
speak to her sense of ambivalence regarding the choice to
initiate Isabel into the club as well.

Specifically,

Isabel's lack of domestic training and basic knowledge of
child care serve as an example of this ambivalence.

Theroit

writes, "By fa.cilitating a carefree adolescent lifestyle for
daughters, mothers provided a lesson in motherly sacrifice
for family and reiterated the expectation that adult
womanhood would soon enough bring such sacrifices to
daughters" (84).

Instead of spending the final period of

their unmarried lives focused on engineering a household,
mothers often allowed their daughters an opportunity to
languish in undirected free time.

Calling on friends,

shopping, reading, writing and the time spent actively
engaged in the courtship ritual were perhaps a final offering
to the young daughter before marriage consumed her identity
and transformed her carefree-life to one of drudgery brought
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on by life entrenched in the domestic sphere.

Allowing young

women such leisure time "cost the mother dearly," Theroit
comments, yet many mothers seemed to regard any additional
suffering as a necessary component of their role as the selfsacrificing and self-effacing woman (84-5).

Ultimately, the

more a woman gave and lost of herself in the name of "true
womanhood," the more feminine and respected by society's
standards she became.
Isabel's mother's declining health seems to be an
example of this cycle and thus demonstrates how gender
functioned as a social structure to debilitate women.

Once

again, the support for this assertion is located within the
ongoing commentary on health issues, the health of loved
ones, and Isabel's mother's health specifically carried out
within the pages of John's and Isabel's correspondence.
John's and Isabel's ongoing discourse of general health
issues and the up-to-date reports of Isabel's mother's health
are important, for within the context of "women's sphere,"
particularly, they indicate that both participants were
acutely aware of the cultural expectations regarding a
respectable woman's "constitution."

Additionally, this

dialogue may have been foreshadowing on a subconscious level
what John and Isabel could expect once they themselves were
married, and the pragmatics of daily life replaced the
romance and passion of their early courtship.
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Although John responded to Isabel's concerns over her
mother's illness from a clinical perspective (going so far as
to suggest that Dr. Chew's diagnosis was simply wrong), he
also offered a sentimentalized suggestion to help Isabel
accept the possibility of her beloved mother becoming a
complete invalid.

John's proclamation to Isabel that "there

is 'Blue Sky Somewhere' and let us live in hope of tomorrow's

sunshine" (Sept. 30, 1860) may have been his way of acting on
the dominant ideology regarding women's health dispensed at
his alma mater, Jefferson Medical College, a few years
earlier.

In 1857 Dr. Charles Meigs had lectured to the

graduating class that women deserved "life, peace, liberty,
social order. . . " and that "her gentleness, her feebleness,
her peculiar trials, her dependence upon man for her support,
her comfort and her happiness in life, entitle her to the
warmest feelings of our heart, and make her the happy
recipient of our love" (Dimity Convictions 58).
Equally as plausible, John may have noticed that Isabel
was beginning to recognize that her impending marriage would
alter her life dramatically, for the tone of Isabel's letters
began to falter in the final months before their wedding.

A

tone that had been initially romantic and sentimental was
becoming less so, and at this stage Isabel may have begun to
identify more with her mother who, worn out and i l l from her
years of domestic service, was (according to her doctors)
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facing invalidism and premature death.

Certainly Isabel had

to be wondering if matrimony would lead her down a risky path
as well.

In recognizing that her marriage to John would

literally remove her geographically from her family, home,
and identity at precisely the onset of an impending war, she
must have realized that not only was she embarking on the
unknown and unfamiliar, rather she was going to have to face
these unknowns without benefit of maternal counsel.
In addition, the issue of how marriage affected a young
woman's life became a common theme in advice and domestic
literature of the period.

Courtship was well documented as a

time of virtuous affection and seduction between two, wellsuited people in love.

Marriage, on the other hand, brought

with it tremendous challenges and unexpected shifts in a
woman's life.

Many of these changes were unpleasant and

their effects were well documented by the publishing
industry.

Affluent women, armed with literacy skills and an

acute awareness of the social conventions and cultural norms
of the period were hard pressed to remain ignorant of
society's expectations regarding the woman's role prior to
and after marriage; quite simply, however they were expected
to be conformists rather than renegades.

Within the private

sphere women might use their writing and reading to question
the dominant thought and conventions, yet within the realm of
the public sphere women discovered that it was easiest to
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adhere rather than question.

Ultimately, however, education

and especially the kind of education that Isabel was given
offered women the awareness of the life choices before
them and strategies for coping with these definitive choices.

Notes
1. According to Thomas Woody's A History of Women's
Education in the United States, Volume 1, Frederick Female
Seminary, one of the two schools Isabel attended, was
incorporated by the state of Maryland in 1842, and Woody
refers to it as one of the "best known" in the region (390391). In addition, Virginia Walcott Beauchamp describes St.
Joseph's Academy as the "best in contemporary education then
available for girls" (3). Beauchamp reports that young
Catholic women came from as far as St. Louis and New Orleans
to attend, and that non-catholic prosperous families from
Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Virginia were equally anxious to
have their daughters educated at the prestigious institution
as well.
2. It is difficult to know with certainty what specific
periodicals Isabel was referring to when she described the
"New York Weeklys" sent to her by mutual friend (and eventual
brother-in-law) Sammy Bean. According to the National Union
Catalog, pre-1956, volume 416, three periodicals in print
during the years 1859-1860 included 1) The New York Weekly
Review of music, literature, fine arts and society, 2) The
New York Weekly Museum, and 3) The New York Weekly NewS. It
is equally possible that "New York Weeklys" was a generic
description rather than an actual title. If this is the
case, Isabel could have been referring'to any number of
periodicals published in the New York area during that
period.
3. Evidently, Vassar, a self-made man, had a surplus of
personal funds, and supplying an impressive department of
household science presented no financial problem.
Specifically, Vassar's gift represented an endowment larger
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than that of any other female college to date. Thomas
Woody's, Mabel Newcomber's, and Elizabeth Seymour Eschbach's
scholarship provide in-depth analysis of Vassar's
contributions to the intellectual climate of the period.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSION:

THE LOVE LETTER AS ALTERNATIVE RHETORIC

Isabel and John were married on November 21, 1860.

How

often and in what capacity Isabel and John continued to write
after marrying is difficult to know with any certainty, for
only a few texts written after their courtship and subsequent
marriage survive to suggest how their life as a married
couple evolved, or how Isabel, specifically, maintained any
autonomy in the marriage.
We do know that after their marriage they moved to
Franklin, Virginia where they lived with John's mother at the
"Old Home," and later in a prestigious home that they
purchased.

During a portion of the Civil War, John was a

surgeon in the Confederate Army, and therefore was

requi~ed

to leave Isabel for weeks at a time with her mother-in-law
and, ironically, with at least two Union officers who were
garrisoned in the house with them.

One can only hypothesize

that this must have been a difficult period in Isabel's life,
for while residing in these challenging conditions she gave
birth twice, once to a daughter, Florence, and the following
year to Charles, who died in infancy.

At the end of the war

when it was finally safe to travel, Isabel went home to
Frederick City to reunite with her family and to introduce
them to her young daughter, Florence.

Upon arriving at her
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parents' home, however, Isabel discovered that her mother had
died soon after she and John were married and that her father
had remarried.

Isabel is reported to have developed a

positive relationship with her father's new wife, yet her
brothers and sisters maintained their dislike for their stepmother.
Although family and public documents indicate that John
and Isabel shared a stable and fulfilling relationship, it
was not free of hardship and loss.

Their daughter Florence

died of rheumatic fever at the age of twelve.

A son, born in

1867, was named after John's cousin and good friend, Samuel
Bean.

Samuel Bean Johnson completed medical school, married,

and lived and practiced medicine in Franklin, West Virginia.
Twelve years after her husband's death, Isabel died in her
son's home.

She was 69 years old.

An obituary states that

Isabel had fallen Hand received an injury to one of her limbs
during a trip to Monterey, West Virginia earlier that year"
and that the injury developed into erysipelas, yet private
family documents indicate that Isabel spent time in an Ohio
sanitarium battling a morphine addiction in her final years.
Whether her addiction contributed to or was the actual cause
of death is unknown.

**********
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Importance of Fragments and Local Histories

Isabel Mantz's private discourse helped her to construct
knowledge, to construct a relationship, and, most
importantly, to construct a self.

Her discourse informed,

persuaded, and seduced, and represents a particular form of
rhetoric, or more specifically, an alternative rhetoric.
Alternative rhetorics, often fragmented and seemingly
inconsistent, represent unique traces of women's
epistemological practices which locate them in the social and
ideological practices of the times in which they have lived.
In this regard, alternative rhetorics go beyond presenting a
general sweep of history; rather, these texts provide us
glimpses of distinct moments, sometimes unique and engaging,
other times seemingly passive and dull.

Regardless, these

private discourses help those of us conducting research in
the area of women and rhetoric to better understand how women
have used language to make sense of their lives -- in the
process of living them and writing about them.
Perhaps these texts have been effectively ignored for an
extended period of time for the simple reason that they
contradict traditional notions of what constitutes "good
wri ting . "

As James Sei ty has pointed out, those of us who

evaluate and teach composition and rhetoric continue to look
for the "most respectable forms of the coherent essay," and
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maintain a particular "disenchantment with fragment" (816).
Traditionally, "respectable literature" has been evaluated on
a similar basis, with the common criteria being that which
endures the test of time.

Although some collections of love

letters composed by well-known literary greats such as
Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Charlotte Perkins Gilman have
achieved wide recognition and have indeed withstood the test
of time, it is important to point out that these women are
recognized first for their literary contributions.

In their

cases, and doubtless others, public curiosity has led to
perusal of their more personal texts.

Interestingly, the

love letters of these two women in particular demonstrate
adherence to similar conventions utilized by "ordinary" women
such as Isabel Mantz.
Today, Charlotte Perkins Gilman is recognized as a woman
who demonstrated brilliance and determination in both her
public role and published writing; yet her private letters
written to Walter Stetson and later Houghton Gilman, for
example, reveal a vastly different woman.

The self

constructed in the safety of her personal correspondence
demonstrates constant self doubt and self degradation.

Just

as Isabel had written to John suggesting he could not
possibly love her, Perkins at one point wrote to Gilman, "It
won't surprise me in the least when you get over liking me as
they all do" (Berkin 36) .
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And just as Isabel Mantz relied on John's status within
the community to validate her own sense of importance,
Elizabeth Barrett too relied on Robert Browning's public
notoriety to provide herself with a sense of personal
achievement and power.
Barrett needed the

According to Daniel Karlin, Elizabeth

"appe~rance

of a figure who embodied and

articulated power" for this allowed her the opportunity "to
seize power in her own life" (xiv).

It is difficult to

imagine that any of these women -- Isabel Mantz, Charlotte
Perkins Gilman, and Elizabeth Barrett Browning -- truly
believed they were unlovable and completely incapable, yet
their personal texts demonstrate an internalized recognition
of the "proper" epistolary conventions utilized by women
during this period.

Their letters ultimately reveal strong

women made weak by the directives of the dominant rhetoric
relating to the woman's sphere and a woman's role within it.
In order for autobiographical writing to be considered
worthy of literary praise, it must demonstrate objectivity,
distance and significance.

Yet, women's stories often

embrace circular, contextual and circumstantial patterns and
are grounded in the writer's daily experiences and their
connectedness to mothers, mates, family, home, and
relationships with other women.

These very patterns and

topics may account, however, for their devaluation.
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Judy Lensink has argued that the diary has met with
opposition due to its unique form and content.

Specifically,

Lensink argues that the diary is viewed with disdain because
it "comes closest to a female version of autobiography"
(379).

Elizabeth Hampsten has demonstrated in her

scholarship that letters and diaries more than any other
written form of language bring to life the world of
"ordinary" women.

Rebecca Hogan suggests that women's

personal discourse styles come closest to l'ecriture feminine
in that these forms of expression privilege emotion rather
than logic, endlessness over finality, and blur the
distinctions between those things typically kept separate.
I believe that the love letter is also considered with
suspicion, for the form of expression is regarded as highly
personal and intimate, grounded in seduction and fantasy
rather than reality, and typically associated with the
feminine, the hyper-sentimental, and the capricious.

Love

letters are also regarded as texts composed by vulnerable
lovers catapulted into some sort of altered state, or "willynilly" frame of mind.

On some level, the love letter is

regarded with suspicion for we presume that it may be too
contrived, manipulative, and goal oriented.

In addition, the

meaning of the lover's words is often only known to the
sender and receiver, thus placing today's reader outside the
main frame of reference, and this may contribute to a feeling
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of alienation on the part of the reader.

Furthermore, the

love letter may be discredited because we do not trust it to
accurately predict the success of a relationship.

In other

words, we may discover that talk is indeed cheap -- and if we
"buy into" the writers inscribed love and the relationship
fails, we may feel that we too have been duped somehow.
The love letter has rarely been viewed as an academic
text worthy of much acclaim, literary or otherwise.

For the

most part, it is perceived as ornate discourse, less
important than "real literature" or "respectable rhetoric."
This view has probably been adopted in part because the love
letter speaks passion and expresses care.

It represents a

text grounded in connectedness and mutuality, and tends to
bring out one's female qualities regardless of gender
affiliation.
The letters written by John and Isabel specifically
represent more than mere documentation of courtship and love
-- they reflect forcefully on the dominant social, political,
economic, and ideological forces of the day.

Simultaneously,

the texts produced by each writer reflect the ways in which
social and political practices, economic standing, class
,

status, and dominant ideology came together to construct the
writers individually and the couple collectively.

For these

participants, their writing represented social practice, or
"a socially constituted act whose meaning and value" depended
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entirely on "contingent social arrangements" (Brodkey vii) .
Additionally, Isabel's and John's courtship as created on
paper gives credence to Deborah Brandt's assertion that
"functionally speaking, literacy is the most social of all
imaginable practices . . . " for the two writers comprised a
definitive community of sender and receiver, or author and
audience.

They used their discourse to document inartistic

proofs, and to create artistic appeals -- or all that which
constituted the message itself.

Specifically, they used

their letter-reading and letter-writing skills "to close up
the spaces between people, to draw them together across the
impediments of time and space N (Brandt 1) ..
As her discourse suggests, letter-writing represented an
epistemological practice for Isabel as well, for the letter
provided her with a place to invent herself on the page as
she seized the opportunity to occupy center stage, with John
as her sole observer.

Language became her heuristic for

invention, a place to discover, to express, and to value
herself within the intimate community of the love letter.
Yet the question must be asked.
important to us today?
it is

not.

Why is Isabel's writing

The traditional answer has been that

The postmodern answer is that it is, for while

Isabel's writing abstains from championing feminist causes or
questioning the dominant paradigms that shaped men's and
women's lives at that particular historical moment, her
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writing offers us evidence of a young woman attempting to
make sense of her place in the social climate of her local
community as she created her identity and negotiated her
value on the blank page before her.

Isabel recognized that

the love letter provided her with an opportunity to exert
power and control in a world where essentially she had none.
Isabel's letters provide today's reader with an image of a
pivotal historical moment as a young woman situated herself
in the cultural and social climate of that period, and tried
to make sense of her world through her reading and writing
processes.

Isabel's letters indicate how she internalized

the social conditions, cultural values, and expectations of
her privileged middle-class experience as she signified her
worth to herself and her intended mate.
Isabel's level of literacy was not merely functional;
rather, it was sophisticated, and it allowed her the
opportunity to maintain access to a community of people who
shared her values and level of education.

Isabel

demonstrated little desire to change the world, but she
certainly used language to understand her place within it.
Isabel's literacy skills provided her with a world view, and
a sense of herself in that world which would have been
impossible to achieve had she not found herself immersed in
the middle-class experience in Frederick, Maryland shortly
before the outbreak of the American Civil War.

Had she and
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other women from this period not inscribed their experiences
on paper, we would have only limited access to the literacy
and rhetorical practices these women embraced to inscribe
their hopes and fears.

Finding our Paths. Telling the Stories

Women's alternative discourses -- discourses such as the
ones Isabel created -- represent a segment of what is
currently missing in the telling of the histories of
rhetoric.

These discourses are vitally important because

they signal locations for further research and discovery.

As

Patricia Bizzell has pointed out in her plea for additional
research in women and rhetoric, much is to be learned about
women's presence in the formation of the rhetorical
tradition.

Any recognition of worthy rhetorical practices

has continued to be based entirely on a masculine paradigm
which privileges practices often far removed from those
created and practiced by countless women throughout history.
Fortunately this is beginning to change as a growing
community of researchers and writers reconsider the
traditional paradigm and challenge the silence of women in
this paradigm.
Because women at that particular time and throughout
history have created volumes of private discourse we are left
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with traces of their experiences which must be examined and
recognized, for these texts and stories provide important
insights into the social, political, intellectual, and
ideological practices of the day.

To date, however, only

limited inquiry devoted to recovering women's contributions
to the histories of rhetoric has commenced.

Without further

investigation, however, we, in essence, deny a more accurate
portrayal of women's contributions to the rhetorical
tradition.

Much of the recent research has been directed

toward the various historical periods, with researchers such
as Karlyn Kohrs Campbell, Cheryl Glenn, Susan Jarratt, Yvonne
Merrill, Jacqueline Jones Royster, and C. Jan Swearingen
providing feminist readings of previously ignored texts and
figures.

The scholarship of Catherine Hobbs, JoAnn Campbell,

Karyn Hollis and countless others retraces educational
opportunities and literacy practices of women in this country
and examines the role of women in the history of composition
studies.

This scholarship broadens our field even further.

Anne Ruggles Gere's and William Wright's focus on the
discourse communities of women occurring outside the confines
of formal education (or what Gere calls "the extracurriculum
of composition U ) marks yet another important site of
scholarship relating to women in composition and rhetoric.
Although much of the effort to expand the rhetorical
canon continues to focus on well-known women speaking
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publicly, research in the area of "ordinary" women using
personal writing within the private sphere to name their
experiences will continue to generate even more contributions
to the Rhetorical Tradition.

While it would be reaching to

suggest that all women's private-sphere texts are
unquestionably worthy of consideration, it seems clear to me
that without an impressive base of women's discourse to
examine we deny ourselves access to various methodologies and
epistemologies for evaluation which will emerge through the
process of academic inquiry.

The inclusion of the yet-

undiscovered texts and lost voices helps us discover and
create a repository, or a location for invention.

In other

words, we need women's contributions in order to ask
questions or, more importantly, to help us learn which
questions to ask.
None of this is to say however that we, as a research
community, agree on what it will mean to invite female voices
into the current Rhetorical Tradition.

Barbara Biesecker has

pointed out in "Coming to Terms with Recent Attempts to write
Women into the History of Rhetoric" that mere insertion of
female figures such as those found in Patricia Bizzell's and
Bruce Herzberg's The Rhetorical Tradition and Karlyn Kohrs
Campbell's, Man Cannot Speak for Her founders on the real
possibility of "female tokenism" (141).

Biesecker adds

however that in allowing women's non-participation to
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continue we risk further "silence, stagnation, and
inactivity" (142).

Ultimately, Biesecker summarizes very

articulately a solution I embrace .
. the critic taking up the project of rewriting
the history of Rhetoric would be required to come
to terms with rather than efface the formidable
differences between and amongst women and, thus
address the real fact that different women, due to
their various positions in the social structure,
have available to them different rhetorical
possibilities and, similarly, are constrained by
different rhetorical limits.

Indeed, the argument

I have put forward presses for a feminist
intervention into the history of Rhetoric that
persistently critiques its own practices of
inclusion and exclusion by relativizing rather than
universalizing what Aristotle identified as 'the
available means of persuasion' (157).
Biesecker seems to be in good company.

In "Remapping

Rhetorical Territory" Cheryl Glenn reminds the reader too
that " . . . we cannot simply measure off the distance between
women, chart their place on the rhetorical map, and travel"
(293).

Rather, making sense of women's contributions will

require a constant re-negotiation of our location in this
journey as we discover women's diverse rhetorical practices
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and make sense of them within their and our situated
communities.

Ultimately, in considering where women's

contributions belong in the histories of the Rhetorical
Tradition we allow ourselves the same privilege that the
traditional paradigm has enjoyed:

We allow ourselves to

speak with confidence as we offer revisionist perceptions of
our history and ask the most important question of all, "What
if the story were told this way?"
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